
Q7 Please share other options or recommendations.

Answered: 1,292 Skipped: 1,275

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Have Chugiak continue to House Gruening students zoned to attend there when they graduate to

high school. Have Eagle River HS absorb Gruening students that are zoned for them. Use the

current high school administrations. Set up portables at ERHS if necessary and use the money

that is saved by eliminating the extra and now unnecessary Gruening administration.

2/18/2019 10:14 AM

2 Secondary: JBER students reassigned to other Anchorage locates schools. ER High to CHS.

Gruening to ER High along with sixth graders leaving remaining room to absorb ER Elementary

kids. JBER absorbed by Anchorage located schools.

2/17/2019 7:22 PM

3 Eagle River HS and Chugiak HS should not be combined; Gruening middle school students

should be split amongst Mirror Lake, Clark, Central, and the unused school on JBER.

2/17/2019 1:51 PM

4 I would like the kids on base to go to eagle river high 2/17/2019 1:17 PM

5 Putting all your middle schoolers together is the best for all. Yhey are not ready for the thing at a

High school. They need your own space to be there age and not have to see what goes on at a

High School level .. As for the grader schools, changeing the boundaries for them might be the

best, Using some of the other grader school that are not so full. Knowing this is a lot more, at lease

they stay with there own. This will use the space in some of the school that is not being use to, put

them where they should be.

2/17/2019 11:50 AM

6 Combine CHS and ERHS into CHS building and move GMS into former ERHS building

indefinitely.

2/17/2019 1:23 AM

7 Keep the elementary school togther in its entirety. Keep the middle school together. These stuents

need the support of familiar teachers and staff at this trying time.

2/16/2019 9:12 PM

8 I am opoosed to any plan that puts Eagle River High with Chugiak high school 2/16/2019 3:42 PM

9 Redistribute JBER high school students to Bartlet (which is under capacity), combine ERHS and

CHS into CHS facility, and make the current ERHS home to Gruening. If that were done, sixth

grades from Gruening catchment area elementary schools could be added to the middle school,

freeing up space for ER Elem. students in existing elementary schools.

2/16/2019 3:26 PM

10 Combine Eagle River and Chugiak High Schools at Chugiak. Then have Gruening students at ER

High and this should allow for more 6th grades from elementary schools to go to middle school.

More communication for families that have children going into middle school. But please separate

the middle and high schoolers.

2/16/2019 3:09 PM

11 Rezone Jber students to Bartlett and put all of ERES at ERHS until their building is rebuilt. Start an

early education/child development mentors hip program at ERHS for added electives for the high

schoolers. Or put 8th graders at their prospective high schools and rezone jber Gruening students

to begich. Put all 6th and 7th graders from eagle river and Chugiak community at mirror lake.

2/16/2019 1:15 PM

12 You must not sacrifice the community that has been built at ERHS. Combining ERHS and CHS

should not be the solution to the Gruening issue. ERHS has worked very hard to establish itself as

a distinctive community that has a culture of kindness. Combing the two high schools would not

only result in a very crowded school but it would extinguish the spirit of ERHS.

2/16/2019 10:49 AM

13 PLEASE!! UNITE our north Anchorage community by consolidating ERHS and CHS. The

increased resources and funding would strengthen our community identity and ability to compete

with other large Anchorage high school. After combining ERHS and CHS, move Gruening Middle

into the ERHS building. Then tear down Gruening and build a community center in its place. A rec

center to house basketball courts, full size pools and other needed facilities to strengthen the

Eagle River area.

2/16/2019 9:44 AM

14 Combine ERHS. Send GMS to ERHS, sell GMS. rebuild ERES 2/16/2019 8:44 AM

15 Long term option: k-8/k-12 similar to Polaris at ERHS or newly built school building. 2/16/2019 12:02 AM
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16 Please look into using the school (Mt. Spurr) on base to move ERES and possibly Gruening...

depending upon capacity. (Maybe do a resining for Gruening only and those that live closer to

Mirror Lake have them go there. Both schools need to be rebuilt and need to start seeing some

progress such as demolishing the building so they can start building.

2/15/2019 11:59 PM

17 I am just one voice out of hundreds, but I am concerned about the future of Gruening and

everyone there is to come. I personally thing you should take the money and just rebuild Gruening

cause like my parents said we build on swamp they could fix the ground. All the teachers finally got

their classrooms back together and if we have to move to Eagle River High School it would just

make everything harder and more confusing. Just like last time how Chugiak High School got split

up and made Eagle River High School it would just happen again in a few years. The least that

could happen in Chugiak is the classes get moved to closer together. Therefore, you should leave

the schools alone and rebuild Gruening Middle School to make it fixed up and not damaged.

Besides it’ not afecting you at all, it’s affecting the students and teachers, so if want people to be

on your side you should listen to what we have to say.

2/15/2019 11:02 PM

18 ERES needs to stay together as a family. Including Open Optional and Special Ed/ preschool.

Most of us are happy to drive a ways if there is a location that would allow for this.

2/15/2019 10:26 PM

19 Why is there an answer option 'no preference' for the neighborhood part of ERES and for GMS but

not for ERES Open Optional? If there was I would answer 'none of the above' as we only truly

function when we are together.

2/15/2019 10:24 PM

20 The one true good option is for ERES to stay together, including the Optional program. We are

hurting from the split. Our school community is a family. Especially for our unique school

population this is so very important. The unconditional love, care and respect students receive

across the school (not just their own teacher) gives a sense of belonging and safety, which is key

for our children. It's amazing how true connection between administration, teachers, children and

parents contributes to a thriving school. This is ripped away from us and though teachers work so

hard to make it work, only bringing us back together can make us thrive.

2/15/2019 10:21 PM

21 I would like to see the two high schools brought together again in the chugiak eagle river area and

then have gruening moved into ERHS. A better bus solution needs to happen as youth from Eagle

River Elementary are spending an extra 40 mins a day on the bus. Both high schools are under

capacity. Keeping middle schoolers at the same site as high schoolers is a no go. I don't think

rebuilding Gruening is cost effective.

2/15/2019 10:08 PM

22 Take care of the kids first. They need the stability of staying together with their school and

teachers-not being split up for two or three years. The elementary school needs to be rebuilt and

students returned to what they know. The impact this has had in our community is huge and needs

to be fixed by getting all schools back in working order as fast as possible.

2/15/2019 10:00 PM
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23 I am concerned that the students who are zoned for ERRS and are part of the Optional program

will not be able to continue in the program if there isn’t transportation. Our daughter is in sixth

grade this year, our son is in second, and we want our incoming kindergarten daughter to be part

of the program. We’ve been very happy and don’t want the youngest to miss out because Optional

is not at our zones s hook any longer. We are not the only Optional family who is either a walking

family or use the school busses because they are zoned for the school. The entire teaching staff at

our school ERES have made an effort to know our students and family even if we did not have kids

in their class. I want assurance in writing that once the repairs/rebuild is done all of our teachers ,

staff and administration and Optional program will have the first option to return to ERES. I am still

blown away by this survey that was provided prior to information being given to the community. I

attended both meeting nights and the breakout groups and the only thing I came away with is that

the district seems to be obviously trying to make it look like they are asking for help but have a

clear plan in mind. We as parents are asking for transparency from the district. Please be honest.

We would like to see the raw data from the earthquake damage to our building. We want to know

the details guiding decisions made by the committee. We want to see why some options

mentioned are or are not feasible. Is there an issue with the land that ERRS is currently sitting on?

We’ve heard that may be an issue but nothing official. What constitutes a workable plan to the

district? Who even is on the committee and what makes them qualified to decide the fate of ERES

and Gurening middle school? Why is it that the parents, teachers, and staff all feel like we are

being lied to and this whole thing is a sham and the cheapest option will be chosen because the

district is only ablution the bottom dollar? How come the district is playing games making

everything look pretty to the public but in reality our children are still dealing with major trauma?

Our teachers haven’t even been asked how they are doing from anyone but the district. Our PE

teacher has been doing the job of an AP but hasn’t gotten paid for it, why? Where was the District

Superintendent when our teachers were risking their lives to try and salvage what little bits of their

class rooms after the quake, she should have been there helping. Where was she the week after

the quake when school was back in session and our children were standing in the cold at the “bus

center” at ERES. We had more parent volunteers there on the first day than upper administration.

The DS should have been there at the school helping reassure the students and staff that she was

there to help, instead she was visiting some of the least hit schools. There were promises of

therapy dogs but they went to schools in Anchorage that weren’t nearly as hard hit as ERES. It’s

been clear that it is easier for the district to show the good, and overlook the hurting. I am

disappointed in ASD. Where is the accountability?

2/15/2019 8:26 PM

24 Please don’t combine the high schools; I’m a sophomore and very much want to graduate from

Eagle River.

2/15/2019 7:51 PM

25 Timing is right now ASD to move ERHS to CHS, and give GMS ERHS building, and give all 6th

graders the middle school opportunity. With the budget cuts that came out from Dunleavy, is tax

payers are not happy to have two high schools in our community already. And now with the cuts,

you really need to think wisely about this. The majority of ER has wanted this for years. You will

not get bonds passed for other schools when you do not listen to what our community wants. And

it will save you money. We want it, our community needs it to be unified. We are too small of a

community for two high schools. We moved GMS in a week to CHS. Don’t BS us on it taking years

to move ERHS. You’ve seen what our community can do to move, and we can come together to

do it again and combine two schools.

2/15/2019 7:42 PM

26 I don't like the idea of putting middle school students with high school students. If there is a

boundary adjustment, would there be a boundary waiver for students already attending the

school?

2/15/2019 7:34 PM
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27 Eagle River Elementary needs to be kept together as a whole. Overwhelmingly the request by

families is to stay together. A suitable location with bussing such as one of the closed schools on

JBER or other space (the former Alaska Native Charter School location on Muldoon) that would

allow the school to stay whole IS the right thing to do. I understand breaking up the school and

spreading out to three different schools was the fastest way to get kids back in action, but next

school year, 2019-2020, needs to bring the school back together in a single location. If you look to

other areas that have suffered similar displacement issues due to natural disasters (hurricanes)

keeping the school community intact was made a priority. Another option to provide for this would

be to combine ERHS and CHS. This would free up the ERHS campus as a temporary K-8 location

for both ERES and GMS. This would keep more similarly aged kids together, keep all students in

the Eagle River area and allow for a relatively quick transition into new learning spaces (as

compared to preparing one of the closed JBER schools for relocation of ERES). We appreciate the

current arrangement of GMS at CHS, but ERES sorely needs to be addressed in a much more

dignified and respectful way for that school community. With the massive cuts ASD is potentially

facing do not let the ease of permanently closing schools enter the conversation. It would be

despicable to use a natural disaster as an excuse to meet budgets. The ERES community has

faced enough trauma from this event and deserves to be respected and honored as a school by

keeping their community together. Thank you for the opportunity to give input, but the way this

survey was written and the fact that one tiny box that looks too small to enter even a full sentence

will give you limited feedback. If this is truly to be a community driven process in the best interest

of our community please fully allow and honor that. Thank you.

2/15/2019 7:19 PM

28 Combine eagle river and Chugiak high into chugiak, and make eagle river a middle school 2/15/2019 6:45 PM
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29 I would like to expand more on my selection for numbers 4, 5 and 6. It is hard to give my opinion in

a single click box since I feel like I don’t have enough information to say what I support. For

example, it has not yet been said which school might be the school receiving my students. I would

feel differently if it was announced that middle school students living on my street would be zoned

for Central or zoned for Mirror Lake. Since that depends on factors that are unknowable to me

(location of student population, bussing factors, etc) I have a hard time voting for the choice when I

don’t actually know the outcome. I, instead, find it easier for me to rank an order of preference for

my students in those schools. Elementary - 1 - Best case scenario - Keep the school together - I

know there are some options being investigated that could enable the school to stay together as a

whole. I feel that this would best serve students and staff. 2 - Second choice - Keep families

(including the Optional family) together - My family is not currently divided because my students

are in the Optional program. I know separation has been challenging for those families who are. If

it is possible, I would like to see larger chunks of the school kept together (ie: half of students/staff

in one school and half in another) rather than see our school be diluted amongst 4 or more

different schools. This would allow for our school to partially retain some identity as well as keep

students and staff with at least some familiar faces to ease transition. This would also simplify

bussing. 3 - Last choice - completely diluted into each local area school. The more students/staff

are spread out, the more certain it is that we will lose our school culture and identity. Middle School

- 1 - Best case scenario - Keep all schools involved together - restructure space/time at High

School building (CHS?) to maximize functionality. Explore aligning bell schedules (possible

bussing issues?), portable classrooms, scheduling shared spaces differently. What changes can

be made to the master schedule to allow classes to support each other instead of competing for

resources? I hear a lot about combining the high schools. Logistically, the schools could fit

together, but I don’t think that some students should lose their school identity so that others can

keep theirs. If there is a way to keep the high schools’ identities separate while sharing resources,

I would support that. If combining the schools is a “long term” solution, then merging the identities

could be phased in starting with the 2019-20 freshmen. 2 - Second choice - Move some students

(ie: JBER students) to another school while keeping most students at GMS. Going to 3 different

middle schools is tough for students who already may have moved many times! 3 - Last choice -

spread students out amongst various schools. This seems like a lot of logistics for not a lot of gain.

Questions: Will ERES and GMS continue to exist in the 2019-2020 school year? Will those

students, staff, PTAs, etc continue to have an identity or will they be totally merged with the

receiving school? Any transition needs to be done intentionally and in a supported manner. We

need to ensure that staff have the resources (time, space, etc) to hold orientations and family

events equivalent to what was typically offered at schools in pre-earthquake times. Is it the

district’s intention to re-open those schools again after the process of rebuilding? Will those staff

members have priority in returning to ERES or GMS if they so desire? We have recently been told

all about historical precedence; putting it in writing is necessary to ease the ongoing anxiety in staff

and families. Having a “short-term” solution become a “long-term” solution to save a few dollars

and effort is wrong. ERES is a wonderfully functional school and should be given the opportunity

to be together again. My children don’t hit GMS until 2019-2020, but I think the same should go for

both schools. How many families live in ERES zone and attend the Optional program? This is my

family’s situation, as we live walking distance to ERES. If Optional is placed at a more distant

school (Birchwood, FireLake, etc.) walking will no longer be an option for us. With two parents

working full time, the transportation provided this year has enabled us to keep our children in the

program so far. I hope transportation will not be a roadblock for us in the future. I’m know there are

some other families in a similar situation.

2/15/2019 5:38 PM

30 Move Gruening MS to Eagle River High School. Make Gruening MS 6-8. Moving all elementary 6th

graders to middle school would increase space for re-zoned Eagle River Elementary students.

Chugiak and Eagle River High School would combine to be one at the Chugiak location.

2/15/2019 4:39 PM

31 my concern is for gruening students, if the school cant be fixed and must be replaced - I am not

sure how to fix it, but it definately needs to have the school where its at. That is a full school and

houses alot of kids that can walk. I am a Parkview Terr resident and both my kids went through

Gruening...

2/15/2019 4:05 PM

32 Keep the systems how they’ve been 2/15/2019 4:03 PM

33 The students of eagle river height school would be extremely mad if we got moved to another

school

2/15/2019 3:48 PM

34 Put Eagle River high at Chugiak High School, and put Gruening at the eagle river building grades

6-7 leaving extra classroom empty in a lot of the elementary scuools, so you can out Eagle River

elementary in those classrooms

2/15/2019 3:45 PM
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35 The best possible option is to find a building to house all of ER Elementary School for whatever

time period is needed. That keeps families, teachers, programs etc all together. Mt. Spur

Elementary on base would be a great option. If that can not be done then realigning the

attendance boundaries for ER students would be the 2nd best option.

2/15/2019 3:39 PM

36 long term, find a way to house all of eagle river elementary in own building. Use a vacant building

and maybe relocables

2/15/2019 2:32 PM

37 Gruening students attend Eagle River High 2/15/2019 2:20 PM

38 I think Chugiak and Eagle River HS should be combined and Gruening separate from HS 2/15/2019 1:35 PM

39 Use a vacant elementary school on JBER for ALL middle school students from military base

JBER, including Gruening JBER kids and Clark/ Central JBER kids. Remaining Eagle

River/Gruening Middle School students go to Mirror Lake Middle School. High Schools remain

distinct.

2/15/2019 1:14 PM

40 Combine The two high schools. Move Gruening to Eagle River High location. Move all 6th graft to

middle school to make room for re-zoned Elementary students

2/15/2019 12:26 PM

41 Do NOT combine Eagle River High and Chugiak High 2/15/2019 11:55 AM

42 I like keeping our school together. Chugiak kids are nice to us. Keep Gruening at Chugiak. 2/15/2019 11:50 AM

43 Move ERHS students to Chugiak High. Move Gruening back to occupy ERHS and make it a 6/7/8

program. It’s absurd putting Gruening in CHS again. They lost all quality specials, the lunch

periods are ridiculously late, the older kids are a bad influence, and the kids are STRESSED out! I

had enough and transferred my kid to Mirror Lake already where she will continue for 8th grade if

you leave things as they are. She’s doing a ton better

2/15/2019 11:47 AM

44 utilize Chugiak HS for all Eagle River high school students and use Eagle River HS for all middle

school students. Another option would be to combine grades 6-9 in middle school and have high

school house grades 10-12.

2/15/2019 10:53 AM

45 After hearing from many Eagle River elementary families on the 13th I Believe it's best up to keep

families together Whenever possible. Breaking up families who are at potentially attending 3

different schools is obviously a major hardship. Looking at the numbers in the elementary schools

and the availability of additional students it seems all area elementary schools could Absorb the

numbers from Eagle River elementary school, however Families need to stay together. The

question posed in this survey to keep families together was very confusing in the beginning , but

after attending the meetings I now fully understand the importance of keeping the families together

If Anchorage school district was to ever consider making a change at Birchwood ABC to a

neighborhood school now would be the best time to do that. I would suggest that ASD looks at the

history of Birchwood ABC and their declining numbers. In my personal experience at Birchwood for

one full year I believe the majority of the declining population would rather the school be a

neighborhood school. Whenever possible setting up portables at each school is a wonderful

option! I lives on the Kenai peninsula for several years and their population goes up-and-down.

When it's app they have full use of portables and the children really enjoy that.

2/15/2019 10:35 AM

46 That the special education pre-k program offer an option in Chugiak. My 3 year old is being bused

for 2.5 hrs a day to get to Ravenwood, attending Eagle River Elementary will only cut that down to

2 hrs a day. I feel like this is excessive for a 3 year old

2/15/2019 10:20 AM

47 One high school at CHS. Gruening & ERE and Optional at ERHS. Combine all preschoolers at

Birchwood or Homestead, both of which would have space.

2/15/2019 10:01 AM

48 We need to continue to do what's best for the kids involved not on what community or parents .

What's best for the children is all that matters

2/15/2019 9:57 AM

49 Put Gruening students & JBER students in ERHS and ERHS@CHS 2/15/2019 9:54 AM

50 Move Eagle River Elementary School students to the newly emptied school on base. Move

Gruening to ERHS, and have all the HS students go to Chugiak.

2/15/2019 9:40 AM

51 DO NOT MOVE EAGLE RIVER HIGH SCHOOL TO CHUGIAK HIGH. WE WOULD LOVE TO

KEEP OUR SCHOOL THANKS

2/15/2019 8:53 AM

52 please keep eagle right high school 2/15/2019 8:53 AM

53 Please leave eagle river high school as it is. I have been lucky to be at this school for the past

three years cuz my dad is in the army and I want to graduate from the high school that I’ve been

going to for the past three years. Imma be super mad and sad and lots of bad emotions.

2/15/2019 8:52 AM
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54 Withthe current talk of combineing ERHS and CHS it brings ASD back to before ERHS was built

and soon the distrect will run into the same problem as the distrect ran in that CHS will become

over populated and another school will need to be built it would be cheaper to just rebuild

Gruening

2/15/2019 8:52 AM

55 Keep Eagle River High School running 2/15/2019 8:52 AM

56 Please keep eagle river high. I don’t wanna go to Bartlett again 2/15/2019 8:51 AM

57 Eagle river high school should be moved to chugiak high school and the middle schoolers should

be out in the eagle river high school campus.

2/15/2019 8:50 AM

58 Could make Eagle River 7-12 2/15/2019 8:50 AM

59 Leave it how it is the other ideas are stupid and it would mess up Sports and a lot of other stuff 2/15/2019 8:50 AM

60 We should be looking for the long term solution. We are kicking the can down the road on these

short term solutions. These building are going to need to be rebuilt and that is going to take years

to happen. We are dealing with the federal government and we have seen from the past natural

disasters how long it takes for funding to flow. So now is the time to rezone and shuffle students to

appropriate schools in their zone. Remove all 6th grades from elementary schools and place them

in middle schools. Combine the ERHS and CHS at Chugiak and do not take in any new JBER

students for next school year. Allow the JBER students currently enrolled in either high school to

stay enrolled. All current Gruening 8th graders be sent to Bartlett next year. Move Gruening to

ERHS next year and make it grades 6-8. This will open the elementary schools, the two high

school will be under capacity at CHS through this years graduation and moving the 110 8th

graders to Bartlett. Most importantly, there needs to be an open mic session set up before these

decisions are made to let everyone be heard in front of the board and hear their responses. Have it

on Saturday, start it at 9:00 AM and let it go until everyone is heard. The break sessions diluted

our voices and there were no answers given on questions, just feedback. It would have been Bice

to have at least one board member in each room to answer any questions. It seems the board has

made their decision on next year before these 2 feedback sessions.

2/15/2019 6:50 AM

61 Combine Gruening and Eagle River Elementary and move into Eagle River High. Eagle River High

would then come back to Chugiak. Or combine Mirror Lake and Gruening at Chugiak and move

Chugiak to Mirror Lake.

2/15/2019 6:47 AM

62 House Gruening and Eagle River Elementary at Eagle River High. Bring back one high school

housed at Chugiak.

2/15/2019 6:44 AM

63 Please do not merge ERHS and CHS 2/15/2019 6:21 AM

64 Do not combine eagle river and Chugiak high schools. 2/14/2019 9:07 PM

65 Move more 6th grade students to Mirror Lake Middle School to allow ERES more room in the local

area.

2/14/2019 8:56 PM

66 Please continue to work with the staff, families and students to keep Gruening as a whole for the

short term so the students and teachers can continue to foster their school spirit and best interest

in the students while being displaced after an unimaginable event.

2/14/2019 8:36 PM

67 We should combine Eagle River and Chugiak High School, rezone the students on JBER for

Bartlett High School, and turn the Eagle River High School building for the middle school. The

Middle School should then take 6th through 8th grade, which would then open up space in

Elementary Schools in all the surrounding areas. This makes the most sense and would help all of

the issues that have been caused by the Earthquake. Frankly, having Gruening Middle School at

Chugiak High School is a safety concern for the middle school students. It is not safe for their age

to be around students that are 18 years old. Not Okay

2/14/2019 8:27 PM

68 Combine ERHS and CHS @ CHS. House GMS and ERES at ERHS. 2/14/2019 8:22 PM

69 None 2/14/2019 7:48 PM

70 Combine ER High back into Chugiak High and move Gruening to the ER High building

permanently.

2/14/2019 7:41 PM

71 Keep Eagle River High School students at Eagle River high school. Keep Gruening Middle

students at Chugiak High School. Thanks!

2/14/2019 7:08 PM
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72 Ultimately I'd like for a site to be found that could house Eagle River Elementary School as a

whole. However, after reviewing the ASD chart showing program capacities and membership, I

believe that the district has already made up their minds on how to proceed. Due to the Eklutna

cost increase to lease their land for Eagle River Elementary combined with the budgetary cuts

from the state and from the school district as well as the long lead time for reconstruction makes it

so that the school will not be rebuilt at its current site. ASD's capacity chart shows that there is

enough room in those schools to disperse these displaced students making the rebuilding effort

even more futile. I believe that these public meetings are to pacify the parents and teachers to

think that they have a say when in reality the ASD has already made up its mind to disperse the

staff and students. I feel that this is very unfortunate because it does away with the integrity of the

Eagle River Elementary program. If it is the plan of the school district to disperse then they should

not waste any more time and money with meetings and surveys and proceed so these students

can get settled into appopriate schools so that the interruption of their education is kept to an

absolute minimum.

2/14/2019 6:48 PM

73 ERES needs to be kept together to support the social, physical, and emotional needs of the

students and staff. Do not break up that supportive school. It may be a short term solution to split

them, but it will have long-term consequences academically and emotionally for some of the

neediest students in our community. They need the stability of their known adults when they do

not have stability at home so that they will become more successful as they progress through their

ASD education and in life. A committment to rebuild ERES is necessary to meet the needs and

choice in education that families in ER deserve. A summer is a natural break for a new teacher but

it is not a natural break for a new school, new teachers they have built a rapor with and who have

supported them even before being in their classes. Get out and actually talk to and listen to our

community. The lack of information and lack of communication and listening above the building

level has been unacceptable.

2/14/2019 5:50 PM

74 I think combining Eagle River High school and Chugiak High at CHS and putting Gruening

students in ERHS Should be looked at as well.

2/14/2019 5:18 PM

75 Place the ERHS students at CHS. Place the ERES and GMS students at ERHS Building. All

students would be in the Eagle River area. Only 4 schools would be involved with changes. This

response space is too small for discussion!

2/14/2019 4:42 PM

76 Please avoid wasting time and remove any further discussion that Eagle River HS should be

combined with Chugiak HS. This is a non-viable solution for multiple reasons. First, you would be

interfering with the top performing HS in ASD and the State of AK. With the focus on performance-

based outcomes, this does not make sense. The focus of ERHS and CHS are profoundly different.

ERHS is academically focused first and sports/activities focused second. CHS is sports/activities

focused first and academically focused second. Additionally, the combined student body would

push the utilization rate at CHS well over 100%.

2/14/2019 4:23 PM

77 Do not take Eagle River High School away from its students. We are important. The climate of our

school is a massive positive on the Anchorage School District. We are the highest ranked public

school in the state. We matter. Don’t move us t Chugiak or Bartlett because of money issues.

Value us as students. We love our school, we take pride in our school, and we don’t need that

taken away from us.

2/14/2019 4:05 PM

78 More space is needed if Eagle River students stay at Birchwood. A portable would help with space

for ignite, health, band, orchestra and others. Staff and students are working well together but we

just need more space.

2/14/2019 2:48 PM

79 Move the Gruening students to Eagle River High School and move the Eagle River High School

students to Chugiak.

2/14/2019 2:26 PM

80 no mirror lake]] 2/14/2019 2:25 PM

81 I think that all the gruening middle school students should stay together. 2/14/2019 2:20 PM

82 please do not uproot students . they have been through the earthquake. they moved to homestead

and chugiak high. how much more change can the kids take. just leave well enough alone

2/14/2019 2:17 PM

83 I would prefer if ERHS would join CHS in the Chugiak campus then move the students of GMS to

Eagle River High School's old campus which will give Gruening a little more room to expand to add

a sixth grade.

2/14/2019 2:14 PM

84 move the elemtery schoolers to the old sams club 2/14/2019 2:13 PM
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85 If Chugiak High can hold the capacity of Eagle River High, they should move to Chugiak High.

Then the Gruening and Eagle River students can move to all going to Eagle River High. If that

were to happen we could just keep the normal bus stops and maybe add a few more. I think that

would be the most efficient way if Chugiak can hold all Eagle River HIgh students.

2/14/2019 2:12 PM

86 I would like to keep students from both schools together as much as possible. 2/14/2019 2:12 PM

87 i"m not going 2/14/2019 2:11 PM

88 Continue to keep Gruening at Chugiak temporarily. Create/Rebuild an area for Gruening students

to stay.

2/14/2019 2:11 PM

89 r 2/14/2019 2:11 PM

90 I AM NOT GOING TO MIRROR LAKE!!!!!!!! 2/14/2019 2:10 PM

91 please stay a chugiack high school 2/14/2019 2:10 PM

92 gruening rocks we should stay with it 2/14/2019 2:09 PM

93 I can't think of anything to talk about 2/14/2019 2:08 PM

94 Move all Gruening Middle School students to Eagle River High School. Move all Eagle River High

School students back to Chugiak High School. Re-align the elementary school boundaries to

match the individual school sizes. Please make these changes permanent, not temporary. Fix the

issues now for the 2019-20 school year. Don’t make students change and adjust 2 times, when

only one time is necessary if you make the difficult and long term decisions now.

2/14/2019 1:52 PM

95 Move GMS students to ERHS building. Move all ERHS students to CHS. Divide elementary

students among existing elem schools & let children in the same family stay together in

2/14/2019 1:39 PM

96 Please combine the two high schools and move Gruening to ERHS. Grandfather current JBER

families to stay at their respective schools. All JBER incoming freshman or families that move in

this summer be sent to Bartlett HS. They currently are 600 under capacity. Between the two high

school, 68 students will graduate in May. Plus by moving the 110 Gruening JBER students to

Bartlett, that would bring total enrollment between the two high schools under the capacity of

Chugiak high as long as the grades are somewhat proportional. If grades are close to proportion,

this would put enrollment between the two high schools next year around 1530. Also, this is a

military town and there will be families moving out that are currently in grades 9-11 reducing

enrollment even further.

2/14/2019 1:39 PM

97 This Mark's Test 2/14/2019 1:31 PM

98 move 6th graders over here in chugiak 2/14/2019 1:30 PM

99 have gruening students go to eagle river high school and keep eagle river high schoolers at eagle

river high.

2/14/2019 1:27 PM

100 I think, if possible, Gruening and Eagle River Elementary should be grouped together 2/14/2019 1:23 PM

101 half the 7th graders go to one school and 8th graders go to another 2/14/2019 1:22 PM

102 WHATEVER HAPPENS I THINK GRUENING SHOULD STAY TOGETHER NO MATTER WHAT

HAPPENS

2/14/2019 1:21 PM

103 I go to eagle river highschool and definitely want to stay at eagle river highschool. I have heard

most of the options we have for relocating or even building onto the schools. In my opinion, I think

keeping GRUENING at chugiak or even building the wing eagle river highschool was supposed to

get in the beginning, and we would house gruening. I also think that eagle river is too big of a

school for just 6-8th graders. Thank you for listening to my input.

2/14/2019 12:49 PM

104 Gruening students should go to eagle river high school and eagle river high school students go to

chugiak

2/14/2019 12:48 PM

105 I wouldn’t mix the highschools it’s going to cause many problems socially. Students from eagle

river don’t necessarily get along with chugiak.

2/14/2019 12:47 PM

106 Leave eagle river highschool out of it, and find a home for the Gruening kids that isn’t at a

highschool, and leave the elementary kids at Birchwood and homestead

2/14/2019 12:47 PM

107 Don’t put middle schoolers and high schoolers together 2/14/2019 12:46 PM

108 I think that there should be another wing built at ERHS and house the 6-8th graders there 2/14/2019 12:46 PM
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109 Don’t make any changes because things are fine the way they are now. 2/14/2019 12:46 PM

110 i like it here in chugiak it has so much more space to move freely without bumping into people, i

would like to stay in chugiak

2/14/2019 12:32 PM

111 I think that us students should stay at the highschool but I do think there should be some changes

like the passing periods we should change them the middle schoolers should have their own

passing periods.!!.-_-

2/14/2019 12:32 PM

112 I have no preference. 2/14/2019 12:30 PM

113 keep Gruening Middle school at CHS 2/14/2019 12:28 PM

114 Do not combine Eagle River HS and Chugiak HS! This will not benefit the students at both high

schools.

2/14/2019 12:22 PM

115 Have one high school: Eagle River HS combines with Chugiak HS. Two middle schools: Gruening

MS relocates to Eagle River HS location with grades 6-8. Remove 6th grade from Alpenglow,

Ravenwood, and Homestead elementary schools to make room for re-zoned Eagle River

Elementary students). All 4 pre-school programs stay at Ravenwood. Consider re-zone JBER

students to Anchorage schools.

2/14/2019 12:09 PM

116 Gruening MS relocates to Eagle River HS with grades 6-8 (remove 6th grade from elementary

schools to make room for re-zoned Eagle River Elementary students). Eagle River HS combines

with Chugiak HS. Consider re-zone JBER students to Anchorage schools.

2/14/2019 12:04 PM

117 i think we should move the eagle river high school student to chugiak and have the gruening kids

like myself go to eagle river high I think that we should not spilt the former gruening student

among 3 different middle schools because that could split up friends and could be very

incoconnveint for parent to have to drive kids out to the bus stops

2/14/2019 12:03 PM

118 I think for students at gruening middle school, we should have a high school, such as eagle river

high school and move them to chugiak, while gruening students go to eagle river high school, and

if there is enough room bring eagle river elementary to eagle river with gruening students, to eagle

river high school. i am sure that you probaly will not do this but this is just an idea i thought of.

2/14/2019 12:00 PM

119 I think gruening middle school should stay where everything is. 2/14/2019 12:00 PM

120 Eagle River Elementary needs to stay together as cohesive school and moved to one building. 2/14/2019 11:59 AM

121 elongate passing by another minute or two, keep grade levels together, and get teachers in

appropriate classrooms.

2/14/2019 11:59 AM

122 we could leave gruening middle school at chugiak high or move gruening to eagle river and have

eagle rive move back to chugiak

2/14/2019 11:58 AM

123 splitting Gruening up between multiple schools is an awful strategy 2/14/2019 11:58 AM

124 Have ERHS come to CHS and GMS go to the ERHS grounds DO NOT SPLIT ANY OF GMS UP

PLEASE!!!!!!

2/14/2019 11:58 AM

125 please don't divide the students to other schools because we would miss our friends 2/14/2019 11:57 AM

126 I believe gruening should stay together and not be split up 2/14/2019 11:57 AM

127 I have no other recommendations. Thank you for looking this over! 2/14/2019 11:57 AM

128 let me wear a hoodie in school 2/14/2019 11:56 AM

129 i dont want to go to school. 2/14/2019 11:56 AM

130 Maybe gruening and eagle river high school should switch places 2/14/2019 11:56 AM

131 jgvuciyfr 2/14/2019 11:55 AM

132 Put Gruening in ERH and move ERH to Chugiak High. 2/14/2019 11:47 AM

133 Do not combine Chugiak and Eagle River High Schools. This would limit athletic opportunities for

Eagle River students and impact academic standings for Chugiak students and create an

extremely over capacity high school.

2/14/2019 11:34 AM

134 Have you considered moving the Eagle River High School Students to Chugiak and Bartlett and

turning that building into a middle school for Eagle River and JBER students

2/14/2019 11:30 AM
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135 After the governor's budget, I think the only option moving forward is combining the high schools,

and moving Gruening to ERHS and include 6th grade. Then redistricting the remaining elementary

schools to absorb Eagle River elementary.

2/14/2019 11:27 AM

136 Make Eagle River High School Bigger and combine. 2/14/2019 11:19 AM

137 Gruening kids should be split between Eagle River Highschool and Chugiak Highschool 2/14/2019 11:19 AM

138 chugiak sucks keep em there 2/14/2019 11:15 AM

139 Destroy chugiak because who likes chugiak yknow 2/14/2019 11:14 AM

140 that's pretty much it 2/14/2019 11:12 AM

141 Hi, im a student of gruening middle school, currently reinstated at chugiak. i am a little offended

that you didn't have any questions about us, but that's fine. I understand that some schools got

destroyed, but im personally ok with where I am now. I just don't want all of my friends to go to a

different school because you're trying to make room for other schools to get together. I'm always

paranoid that one day I'm never gonna see them again. I stay awake at night terrified of this

thought. I just don't want to lose them like I've lost everything else. my friends are all I have.

please don't take that from me.

2/14/2019 11:11 AM

142 I think that Gruening is doing well at Chugiak I don't mind it.I don't want to go to Clark, Central, or

Mirror Lake.

2/14/2019 11:09 AM

143 please don't split us up.Keep us together 2/14/2019 11:08 AM

144 ASD allows all Gruening/Chugiak students to attend the middle school of their choice, including

Chugiak/Gruening

2/14/2019 11:08 AM

145 not enough e-sport related activities. I bond with people best over things I care about such as

video games. They help me relax and regain focus as well.

2/14/2019 11:07 AM

146 They have been nice to us here at chugiak i think if we split up the kids to different schools that

would not be good because everything is going good at chugiak.

2/14/2019 11:07 AM

147 none 2/14/2019 11:07 AM

148 I feel that Gruening students should just stay at Chugiak because I think that it is fine the way it is. 2/14/2019 11:07 AM

149 High schoolers have been very friendly, and I think Gruening Middle school students should stay

at Chugiak High School.

2/14/2019 11:07 AM

150 I think We should stay with our current solution because Chugiak High has a lot of the resources

we need to thrive and Chugiak is the School with enough space for all of us students and teachers.

2/14/2019 11:06 AM

151 Keep the students at Chugiak until Gruening is ready to re open in 2020-2021 school year 2/14/2019 11:06 AM

152 i really have no preference with what happens, except for separating the GMS students and staff.

This would probably be inconvenient if we have to map out three new schools...

2/14/2019 11:06 AM

153 I do NOT i repeat do NOT want to go to a druggie school like mirror lake where students are

getting pregnet and high in the parking lot which is where i will be bused to since i live closes too. I

also dont want to have to be seperated from my friends because they might live in a differant area

than me. JUST KEEP IT LIKE IT IS!!!! Weve already gotten used to this system i cant imagine

changing it all over again!!!!

2/14/2019 11:06 AM

154 keep the same 2/14/2019 11:06 AM

155 gruening middle school has to stay becuase they don't want to make new friends and go to 7

classes everyday.

2/14/2019 11:06 AM

156 I feel that we should keep the Gruening students at Chugiak High School and not separate them. 2/14/2019 11:06 AM

157 I do like it here better in chugiak high better then i did at gruening. I believe we should stay hear

then rather having to repack everything and head to diffrent school which would split friends up by

location of where they live.

2/14/2019 11:06 AM

158 no 2/14/2019 11:06 AM

159 school sucks and it would suck way more if gruening students had to go to different school or if the

jber kids have to go to mirrior lake

2/14/2019 11:06 AM

160 get better bus drivers 2/14/2019 11:05 AM
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161 i like going to chugiak high school the teacher and students are nice the big transition happened

smoothly because of chugiak

2/14/2019 11:05 AM

162 i think we should cancel school 2/14/2019 11:05 AM

163 happy valentines day <3 :p 2/14/2019 11:05 AM

164 stay where we are at 2/14/2019 11:04 AM

165 As a military kid I really recommend not moving the kids who live on JBER to a different school,

because in my opinion we have been moved around enough from place to place. Also some

parents think we interact with High schoolers even though we do not we see them about one

passing a day, and i my person experience i dont think it wouldn't be that bad even if we did.... It

might be an easy fix to move JBER students to mirror lake but we all just went though a very

traumatizing experience and we should have to worry about where your going to send us to school

next year. I really hope you take this under consideration,because many people might not care

what you do with the JBER students but it effect us very much expecially 7th graders whos it is

there first year of middle school. I dont see the problem with keeping everyone at chugiak it has

been working for moths now i dont see the problem in why it wont work for a couple more years.

2/14/2019 10:44 AM

166 ive got nothing 2/14/2019 10:20 AM

167 i think that things that would make me and a lot of other people happy would be if some of the stuff

we used to do at gruening came to chugiak.

2/14/2019 10:19 AM

168 I think that Eagle River high school should move into Chugiak high school and Gruening students

and Eagle River Charter school should stay together and all of us and them move into what was

Eagle River high school, this would help so gruening students are with people near their age

rather than having us with the high schooler which are 6 or 7 years older than us. Though Eagle

River high school and chugiak high school are rivals they can work it out

2/14/2019 10:18 AM

169 Im fine with greuning 2/14/2019 10:18 AM

170 I recommend staying at Chugiak because its not worth the stress of moving again 2/14/2019 10:18 AM

171 please don't split gruening kids up by putting them in diffrent schools please keep us in the same

school

2/14/2019 10:17 AM

172 Eagle River school boundaries have always been flawed. 2/14/2019 10:16 AM

173 Rearrange Gruening and Chugiak classrooms within the school, so that they are completely

separate the schools so that they never overlap or affect each other. Make two different schools in

the same building.

2/14/2019 10:16 AM

174 I think that we should continue going to Chugiak High school. Us, gruening students do not need

to change between 3 different middle schools while we are in middle school. We should continue

going to Chugiak for next year so we know are way around chugiak. I do not want to learn my way

around a new school. chugiak is great. We should stay here. Three middle schools within the psan

of 3 years is to much. Chigiak is amazing.

2/14/2019 10:16 AM

175 don't really like to listen and want to have fun 2/14/2019 10:16 AM

176 i think gruening students should not be separated between multiple schools 2/14/2019 10:16 AM

177 Maybe if Gruening is torn down, give them the Eagle River High School building. Since Chugiak

High School is only at 50% capacity, and Eagle River is a smaller school, move them. And if this

happens, they can add a 6th grade to Gruening

2/14/2019 10:15 AM

178 both chugiak and eagle river high school should combine in the chugiak high school this would

make it so gruening middle school could be in eagle river high and make chugiak not as empty

and we wont have to worry about making the schedules different for the middle and high schooles

at chugiak. this would also pervent high schoolers bulling younger kids.

2/14/2019 10:15 AM

179 move eagle river high to chugiak and make ERHS a middle school for 6th 7th and 8th grade 2/14/2019 10:15 AM

180 dont make jber go to mirror lake 2/14/2019 10:15 AM

181 im fine going to chugiak 2/14/2019 10:15 AM

182 no commennt 2/14/2019 10:15 AM

183 Don't split up kids 2/14/2019 10:15 AM
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184 I strongly believe that Eagle River is one of the most valuable and positive environments in the

district. I think this school's climate and culture could only be improved by welcoming the Gruening

Middle Schoolers into our program. We have some of the highest academic rankings and some of

the best sports teams, academic teams, and community events.

2/14/2019 10:15 AM

185 They should have the Gruening Middle School students dispersed into the other local schools.

The GMS students have contact with the high school students and some students feel unsafe.

2/14/2019 10:14 AM

186 O think gruening should stay within Chugiak Hugh because it's very conveninent and middle

schholers and high schoolers don't socialize with each other during passing time

2/14/2019 10:14 AM

187 keep Gruening at Chugiak for the next year 2/14/2019 10:13 AM

188 I think all if us middle schoolers should be spread out within different schools, but we should see

what school we are zoned for. I personally tried to go to Mirror Lake, my application was submitted

and everything, but my transportation request was denied. So it'd be great if I personally could get

transferred to Mirror Lake Middle School.

2/14/2019 10:13 AM

189 Move gruening middle school to eagle river high and move eagle river to chugiak making all the

high schools one and giving eagle river a middle school once more.

2/14/2019 10:13 AM

190 I really dont care 2/14/2019 10:13 AM

191 i think we should have eagle river high students go to chugiak and bus greuning students to eagle

river high because even with the new population they would not be over capacity

2/14/2019 10:12 AM

192 keep the current solution 2/14/2019 10:12 AM

193 I think we should stay at chugiak high and not move students again 2/14/2019 10:12 AM

194 I think we should stay at chugiak high. It wouldn't make sense to move us. 2/14/2019 10:12 AM

195 keeping gruening together. it helps morale 2/14/2019 10:11 AM

196 we should have eagle river high school to chugiak and make eagle river high to a 6 7 and 8 grade

school

2/14/2019 10:10 AM

197 I believe that the students fromthe middle school should be placed at Chugiak while the district

supplies Eagle River High School with the money to extend the school outward.

2/14/2019 10:10 AM

198 hi 2/14/2019 10:09 AM

199 Combine the high schools move 6th graders to middle and put the Gruening kids with the 6th

graders at er high

2/14/2019 10:07 AM

200 Don't close Eagle River High School. I am currently a senior here and have worked hard to change

our schools environment and mentality towards sports and would hate to see all the time me and

my classmates put in to make that happen go to waste.

2/14/2019 10:04 AM

201 I think that all the students from Gruening Middle School should stay together and be placed at

Eagle River High School, with a wing addition added to ERHS using the federal relief money from

FEMA. This is a good alternative to dispersing the entirety of GMS to separate schools. This would

also solve the issue of the possibility of shutting down ERHS and combining the high school

students there with Chugiak High School. Eagle River High School is one of the best schools in the

district/state. We have one of the highest graduation rates, multiple NBC teachers, as well as

Milken Award recipients, and extremely high academic standards. Eagle River High School also

has cultivated a community that promotes excellence and respect from the students and staff alike.

The community is very close-knit and everyone helps eachother. As a student at ERHS, I can

vouch for all this. ERHS's community would be completely dispersed and put to an end if it were to

be combined with Chugiak High School.

2/14/2019 10:04 AM

202 Sam's Club, can ASD rent that for Eagle River Elementary students, so the school family can

remain together? It is important that the school remains together as a whole.

2/14/2019 10:03 AM

203 As a student who attended Birchwood ABC Elementary School From Kindergarten to 6th grade

and then attending Gruening Middle School, I can say that the behavior expectations and respect

expectations between Birchwood and other schools are not the same. I feel Birchwood, teaching

off of the ABC curriculum, holds their students to a higher expectation than other elementary

schools. I do not know what the plan should be, but I can tell you that Birchwood ABC should not

be combined with another elementary school!

2/14/2019 10:02 AM
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204 In the few months since the recent earthquake, rumors have been heard about the possible

closing of Eagle River High School and the dispersal of its students. The short answer to this is a

resounding no for many reasons. From an unbiased standpoint lets assess Eagle River High

School as a whole. First, its academics, ERHS is one of the highest performing schools in the

state in regards to education and academics and we hold ourselves to a high academic standard

as well. It isn't just the students however, our faculty has some of the highest number of advanced

degrees shared between them. Not only that, we also have four NBC teachers, two teachers who

have received the BP Teaching Award, and also a former winner of the Milken Education Award.

Not only do we have a very successful group of faculty, the students that attend here are some of

the best around. In the few years this school has been open, it has transformed into a state

football championship contender, one of the best cheer teams in the nation, a state winning

robotics team, a very successful debate team, an exponentially improving basketball team, and

many more acomplishments making it too many to name. With our schools success not only in the

classroom but also the playing field, and the support of our very passionate faculty, Eagle River

High School has been named the number two school in the state. Now all other things aside, why

would anyone close a number two ranked school in the state?

2/14/2019 10:01 AM

205 As a student at Eagle River HS, I strongly believe that shutting down this school would be a nig

mistake. I am a senior, but I have been at ERHS since 9th grade and I have learned and gained so

much knowledge from all my teachers and peers in the last 4 years. At ERHS we have an amazing

school climate, that most schools don't have. My time at ERHS has been the best experience, I

love that all the students are well known, new students are welcome always and teachers and

other students do a very good job at making sure military or any new students feel welcome.

ERHS is the 2nd ranked school, our academics are fantastic and we have the highest graduation

rate in ASD. My question is to anyone who is reading this is, why shut down one of the best

schools in the Anchorage School District? My solution for this would be to use FEMA to build a

new wing in ERHS, for the Gruening students. It would be cheaper than rebuilding Gruening, and

having to shut down ERHS and trasnfer them somewhere else.

2/14/2019 10:01 AM

206 I think that the best option would to use a portion of the FEMA money to build a secondary wing off

of Eagle River High School. The community at this school is too strong to just shut down and

would greatly impact the JBER students. With this secondary wing, the sense of comunity would

be even stronger at Eagle River High School and the transition from middle school to highschool

would be a lot less stressful for the middle school students. In addition to this, the sports teams

would have a direct pool of kids that they would support the teams and keep the middle school

students involved with the high school. Our school also has the most NBC qualified teachers and it

shows with our students academic success.

2/14/2019 10:00 AM

207 As a student who attended Birchwood ABC Elementary School From Kindergarten to 6th grade

and then attending Gruening Middle School, I can say that the behavior expectations and respect

expectations between Birchwood and other schools are not the same. I feel Birchwood, teaching

off of the ABC curriculum, holds their students to a higher expectation than other elementary

schools. I do not know what the plan should be, but I can tell you that Birchwoo

2/14/2019 10:00 AM

208 none 2/14/2019 9:59 AM

209 The consideration of closing ERHS would cause monumental disrupiont in the community. The

pillars of ERHS are Community, Excellence, and Respect. More than just words, these are what

ERHS students live by. These values have created, a close knit community, decorated students

and staff, abundance of clubs, and activities, and excellent student to faculty, parent, offical

relationships. It would be destructive to bring erhs to an end.

2/14/2019 9:59 AM

210 Build a wing onto ERHS with a second gym and auditorium but make it so you cam close off the

middle school to keep it a middle school environment

2/14/2019 9:58 AM

211 In my opinion the best option would be building another wing into ERHS rather than trying to

rebuild gruening, because this school has a really accepting, welcoming, and kind atmosphere.

Middle school students would be welcomed and treated well at this school, and then they would

already have a taste of the ERHS atmosphere before they are even in high school.

2/14/2019 9:56 AM

212 Build a wing on to ERHS and make it a 7-12 but close off the wing to keep it a middle school

enviorment.

2/14/2019 9:55 AM
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213 I think federal aid money that gruening middle school will get from the damage from the

government should be used to build the third wing on Eagle River High School to house the

Gruening Middle school kids. We will be able to block the mile shooler off from the high school so

they can still have the middle school climate and the high schoolers can still have the high school

climate. This would be the best option and everyone that i talked to would love to house the middle

schoolers.

2/14/2019 9:55 AM

214 Build another wing on Eagle River High School, and the Gruening kids will attend middle school at

Eagle River High School. This will make a 7-12 school and the doors can be enclosed so they can

stay with the students their own age, and also mix with some of the high schoolers.

2/14/2019 9:54 AM

215 I think that the best solution for this issue in the community right now is to get federal aid money

and build a wing onto Eagle River High School like was originally plan. I think this would be the

best option because then we can continue the amazing atmosphere and community that we have

here at Eagle River. It would also help Gruening kids grow up right here with us and help build our

environment with the positivity and go by our action statement "community, excellence, and

respect.

2/14/2019 9:54 AM

216 I think that Gruening should be added to Eagle River High School with an additional wing like

originally intended when it was modeled after Dimond.

2/14/2019 9:53 AM

217 I believe Eagle River High School and Chugiak High School should remain separate because each

school has their own unique communities and cultures.

2/14/2019 9:53 AM

218 I think we should finish building Eagle River High School's wing and build a second gym and

maybe an auditorium. Then, keep the middle schoolers closed off from the high schoolers so that

they still have a middle school enviorment. So ERHS will be a 7-12 grade school.

2/14/2019 9:53 AM

219 My younger sister is now attending Chugiak and the high school environment isn't one i would

want my little sister around. The other day my sister got offered weed, and she's only 14 years old.

I would rather have eagle river add an extended wing with federal aid money (instead of fixing

gruening ) and have the grueling students attend in a much safer environment, they could be

sectioned off with doors so they wouldn't need to interact with the high schoolars.

2/14/2019 9:53 AM

220 We could build another wing onto eageleriver highschool which could house the gruening middle

school students. They would be completely secluded but still be involved with a highschool

academic!

2/14/2019 9:53 AM

221 Eagle River High School is a well respected school among the state and district. This school prides

on Community, Excellence, and Respect. For community, ERHS does and participates in many

different events. Some examples would be blood drives, fall carnivals, sports, clubs, toy and

canned food drives, seatbelt safety week, polar plunge, and many more. Currently, we are ranked

as the number 2 best school in the state. I know this survey is for short term options, however I

don't believe that ERHS should be closed down so that Gruening can attend here. Instead, I

believe that the district should invest in middle school wings to be built on to ERHS, and make this

school a 7-12 school. To fund this, we could use the FEMA money from the earthquake. This

would then allow us to close down Gruening forever, which has constantly been presented as a

problem building.

2/14/2019 9:51 AM

222 I think that the best solution is to build a second wing on Eagle River High School, like Dimond

High School has, and house the Gruening kids in that extra wing, We could build it by using the

federal aid money recieved that was used to rebuild Gruening.

2/14/2019 9:51 AM

223 Build a wing onto Eagle River High School with a second gym and autditorium but close off the

middle schoolers from the ERHS students to keep them in a middle school environment

2/14/2019 9:51 AM

224 I think itmight be easier to bus all of the affected elementary school kids on base. And bus half of

the JBER Gruening kids to Chugiak and the other half to ERHS.

2/14/2019 9:50 AM

225 I believe there should be an extra wing added onto Eagle River High School, making it more of a

campus with grades 6 through 12.

2/14/2019 9:49 AM

226 Build a wing on Eagle River High School with a second gym and an auditorium. Keep the

Gruening kids on that wing closed off from High Schoolers so that they still have a middle school

environment.

2/14/2019 9:49 AM

227 I suggest that an additional wing be added to Eagle River High and that the school becomes a 7-

12 program. This not only offers a permanent solution, but will in turn help strengthen the positive

atmosphere already present at Eagle River by helping instill the values of Community, Excellence,

and Respect at an earlier age.

2/14/2019 9:49 AM
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228 Use the FEMA relief money to build an extra wing on ERHS to house gruening middle school 2/14/2019 9:49 AM

229 Please give Eagle River High School a second wing, and bring the middle schoolers from

Gruening there. Eagle river was supposed to have the same design as Dimond, but currently our

school remains unfinished. If the second wing was added, less stress would be put on Chugiak

High School. Additionally, Gruening is the main feeder school of Eagle River, and it would give

students an opportunity to experience the school that they will go to high school in.

2/14/2019 9:48 AM

230 Use the FEMA relief money to build an extra wing on ERHS to house gruening middle school 2/14/2019 9:47 AM

231 I think we should add an extra wing to eagle river high school and have it to where grades 6,7, and

8 are in the extra wing of ERHS and the high schoolers are on their regular part of the school

2/14/2019 9:46 AM

232 build another wing onto Eagle River High School for the gruening kids and make eagle river a 7-12

grade school, but the middle schoolers can be seperated from the high schoolers when they need

to be

2/14/2019 9:46 AM

233 Building an additional wing onto Eagle River High School for the Gruening Middle School students 2/14/2019 9:45 AM

234 Please just try to keep the Eagle River Elementary School together as much as possible. I know

this is an incredibly difficult task, but I believe it would be easiest on all families in the community

with a rezoning of the area so some families don't have multiple elementary-aged children at

different school locations. If you must continue the division of ERES as currently in place, I

recommend staggering start/end times for elementary schools in the area. This would alleviate the

impossibility of parents who drive children to/from school from being at two schools at the same

time. Also, thank you for your hard work. I know it's frustrating and challenging, but I trust you will

make the best decision for our children.

2/14/2019 9:42 AM

235 We should focus on fixing gruening, but in the mean time we could add on to chugiak so te middle

schoolers can have a seperate wing(s) and have lockers that aren't mixed with high schoolers and

classes should be closer and we need to work on high schoolers having a different passing time

that is not combined with gruening.

2/14/2019 9:32 AM

236 ghfbgfndgdghghjgjhfh 2/14/2019 9:31 AM

237 I think the students of Gruening Middle school should still attend Chugiak High school. I also

believe that we should not have JBear kids go to Mirror Lake middle school because I feel that it

will add alot of stress to the teachers there and for the students just like how it was thiis year for

the high schoolers and for the teachers and staff. I also think that we should have more after

school activities such as, gymnastics especially if Gruening kids are gong to be staying here at

Chugiak high school, or cheerleading, and a swim team. Last but not least I think we should also

bring down the price of the vending machines. That is all thank you for reading this very long

paragraph you are now aloud to stop reading.

2/14/2019 9:31 AM

238 split up the high schoolers from eagle river high between central high and chucagh high and put

grueninig at eagle river high and make gruening 6-8 grade instead of 7-8 and then the elementary

schools will have more room and can split all of the kids from eagle river elemtary to homestaed

firelake and ravenwood and apenglow

2/14/2019 9:28 AM

239 I think that so far Gruening is doing an amazing job at moving to Chugiak because it's a bigger

school and easier to get around, more space. Eagle River on the other hand is out of control, they

should be at a bigger school, if you walk into Homestead, it's completely a mess.

2/14/2019 9:27 AM

240 none 2/14/2019 9:27 AM

241 The vending machines could cost less because I dont have 2 dollars, thats alot of money there

bud. I also feel like we shouldnt have projects after projects after projects, there are alot of

teachers that are just lazy or do too much and its stressful for us students, we should be given

more time to get work done. Also more waterfounations because jeez I am thristy for water that is.

2/14/2019 9:25 AM

242 I really don’t know what the solution to this problem is at all and feel for those that have to make

this decision. I just want to say that my kids have thrived at Birchwood ABC and I am scared that

with changes the ABC program will go away. We cannot let this happen. I LOVE this program and

so do other parents and staff along with my children. Whatever you do please make sure that

Birchwood ABCs program and philosophies stay alive! Thank you for your time!

2/14/2019 9:25 AM

243 we should close down the school 2/14/2019 9:24 AM
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244 Eagle River Elementary should be kept together in one place if possible. The school on the base

would be fine. Teachers should keep their jobs and kids should keep their friends and teachers!

Just until you get us a new school built, which needs to be happening right now! Delta Junction, Ak

built their elementary school in 1 summer! Let’s get to work on some demo before the ground

thaws. The sooner our buildings are back, the sooner this whole mess gets better for everyone.

2/14/2019 9:23 AM

245 Do not combine ERHS and CHS - two very different schools with unique visions and standards. 2/14/2019 9:23 AM

246 I think we should dissolve the school into groups, going into different middle schools. And when

Gruening middle school is being finished being repaired.

2/14/2019 9:21 AM

247 I think for now Chugiak is our best option. At least there is still students here that called

themselves Gruening middle schoolers. We might not have a school but being together helps us

preserve the Colt Pride

2/14/2019 9:21 AM

248 nbjhgfuy 2/14/2019 9:21 AM

249 lets just accept the fact that gruening is better than any other school and we can choose where we

wanna crash

2/14/2019 9:20 AM

250 I have no preference 2/14/2019 9:20 AM

251 merge eagle river highschool and chugiak and put gruening in erhs building 2/14/2019 9:20 AM

252 Er go to chugiak 2/14/2019 9:09 AM

253 Don’t get rid of Eagle River Highschool 2/14/2019 9:09 AM

254 Don’t combine eagle river High School with Chugiak 2/14/2019 9:08 AM

255 house gruening middle school students at clark middle school 2/14/2019 8:53 AM

256 i think we should stay at Chugiak high school and rebuild Gruening for next year. i dont think we

should split up bc then all of our teachers would have to find another job. Both my parents are

teachers so that would really affect a lot of people especially me because im in very expensive

sports. I am glad that chugiak has opened their doors for us and im really greatful for that. for the

short time ive been at Chugiak i have noticed that there is a lot of space . and knowing high

schoolers they kinda have abused that space, hid from teachers , made out, etc. now we are

having a better community for them and the teachers can keep a better watch on where their kids

are going after classes. Saying that though not all high schoolers are bad and they've been really

nice to us the time we have been here . They showed us around and even helped us to class

without them i don't think i would have gotten to class on time for the first week! I know this is a big

deal on what to do with our school , i think we should tear it down so no one gets hurt if the're

fooling around by it or something. I still wanna see all my friends though so that would make me

really sad if we all separated. I give you wisdom the next few weeks to make the right decision

whatever that may be i will support your decision either way .> have a good day , Gruening

student

2/14/2019 8:42 AM

257 Move Gruening Middle School to Eagle River High. 2/14/2019 8:39 AM

258 I think we should stay at Chugiak because its bigger and then when we are about to go into 9th

grade we can go to Eagle River HS

2/14/2019 8:39 AM

259 no one want to go to a diffrent school and they would have no friends and no you to hang out with

some off the schools are enimys and a lot of bad stuff would go on like fighting and bing picked on

because were school ememys so thats what i think about moving to diffrent schools

2/14/2019 8:37 AM

260 first of all to save more money to afford things like building a new school we should switch our

capital to anchorage, we will save a lot of money becuase we wont have to pay for all the plane

flights and hotel rooms. combining eagle river and chugiak is also a recipe for disaster. gruenig is

stable and doing good at chugiak!! we feel well welcomed at chugiak and would like to stay here

like when chugiak and gruening used to be a middle school and a high school combined. (please

switch our capital it would save soooooo much money!!)

2/14/2019 8:36 AM

261 none 2/14/2019 8:35 AM

262 we should be able to rebuild gruening 2/14/2019 8:34 AM

263 i say we just stay at chugiak because we're doing pretty good here 2/14/2019 8:34 AM

264 this should not be taken the way it is 2/14/2019 8:34 AM

265 I love it here at Chugiak, I see my two older siblings every day. 2/14/2019 8:33 AM
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266 kids from gruening can go to EHRS and so can elementary kids and them EHRS comes to CHS 2/14/2019 8:32 AM

267 don't split us up. keep us at chugiak we are already used to chugiak as far as where are classes

are and other things like that. please don't make us move again!

2/14/2019 8:32 AM

268 Even though I won't be here for eighth I believe that relocating the students for a second time

would be harsh on the students

2/14/2019 8:32 AM

269 this is so confusing 2/14/2019 8:32 AM

270 so my family has been planning for all of my siblings and me to attend Gruening. we just moved

here and things are messed up. Gruening was the school that my dad went to. please don't close

down Gruening.

2/14/2019 8:31 AM

271 Gruening should just stay at chugiak, because we're all feeling like we're at home already, and to

move to another school, wouldn't help with the drama, at least for the students.

2/14/2019 8:30 AM

272 I don't think we should be split up. Over this year we have gotten so close as seventh graders and

it would be wrong to split us up. Some and most of us like the school we're at now and would like

to continue to go here . Please consider this .

2/14/2019 8:29 AM

273 rebuild the school 2/14/2019 8:26 AM

274 please do not combine Chugiak High with Eagle River High 2/14/2019 7:34 AM

275 I work at Chugiak HS and I have seen the interaction of the high school and middle school

students interact, there is concern that you have young ladies at the age of 12-13 interacting with

17-18 year old boys, it is happening folks!!! Please think about moving the middle school to ERHS

and join the high schools together. I do not want to be in the papers with the newest

"colt/mustang" a pregnant middle school lady, i highly doubt ASD wants this either!!!

2/14/2019 7:02 AM

276 Gruening should move to ERH and should be a 6-8 middle school. ERH abd CHS merge. Eagle

river elementary school to be dispersed with new boundaries between the elementary schools in

Eagle River. Birchwood needs to remain an ABC school, it is the only optional program with the

ASD in the area.

2/14/2019 7:00 AM

277 The survey doesn't ask about long-term solutions. We need to combine schools in the Eagle River

area. I favor additions to current structures, rather than building a new school. I'm suspicious about

Gruening since there were many problems when that building was going up.

2/14/2019 6:31 AM

278 Combine Chugiak and ER High School - there is plenty of capacity. Move Gruening to ER High

School building.

2/14/2019 6:07 AM

279 Why in the hell are we paying for two high schools in eagle river when you are asking for more

money, making budget cuts, firing people, and wanting us to support bonds???? I might be in

anchorage but I pay taxes, and I am not happy to hear about two high schools that are half empty.

Wasteful spending to me and you will not get my support in future bonds.

2/14/2019 12:10 AM

280 It has been proposed a facility on JBER temporarily house all of ERES including Open Optional. I

am vehemently opposed to this scenario! Firstly, I do not have base access. We aren’t a military

family. Secondly, I don’t believe spending an hour commuting to School is a viable option for any

elementary age child. An hour isn’t an exaggeration....15 minute drive to ERES (not our

neighborhood school), 5-10 minutes wait to catch the bus, 5-10 loading/settling kids, 20 minutes

drive to JBER school. This assumes no unforeseen circumstances or traffic accidents.

2/13/2019 11:31 PM

281 Gruening Middle School has serious structural issues. Serious considerations need to be made

regarding whether the school is demolished and built from the ground up as a new seismically safe

school rather they spending millions patching the 30 plus year old seismically deficient building

back together. As a community member, parent and registered Structural Engineer I am very

concerned with the idea of spending a significant amount of money repairing this old structurally

compromised school to some minimum level of seismic safety rather than getting rid of the root of

the issue which is an old building with poor out dated seismic design. Investing in a new school is

money well spent. Jake Horazdovsky PE

2/13/2019 10:30 PM

282 Please talk to ERHS students 2/13/2019 10:26 PM

283 Investigate retaining Gruening students for the duration of both years. It’s absurd to make a rising

7th grader switch schools 3 times in a three year span.

2/13/2019 10:20 PM

284 It’s not fair to separate the kids currently bussed from JBER to a different school than the friends

they have already made in their current situation.

2/13/2019 10:17 PM
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285 Its challenging to voice my opinion when corrupt people in our district have no ears to listen. 2/13/2019 10:12 PM

286 Combining Chugiak High school and Eagle River high school would give the best academic

options and make the most sense along with a positive effect of budget factors

2/13/2019 9:49 PM

287 Keep Eagle River Elementary together. Please consider the social and emotional needs of the

students. The ERE students have made connections with the teachers and support staff.

2/13/2019 9:40 PM

288 Keep Gruening students at Chugiak but allow open enrollment/boundary exemptions for Mirror

Lake Middle school so parents can choose which school works best for them during the interim.

2/13/2019 9:39 PM

289 JBER MS students should go to other Anchorage Middle Schools. All Eagle River students that

live in ER should be bused to Mirror Lake that have the capacity to add to MS. We should keep the

2 HS and not move the High Schools together

2/13/2019 9:28 PM

290 All Eagle River students go to Mirror Lake MS and those students from JBER be put in a

Anchorage MS which makes more sense then busing to ER/CHugiak. That way ER/Chugiak

students go to Mirror Lake. I think we should keep both ERHS and CHS

2/13/2019 9:25 PM

291 put middle school students in eagle river and eagle river students in chugiak 2/13/2019 9:24 PM

292 You should stick Eagle River High School In with Chugiak High school, essentially merging the two

schools, and stick the Gruening Kids in the ERHS building. Its the easiest and cleanest solution.

2/13/2019 9:23 PM

293 Keep both eagle river elm and gruening intact either at a new location (sams club, jfk or other on

base alternative, Ak native charter bldg ) OR combine Er high and chugiak hs and use the Erhs

campus for k-8 for eagle river elem and gruening. Can have same bussing schedule. Great

leadership opertunities for middle schoolers; keep eagle river elm school community intact; would

have room for after school Ymca without bussing to birchwood or running into major capacity

issues with over packed before and after care. Do Not dismiss this school and distribute- we have

the best teachers and administrators.

2/13/2019 9:18 PM

294 Dont split up the students. 2/13/2019 9:15 PM

295 The fact that we are looking at moving base children to a different school away from their peers is

terrible. Military kids move enough as it is and now the district wants to move the JBER kids to

another school and allow those who live off base to remain at their school is terrible. Let the

Gruening children that are there right now to remain enrolled and continue with their peers at

Chugiak. This makes the most sense educationally as well as for the children’s well being. Do not

set JBER kids apart from the rest. Most JBER families try their hardest to live on the Ft.

Richardson side to ensure their children go to Gruening and Eagle River High school instead of

Anchorage schools.

2/13/2019 8:41 PM

296 All currently enrolled students for Gruening should stay together. We should t have to switch

schools again!

2/13/2019 8:39 PM

297 JBER kids should not be singled out. All students currently enrolled at Gruening should stay at

Gruening instead of splitting them up and sending the kids to other schools.

2/13/2019 8:36 PM

298 Thank you for including an option for students. It is important that we have a say in our school

system, so it is much appreciated.

2/13/2019 8:28 PM

299 Move all of Eagle River Elementary to the available slot on JBER. 2/13/2019 8:27 PM

300 I want to be able to go to Mirror Lake but my parents work and cannot drive me 2/13/2019 8:01 PM

301 Put ERHS and Chihuahua kids together 2/13/2019 7:59 PM

302 We shoud not combine the high schools to make Eagle River High School open for Gruening.

Thank You.

2/13/2019 7:57 PM

303 Send Gruening to Eagle River High and combine the high schools at CHS 2/13/2019 7:47 PM

304 Consider housing Gruening students at ERHS and combining CHS and ERHS students at CHS. 2/13/2019 7:08 PM

305 Put 8th grade in the high school and have 6th & 7th all at Mirror Lake. Or Combine the high

schools again into Chugiak and put 6-8 in Eagle River H.S. Rezone all of Eagle River to distribute

students among the buildings.

2/13/2019 7:00 PM

306 All High schoolers at CHS and ERHS becomes 6-8 2/13/2019 6:57 PM

307 Use of the JBER open schools and bus kids there instead of gruening in an effort to keep gruening

kids together

2/13/2019 6:53 PM
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308 Combine erhs with chs at chs and let the gms kids go to erhs 2/13/2019 6:46 PM

309 All ER elementary students attending the school at the same location. Possibly the vacant

elementary school located on JBER.

2/13/2019 6:30 PM

310 Combine Eagle River high school and chugiak then use the Eagle River building to house

gruening and all the sixth graders from all the elementary schools as one middle school at the

Eagle River building

2/13/2019 6:29 PM

311 Chs highschool and erhs highschool should NEVER go together there would be lots of problems 2/13/2019 6:26 PM

312 Put Eagle River at Mount Spur. 2/13/2019 6:25 PM

313 My students play sports and band, they have been minimally impacted. We do not support joining

the high schools.

2/13/2019 6:21 PM

314 Move ER high students to Chugiak High. Move Gruening students to Eagle River High 2/13/2019 6:09 PM

315 I suggest the incorporation of the eighth grade into Eagle River and Chugiak High Schools and

open Mirror Lake Middle School to the seventh grade from Gruening.

2/13/2019 5:50 PM

316 Gruening be housed at eagle river high school and eagle river high school and Chugiak high

school combine

2/13/2019 5:44 PM

317 Combine high schools at CHS. GRUENI G PLUS GRD 6 AT eRHS..redo high school attendance

bound diaries and send jber hs students to Bartlett.Does ASD own the land at EREl? If do..sell it

and out $ back in budget..put resources into Gruening building and open it as elementary

2/13/2019 5:26 PM

318 Don’t combine Eagle River and Chugiak 2/13/2019 5:15 PM

319 Turn Eagle River High into the middle school 2/13/2019 5:08 PM

320 House Gruening students at ERHS 2/13/2019 4:57 PM

321 ERHS to chugiak hs, gruening moved to ERHS. 2/13/2019 4:55 PM

322 Realign Eagle River High school students to either Chugiak High School or Bartlett High School

depending on housing location and have Gruening Middle School Students be based out of Eagle

River High School

2/13/2019 4:50 PM

323 I dont know if it is possible but it would seem advantageous to have Gruening students go to Eagle

River High

2/13/2019 4:50 PM

324 Send JBER middle school students to Central where all other JBER middle school students go. 2/13/2019 4:19 PM

325 Combine CHS and ERHS and then put the 6th grade from ERES with Gruening Middle School

and put them in ERHS

2/13/2019 3:46 PM

326 DO NOT PUT EAGLE RIVER AND CHUGIAK HIGHSCHOOL STUDENTS TOGETHER 2/13/2019 3:43 PM

327 I think Eagle River High School and Chugiak High School should combine into one school and the

Gruening students should be moved to the old Eagle River High School building. The 6th graders

from Eagle River Elementary should also be moved to Eagle River High School to create a

Gruening Middle School instead of keeping the old Gruening Junior High. The JBER Eagle River

High School and JBER Gruening kids should be moved to schools that are closer to them even if

they are in Anchorage.

2/13/2019 3:26 PM

328 Please get the gruning kids out of mirror lake my kid has lots of stress about the way it is happing

my classes have moved as well as my Locker and I fell like they are so taking over our school

2/13/2019 2:45 PM
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329 The current scenario for ERE is not working, our community needs to be reunited. My first choice

for a short tem solution is to relocate ERE to JFK on base. I understnad a few years ago JFK has

been used as a tempoary soltion to house other schools while undergoing repairs. Please educate

the community on the number of classrooms and the capacity at JFK. If capacity is an issue please

consider relocating ER Optional to another ER elementary school (Fire lake or Homestead) and

keep the neighborhood program together. If capacity is an issue, consider setting up portables at

JFK during the summer for special teachers (art, health) to allow the classrooms to be together in

one building. If the building has been modified, please us the summertime to fix, repair the buiding

before opening for the 19-20 school year and behnd. This would also allow the YMCA

(before/after) program to continue to provide services to the working famies of students at ERE. If

using JFK, this would allow the summer to figure out temporary base passes and the bussing

schedules. As well, please keep all the staff, support staff and principal together during this

transition. My second choice would be to temporarily re-zone ERE neighboorhod children

throughout the community, however this may creat hardships for bussing. Please add portable

classrooms to all the elementary schools in ER this summer and relocate the special teachers to

the portables to keep all the classrooms inside the main building. If rezoning, please tell let the

familes be a part of that school and not ERE students temporaily housed at Birchwood,

Homestead, etc. As an ERE family, temporaily housed at Birchwood and Homestead I don't feel

welcome to attend their PTA events (even though they are "joint") and my children are not

included in all the schools events. As far as Gruening MS, I feel that the current scenario is not

working. It is a libilit to have MS/HS students intermixing. I looked at the numbers provided and

please consider sending all the students coming from JBER to a middle school in Anchorage and

send all the students who live in ER to Mirror Lake Middle School and figure out the bussing

schedule over the summer.

2/13/2019 2:44 PM

330 In looking at the demographics of Gruening, ERHS & CHS, I think the Gruening kids should move

into ERHS- Those two schools are in the same general vicinity and you wouldn't have to bus

JBER students to MLMS. I also think that combining ERHS and CHS would be a more conducive

school environment- also- being that CHS is only at 57% capacity it appears that CHS could

handle the 900 or so students- may need to add a modular or two, but I think it would be doable.

ERHS can definitely handle the 650 middle school students and would have room to grow. As for

the ER Elementary- I am not sure what a good solution for those kiddos would be.

2/13/2019 2:36 PM

331 Please do not combine ERHS and CHS. Academic standards at ERHS are much higher as

reflected in multiple district data sets over the 12 year history of the high school. Cannot lose the

"Ivy League" high school in the district when the district struggles to meet national standards

already. Do not use the earthquake as ASD's easy excuse to shutter schools when $ is tight.

2/13/2019 2:24 PM

332 JBER same school district 2/13/2019 2:22 PM

333 I feel it is the most logical and economical to look at moving all area high school students to

Chugiak High and move middle school students to the Eagle River High building. High School

students and middle school students are very far apart developmentally. When the middle school

is repaired things can go back to the way they were, or that building can be used for other

programs. Eagle River businesses are hard pressed to support two high schools with donations or

school business partnerships. Middle school students should not be exposed to the antics of older

students. Regarding the meeting. I felt it was unfortunate that the entire thing was very controlled

and there wasn't an opportunity for the community members to hear the concerns and ideas of

their neighbors. I felt dividing everyone into separate rooms was intended to control the narrative.

There surely could have been a way to allow public comments. Even this little box to tupe in

prevents me from seeing my entire comment! It feels like the narrative is going to be controlled and

there is no real interest in what the community wants or needs. The decision has been made.

2/13/2019 2:20 PM

334 the earthquake shook alaksa and we took a phat L 2/13/2019 2:15 PM

335 keep gruening students at chugiak highschool 2/13/2019 2:14 PM

336 I have nothing to share. BUT turn Gruening into a mall. Make sure there is a footlocker, Nike store,

Addidas store, Gamestop, and food courts

2/13/2019 2:14 PM

337 Keep students at Chugiak until Gruening is suitable to stay at. 2/13/2019 2:13 PM

338 leave the gruening people alone 2/13/2019 2:13 PM

339 Don't send Gruening to Mirror lake. 2/13/2019 2:13 PM

340 Keep the school at Chugiak until the school is rebuilt. 2/13/2019 2:13 PM

341 I 2/13/2019 2:11 PM
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342 Stay a chugiak or go to eagle river high 2/13/2019 2:10 PM

343 Combine chugiak and Eagle river high schools and put Gruening at Eagle river high school 2/13/2019 2:10 PM

344 none 2/13/2019 2:10 PM

345 we should go to clark 2/13/2019 2:08 PM

346 I ask for JBER Military Families to still be included in Eagle River Community ........Id also love to

see my 8th grader whos already learned Chugiak to remain there and let them be bused for JBER.

Military kids move enough this would ess. be 3 school moves in a one calendar year if they move

to Eagle River for high school . I also have a high schooler at Eagle RIver so im in catch 22

between both highschools Ill have 2 and 1 or at the other so Im torn but I 100% want them to

remain in Eagle River Schools

2/13/2019 2:01 PM

347 Make eagle river high school bigger like dimond to combine gruening into the extra wing of our

school

2/13/2019 1:53 PM

348 Move Eagle river hs to Chugiak hs and move Gruening to the old Eagle river hs 2/13/2019 1:48 PM

349 I would like Chugiak Elementary included as an alternative option. With or without busing. 2/13/2019 1:41 PM

350 I heard options of combining Chugiak and Eagle River High School, and put Gruening in ERHS,

but that is a terrible idea. ERHS has one of the highest academic levels in the US, and a lot of

students who be upset because of the big rivalry.

2/13/2019 1:21 PM

351 eagle river should combine with chugiak high and gruening should take up ERHS till a new school

is built.

2/13/2019 1:21 PM

352 I do not think keeping Gruening at Chugiak is a bad idea. In fact, I think it logically makes the most

sense. The problem is the need for an establishment of boundaries within CHS building itself. If we

could create an *established* 'Gruening Middle School' with a separate entrance, office, staff,

classrooms, bathrooms, staff, ect... I believe that would appease some parents. I agree that middle

school should be its own experience. They should not be mixed with high schoolers. But the

building space is there. The idea that I believe should very much be looked into are the buildings

of Mt. Spur and JFK on JBER. Those are two building of foundational integrity, previously set up to

house elementary schools. Why wouldn't we attempt to use a beneficially unused space? The

school district would need to obviously go through the military, and bulk up on bus routes, but

otherwise it wouldn't be the immediate expense of trying to repair schools that need to be

flattened. We would be able to put the FEMA money towards future housing, such as building the

wings onto ERHS with the potential to house GMS. I think it is unfortunate to have involved so

many school, families, staff, and surounding comunities, when it was only two schools who were

majorly displaced. • The other idea has been to mix the two high schools so the middle school and

potentially some elementary ages can take ownership of the ERHS building. As a senior

graduating this year, this decision will not effect me directly, but it will effect my younger brothers.

ERHS and CHS are two VERY different social and cultural climates. Both schools are very good at

different things. It is no longer ERHS vs. CHS or Academic vs. Athletics. The statistics don't lie,

and ERHS is a VERY well set school. It would be incredibly terrible to negate the success of

ERHS. Our academics are so important, but our sports perform just as well! Combining the

highschools will lesson the overall performance. In any situation in life, when you mix two different

social constructs, the people involved tend to lesson performance. The students will not raise their

standards to match an incoming group. It would be a disaster, as well as a community uproar. I

don't think it needs to be about a rivalry, but it can be seen as CHS seeking to up their scores,

whether that be academicly or athleticly. But when have athletics ever been more important than

academics? Yes, the extracurricular experience is important, but academics should ALWAYS be

the priority. Please don't close sucha good school. It is not going to be good to displace yet

another people group.

2/13/2019 1:19 PM

353 or go back to gruening 2/13/2019 1:18 PM

354 none 2/13/2019 1:17 PM

355 move the eagle river elementry to one school elementry school to keep students and staff

together,two experience the earthquakes effects together

2/13/2019 1:16 PM

356 Just fix gruening and make eveything go back to normal 2/13/2019 1:15 PM

357 Move greuning students to eagle river high and move eagle river high students to chugiak 2/13/2019 1:15 PM

358 none 2/13/2019 1:15 PM
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359 i have one 2/13/2019 1:14 PM

360 I have no preference 2/13/2019 1:14 PM

361 Let's get Gruening fixed asap. 2/13/2019 1:13 PM

362 move gruening to eagle river highschool and merge eagle river highschool with chugiak 2/13/2019 1:13 PM

363 Put Eagle River High School kids at Chugiak and give the building to gruening 2/13/2019 1:13 PM

364 nah im good 2/13/2019 1:13 PM

365 none 2/13/2019 1:12 PM

366 monkey 2/13/2019 1:12 PM

367 I want to stay at Eagle River High School and graduate with the class next year. I don't want to go

to Chugiak as a senior

2/13/2019 1:04 PM

368 I am hearing many rumors about the Future Plan of our community (Eagle River & Chugiak High

Schools specifically); in which ASD is wanting to eliminate one of the High Schools and combine

them once more. I realize there are many pros and cons to consider when doing this. I understand

that the biggest PRO in doing this would be to provide more opportunities for its students.

However, my biggest concern with that - is every year the ASD cuts more and more $$$ out of the

budget, cutting teachers, programs - how is combining the schools going to assure that this will

happen? Why does't the school board improve our schools instead of hindering them more and

more. Our schools seem to be going down hill in comparison for the rest of the country, even more

so now than say 10 years ago. If our future is with our children, how can we expect the future to

be good if money, teachers and opportunities are constantly being cut. Also, the Middle College

Program - I have heard mixed reviews about this program. High schools enrollment has dropped

due to this program. IF the program should ever go away, then what???? IF the schools are

combined into one, the school will be over capacity. Please ASD and School Board, please think

LONG term how eliminating a school will affect this community. Eagle River/Chugiak are not done

growing. Should our economy ever grow again then what. My suggestion, keep both High Schools

open, rebuild Gruening Middle School and IF anything expand Chugiak High School to incorporate

the MIddle College and possible future growth.

2/13/2019 1:03 PM

369 Gruening should be relocated to Eagle River High School. Eagle River and Chugiak should

combine. JBER high school students should attend Bartlett. Possibly have all ER 6th graders

combine with a Gruening at ERHS, like MLMS has 6th grade and is successful

2/13/2019 12:58 PM

370 Move ERHS students to Chugiak, and rezone the base kids to Bartlett. Turn ERHS into a 6,7,8

middle school

2/13/2019 12:56 PM

371 Put Eagle River HS and Chugiak HS together at Chugiak; Put Gruening students and all 6th grader

(not zoned for Mirror Lake) in the Eagle River HS building

2/13/2019 12:50 PM

372 We feel very limited in our own school with academics and athletics at Chugiak and we can tell it’s

not easy for the teachers either. We welcomed Gruening and it’s going ok. But it is not ideal.

We’ve had issues with students hooking up and sports have been affected. I just don’t think it’s

appropriate for them to be here. I wouldn’t want to be here if I were them. Why are we not

combining the high schools yet and give eagle river to Gruening????? Everyone talks about how

much it makes sense and the rivalry is sad for our town :(

2/13/2019 12:44 PM

373 As a current Gruening student I believe that school next year should be conducted at Mirror Lake

Middle School with JBER students going to Anchorage middle schools. As kind and

accommodating as Chugiak is, I don’t feel like I have a school home anymore. I feel that moving

Gruening students into Mirror Lake would allow middle school students to again feel like the have

an education home.

2/13/2019 12:43 PM

374 Why not demo the schools that are not serviceable. Build a couple K-12's just like Polaris K-12.

This way you can house everyone. This will not only alleviate the unnecessary amount of schools

in the area, but it will also lower the maintenance demands and budget demands of having so

many schools. K-12's keep the families together and the kids can grow up and learn all in one

school. Why keep wasting tax dollars to keep so many schools up and runiing when we can

consolidate and save money!

2/13/2019 12:41 PM

375 If there becomes a need for a longer term solution than simply next year for Gruening Middle

School, I believe we should combine Eagle River High School and Chugiak High Schools a way to

not only give Gruening students their own home, but also provide our high school students with

more options in the long term as far as classes and scheduling goes.

2/13/2019 12:40 PM
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376 This is great that you have listened and open this survey to the students. Hopefully the board will

listen to what they want as well. The other high demand last night was to combine the high

schools at Chugiak and move Gruening to ERHS. Why hasn't that made it one the survey. We are

kicking the can down the road by keeping Gruening at Chugiak. The longer Gruening stays at

Chugiak, the more kids from Gruening are going to feed into Chugiak high, increasing their

enrollment while bringing ERHS enrollment down in the years to come and will bring on a new

issue then. Let's take the common sense approach. With the governor cutting the budget, save the

school district money by combining the high schools and moving Gruening to ERHS.

2/13/2019 12:40 PM

377 Long term I believe that it is important to not combine the two very distinct high schools. Both

schools offer very different opportunities and have very different cultures. Eagle River High School

is a community treasure that has a culture of kindness. ERHS cannot simply be moved into

Chugiak High School without a great loss to our community and high school students.

2/13/2019 12:40 PM

378 Combine the high schools. Move Gruening to ERHS campus and make it 6-8 grades. Do not

attempt to fix Gruening. Complete demolition and rebuild possibly. My children won’t go into that

building again. It’s been unsafe since the beginning and everyone knew that. If you combine the

high schools, there is no need for another middle school building. Rip the bandaid off and make

these changes this summer, don’t do these temporary fixes and create years of changes and

adjustments. Put whatever funds you may have tagged for Gruening into rebuilding ER

elementary.

2/13/2019 12:39 PM

379 Send the Gruening Middle School kids to eagle river high, it’s where they are all going when the

go to high school, not Chugiak. This is making them learn a high school that they will never be in.

2/13/2019 12:33 PM

380 Please don’t make us merge with another high school 2/13/2019 12:33 PM

381 Long term: obviously gruening is going to be demolished. It wasn’t safe to begin with. We should

add a wing onto ERHS for Gruening, they’re our feeder school and it’d benefit them as well as us.

2/13/2019 12:32 PM

382 build the school 2/13/2019 12:27 PM

383 Thank you 2/13/2019 12:11 PM

384 to rebild gms 2/13/2019 12:11 PM

385 U guys are awsome!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2/13/2019 12:07 PM

386 I think they should make Chugiak High School 7-12 2/13/2019 12:05 PM

387 build the school 2/13/2019 12:05 PM

388 Think long term and actually help dyslexia kids 2/13/2019 12:04 PM

389 idk 2/13/2019 12:03 PM

390 no 2/13/2019 12:01 PM

391 Eagle River High School and Chugiak High School students need to be housed at Chugiak HS.

Gruening MS students should be housed at the ER High School facility by themselves.

2/13/2019 11:48 AM

392 Gruening students to eagle river high 2/13/2019 11:47 AM

393 Relocate Eagle River High School to Chugiak High School and give the school to Gruening kids.

You could even put the Eagle River Elementary kids there too.

2/13/2019 11:47 AM

394 I feel that the ERES population needs to be kept together. These kids need their "home away from

Home" as much as if not more than other student populations. A great many of these students live

in the low income and apartment housing across Business Blvd. from Eagle River Carrs and the

post office. All the students in the district survived the earthquake. However the only elementary

students that that experienced further trauma are the ERES students. To move them again, for the

next school year and then maybe again is more than some of them should be asked to manage.

PLEASE KEEP THEM TOGETHER.

2/13/2019 10:53 AM

395 combining Chugiak and Eagle River high schools into one and sending Gruening students to Eagle

River High

2/13/2019 10:20 AM

396 no 2/13/2019 10:11 AM

397 I have got my children opinion on the school and she is vary fond of Chugiak High. 2/13/2019 10:10 AM

398 im a 13 year old 2/13/2019 10:10 AM

399 cancel school 2/13/2019 10:09 AM
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400 no 2/13/2019 10:08 AM

401 this school is greate because i get pizza every dat 2/13/2019 10:07 AM

402 nope 2/13/2019 10:06 AM

403 i would rather go to clark middle school 2/13/2019 10:06 AM

404 none 2/13/2019 10:06 AM

405 none 2/13/2019 10:05 AM

406 Whats the problem with middle school and high school together. That used to be the way

Anchorage schools were done. I went to Service Hanshew - all one school.

2/13/2019 9:53 AM

407 As a parent who has had one child graduate ERHS and currently has a child in the school I feel it

would be a disservice to those children already attending the school to have to move. Logistically

things have already been set in place to house students from Gruening at Chugiak, Chugiak has

the room for the middle school students. Even if you would move all ERHS students to Chugiak

there is not enough capacity for all of them. Each high school already has their own identity. We as

a military family chose to live in the area where ERHS is because the school better fits our

children(s) needs as I know many other military and civilian families have. It is a smaller school

with many military families, the military kids have many they can relate to at ERHS. I do not want

my child to attend Bartlett or Chugiak as we specifically want ERHS and want to continue to attend

ERHS. Due to a divorce we had to move from a location that provided bus transportation to ERHS,

we currently live out of the zoning area for ERHS, but due to open enrollment we chose to

transport my child every day because ERHS fits the needs of my child. My child does well in

smaller environments, placing ERHS and Chugiak HS together or transferring him to Bartlett will

greatly affect him. Many students are military children who already have a ton of change in their

lives moving all the time, having parents deployed, etc., they do not need more. Yes, I know many

at Gruening are also military children, however they have already made the change to a new

school in December, why change it again for them? I suggest over the summer making Chugiak

HS more of a friendly environment for the middle school students There are plenty of school

districts in the nation that house their middle and high schools in the same building. Logistically it

makes more sense to house Gruening at Chugiak, it also allows for less of an impact at other

schools. Less changes, means less money spent also. I am sure some of the classrooms can be

moved around or modified at Chugiak that will seperate the students more.

2/13/2019 9:34 AM

408 I think we need to wait for the FEMA report. If it is determined that we will be able to build a new

GMS, GMS students and staff should stay at CHS for next year and then move into a new school

2020/2021. I have heard community members grumbling that we don't need GMS to be rebuilt.

That is limited thinking. Our community has grown and we need the two middle schools we

currently have in the Eagle River/Chugiak area. For safety alone, two high schools should

continue to operate as well although I am not convinced that splitting the community this way has

been beneficial for our community as a whole. If there is a decision NOT to build a new GMS, then

we need to begin conversations about possibly putting our two high schools back together again.

But for school safety concerns, we need to advocate for 2 middle schools and 2 high schools.

2/13/2019 9:17 AM

409 Make ERHS a Junior High (7,8,9)(sixth grade would stay in place)and get the middle school out of

the high school. Making a Jr High would make sense for our community and we wouldn't have to

spend more money to rebuild Gruening.

2/13/2019 9:04 AM

410 Wherever Gruening/ER Elementary students end up, it is important that their teachers have

access to all of the resources they would have had at their home school (science rooms, art rooms,

extra-curricular spaces) to provide the same quality of education the students would have received

at their home school. The same to be said in any school that is taking in students from any school,

that there is as little effect to the resources and quality of education that were available to the staff

and students prior to the earthquake.

2/13/2019 9:02 AM

411 Please consider combining Eagle River Elementary school (including optional) with Gruening

middle school and house them at Eagle river high school until both ERES and Gruening can be

rebuilt or repaired. In the meantime house Eagle river high school at chugiak high school and

perhaps Bartlett until Gruening and ERES are rebuilt or repaired.

2/13/2019 9:00 AM

412 Move ERHS and CHS into CHS and Gruening to ERHS 2/13/2019 8:59 AM

413 I am a student at Chugiak High School. I believe that it will make sense to have the Gruening kids

be moved to Eagle River High School, and the Eagle River Wovles be United with the same

community, Chugiak High School.

2/13/2019 8:51 AM
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414 I am a student and I am disappointed in the fact that you did not think of us, who you want to be

apart of the community and our schools. I also think that Chugiak has a lot of problems housing

Gruening. We need to think of better ideas and options and we need to think of both long term and

short term and not just short term. I believe we should combine Chugiak and Eagle River, and

make Gruening a 6-8 at Eagle River

2/13/2019 8:48 AM

415 I was in attendance last night at Chugiak High School and the CFO stated to short term option is to

keep Gruening at Chugiak High School. I thought the reason to the meeting was to provide

feedback but if the option has already been finalized why bring the families affected in to the

meeting. An open mic in the gym would have been more productive than small sessions. My

perception is that the board knows what the community wants but does not want it heard in the

masses. I know time was used as a reason not to have open mic in the gym but this is about our

kids. Time is not a factor when it comes to this decision. If it means an 8-hour session on

Saturday, so be it. This issue needs to be vented by the community not just the board. The survey

gives horrible options for Gruening. It seems the board is trying to funnel everyone to the status

quo with Chugiak. Why is not combining the two high schools and moving Gruening to ERHS an

option? Does it involve money? Private/federal? There needs to be transperancy on why this is not

an option. As Alaska has a negative population growth, the high school attendance has gone

down as well. CHS has lost almost 400 students since the 2009-2010 year. ERHS is supported by

JBER so that number should rightly stay consistent. If CHS graduated over 2000 students in the

late 1990s, then there should be ample amount of room to combine. Combining the schools will

reduce the needs of some administrative staff, saving the district money. With budget cuts coming

today, the board needs to be good stewards of the tax payer's money. a child at 12 and 13 is in a

very impressionable age and does not need any other outside influence from high schoolers. I can

say from the feedback room I was in last night, it was overwhelming that the parents wanted the

high schools to combine. Even the student from CHS in our group had the same thought. It seems

that this decision has been made already but the board is trying to make the parents feel as if they

have a voice. Please put another survey out giving the option of combining the high schools and

moving Gruening to ERHS. This will show that the board truly cares about what the community

wants.

2/13/2019 8:42 AM

416 I think Chugiak High and Eagle River High should be combined and placed at Chugiak High school

like it used to be and gruening students should be placed at Eagle River High schools building. I

don’t see any other option making as much sense as this one.

2/13/2019 8:36 AM

417 While considering all of these options for middle and elementary schools, please also take note

that under no circumstances should the ASD even consider combining ERHS and CHS.

2/13/2019 8:19 AM

418 combine GMS and ERHS into one Jr/Sr High 2/13/2019 8:06 AM

419 I am okay with the current situation for now other than my 1st grader will be going to homestead

alone instead of with his siblings. I believe there has to be a better Option. Is portables a

possibility to put in the field at eagle river elem?

2/13/2019 7:50 AM

420 don't combine chugiak high and eagle river high 2/13/2019 7:38 AM

421 How about having 8th graders attend their appropriate high school next year and make mirror

Lake for all 6th and 7th. Get 6th graders out of elementary to make room. If it's only short term, the

8th graders will already be in their high school for the following year!

2/13/2019 7:38 AM

422 Combine ER High at Chugiak High. Make ER High a junior high for Gruening students with grades

6, 7, and 8. Tear down old Gruening JH, and sell that property.

2/13/2019 7:35 AM

423 put grueing staff and students at ER high, and put ER high students at chugiak so that all high

school students will be together

2/13/2019 7:31 AM

424 Move 8th graders to Chugiak High School and disperse the 6th and 7th graders to other, more

appropriate schools.

2/13/2019 6:03 AM

425 In order to keep my kids closer to home, I would prefer to see them housed at Homestead

Elementary along with the entire Optional Program and I would prefer to have my Gruening

student at Eagle River High School rather than Chugiak since that’s where he will be attending

high school eventually. I propose to make both Chugiak and Eagle River High both 7-12 schools

and set the boundaries based on how they are zoned for the high schools. I also propose that the

boundaries be changed. I live directly across from Eagle River Elementary and I am zoned for

Chugiak while my ex-husband lives only a mile toward Walmart and is zoned for ER High School. I

would prefer to be zoned for ER High to ensure my son can be bussed there since I am a single

mom and a teacher and cannot provide transportation for him even with a zone exemption.

2/13/2019 5:16 AM
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426 Suggestion for the school year and future would be to keep Gruening Middle School at Chugiak.

Take all Eagle River Elementary and Ravenwood 6th graders to Mirror Lake and then disperse the

Eagle River Elementary K-5 to other surrounding elementary schools.

2/13/2019 1:07 AM

427 House Gruening students at Eagle River High School 2/13/2019 12:34 AM

428 Gruening 6-8 at ERHS 2/12/2019 11:41 PM

429 None 2/12/2019 11:16 PM

430 Permanently close Gruening and 6-9th grade to Eagle River high; combine Eagle River High with

Chugiak. Move Eagle River Elementary to local classrooms. There is no reason to rebuild either

school when there is a surplus of class space available.

2/12/2019 11:12 PM

431 Shift Eagle River High students to Chugiak and house Gruening and Eagle River Elementary

students at Eagle River High

2/12/2019 11:04 PM

432 Busing children from JBER to Mirror Lake should not even be considered as it adds a minimum of

20min each way to an already very long bus ride for our military kids. Also these kids already have

to move multiple times over their school careers due to military moves. It is not fair to single them

out and expect them to have to endure ANOTHER school change, new teachers, having to make

new friends all over again. If the space exists at Chugiak the Gruening kids should be left there

together. They have already been through enough having to go through relocation half way

through the year

2/12/2019 10:52 PM

433 This survey offers no true constructive or positive options for ads students . Truly disappointed in

how asd is handling this.

2/12/2019 10:29 PM

434 Put Gruening Middle school students at ER High School and send the high schoolers to Chugiak

High.

2/12/2019 10:21 PM

435 keep only one high school for the chugiak eagle river area. use vacant high school for gruening.

send all JBER students to bartlett high school permanently.to

2/12/2019 10:13 PM

436 move all high school students to chugiak and move all gruening students to eagle river high school 2/12/2019 10:06 PM

437 Looking at capacity numbers, adding Eagle River High School into Chugiak high school, sending

high schoolers from base to Bartlett and making Gruening a 6-8 at the Erhs campus. This will

eliminate crowding in elementary schools and keep children of similar developmental stages

together.

2/12/2019 9:48 PM

438 Keep eagle river children in eagle river/chugiak 2/12/2019 9:36 PM

439 Try to fix the schools without wasting time in burocracia 2/12/2019 9:17 PM

440 Thanks 2/12/2019 8:43 PM

441 possible reconstruction of Gruening Middle School 2/12/2019 8:39 PM

442 Please do NOT combine the high schools. Eagle River students and families do NOT want to

combine with Chugiak or attend Chugiak high school.

2/12/2019 8:23 PM

443 DO NOT push the Eagle River High School students out of their space. This is incredibly

demoralizing and will only serve an ulterior motive of shutting down ERHS. Not okay.

2/12/2019 8:21 PM

444 Long term - use funds to expand Eagle River high school to accommodate Gruening students

there perminately.

2/12/2019 8:20 PM

445 N/A 2/12/2019 8:00 PM

446 I spoke to Dr Bishop tonight at CHS. I requested that we have input from the Principals & staff that

are immersed in the schools involved. We should really consider their perspective. I’m also

concerned if we combine the High schools, we lose the sports competition & less students will be

able to make the teams. Also that would put us over capacity. Would portables make the

CHS/GMS transition any better?

2/12/2019 7:52 PM

447 House ERE staff and students at Mt. Spurr until ERE is rebuilt. 2/12/2019 7:44 PM

448 Middle School students should not be in high school. Do what you can to avoid that. Move 8th

grade amongst the two high schools, and send the 7th graders to MLMS.

2/12/2019 7:35 PM

449 My concern would be rumors of combining HS, I feel ERHS has finally developed into a high

educational institution and the pride of ERHS has finally developed amoung it’s teachers and

students after years of being compared to Chugiak

2/12/2019 7:28 PM
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450 Do not combine ERHS with Chugiak HS! High school clubs, sports, leadership, ROTC

opportunities for one high school cannot be eliminated.

2/12/2019 7:24 PM

451 I would like to have clarification on the rumors of ERHS being split into CHS and Bartlet and

therefore moving GMS into ERHS building.

2/12/2019 7:22 PM

452 middle school students zoned for eagle river high should go there. And those zoned for Chugiak

should go there.

2/12/2019 7:21 PM

453 To keep Gruening at chugiak 2/12/2019 7:13 PM

454 None 2/12/2019 6:42 PM

455 Reintegrate CHS and ERHS students. ERHS to house Eagle River 6-8 students so the local

Elems can house Preschool -5th grades

2/12/2019 6:39 PM

456 Consider merging ER Hogh and Chugiak and turn ER High into a 6,7,8 Middle School. 2/12/2019 6:31 PM

457 The applied technology program had an amazing dedicated space to offer a hands-on quality

program. What will be done for students to continue have the necessary space needed.

2/12/2019 6:29 PM

458 Gruening 6-8 at Eagle River High School Eagle River High School at Chugiak. And Eagle River

Elementary move a into all the Elementary school as they are rezoned because they no longer

have 6 th grafe

2/12/2019 6:28 PM

459 Ideally for my family bussing GMS JBER kids to ERHS would work out best. As it stands now,

next school year I will have one child at ERHS and one child at GMS ( where ever that is). It would

be easiest for me to have both children at ERHS.

2/12/2019 6:27 PM

460 I’m not smart enough to come up with anything else 2/12/2019 6:24 PM

461 Do not combine high schools 2/12/2019 5:52 PM

462 House Gruening (make it 6, 7, 8) at ERHS and combing ERHS and Chugiak. Pull the sixth graders

to relieve the overcrowding at the elementary schools due to ERES students. Just because you

can squeeze kids into a school doesn't mean its the right thing to do.

2/12/2019 5:42 PM

463 extend ERHS to the plans drawn making it the size of diamond and putting the gruening students

with the high schoolers making it a junior hugh

2/12/2019 5:33 PM

464 I am a parent in the Eagle River community. I am strongly opposed to combining the high schools.

I firmly believe that no schools should be absorbed, as it is not in the best interest of our

community's long term future. For long term solutions, please do not consider combining the 2 high

schools.

2/12/2019 5:17 PM

465 Send ER high school to Chugiak. Move gruening to ER high school building. 2/12/2019 4:47 PM

466 Wouldn't it be possible to open one of the elementary schools that have been shut down on base

for Eagle River Elementary & Open Optional program, so that the school can stay together with it's

current staff and students? Wouldn't this only change some bus routes?

2/12/2019 4:45 PM

467 Develop a long range plan to extend Middle school at ERHS! 2/12/2019 4:36 PM

468 My child, as well as many of her friends have heard indefinite rumors about moving Eagle River

High School to the Chugiak High School and are not happy nor comfortable with the thought of

moving to a school that neither like, nor the atmosphere that is different than what they are

accustomed to at ERHS

2/12/2019 4:35 PM

469 Long term- ERHS moves to CHS, GMS moves into ERHS with some changes- modify facility for

Applied tech and FACS, rebuild ERES on the old GMS site.

2/12/2019 4:31 PM

470 I think it is better to combine the High Schools at Chugiak and have the Gruening students at

Eagle River HS.

2/12/2019 4:17 PM

471 ERES and GMS, prior to the November 30th earthquake, buildings were extremely dilapidated and

in dire need of a facelift. Among two of the oldest buildings within the District, ERES and GMS

exhibited glaring symptoms of signifcant wear and tear, water stains, and failing infrastructure

among myriad of other issues. If the District hadn't waited so long to address overdue repairs and

reconstruction we wouldn't, perhaps, be facing this predicament of reshuffling students. This is a

classic case of gross inaction leading to quick fix, band-aid, solutions.

2/12/2019 4:16 PM
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472 Combine ER High School and CHS. Place Gruening and ERES at the ERHS building for K-8 and

then build a unique high school at the Gruening site for tech students and Middle College and

invite other Anchorage high school students to come to programs out here!

2/12/2019 4:13 PM

473 Best of lucj 2/12/2019 3:58 PM

474 Combine ERHS and CHS students and have them attend at CHS. Convert ERHS to a middle

school only for GMS students.

2/12/2019 3:52 PM

475 Thank you for all of your work. 2/12/2019 3:47 PM

476 Move gruening to eagle river high with 6th graders from ERES and move high schoolers at eagle

river to chugiak. I have heard that plenty of kids have issues with the middle schoolers and also the

high schoolers can’t continue with their normal school year because of them I have heard that the

during finals the lunches overlapped and the high schoolers weren’t allowed to be in their own

cafeteria Also I have heard by my student that the announcements are confusing because they

announce everyones announcements and the high schoolers don’t know what they can and can’t

do anymore :(

2/12/2019 3:37 PM

477 Maybe have Gruening 7th graders attend Mirror Lake and 8th graders attend CHS, if

transportation options permit.

2/12/2019 3:30 PM

478 Move Eagle River High to Chugiak to combine. Then use Eagle River High building for Gruening

students.

2/12/2019 3:10 PM

479 I would like the optional program and the neighborhood students of ERES housed on one campus

even if it means busing a little further away..

2/12/2019 3:10 PM

480 Would prefer to keep school staff and students together. 2/12/2019 3:09 PM

481 Combine chugiak and eagle river high school at chugiak high and move gruening into eagle river

high

2/12/2019 3:04 PM

482 I think it makes sense to combine ERHS and CHS again. Move Gruening to ERHS. 2/12/2019 3:01 PM

483 Maybe we should consolidate Eagle Academy and Birchwood ABC. Put the 6th grades at the

elementary schools, and turn Mirror lake into a junior high and re zone the rest of Eagle River.

2/12/2019 2:55 PM

484 Cool 2/12/2019 2:38 PM

485 Please do not combine both of Eagle River's High Schools. That would deflate school spirit and

negatively impact opportunities for students of both schools.

2/12/2019 2:27 PM

486 Rezoning all of Eagle River would be a huge disruption. Now that I’ve seen what schools aren’t at

capacity, I think you should zone all of Eagle River Elementary to schools that aren’t at capacity.

Homestead, Fire Lake and Birchwood ABC. Another option someone mentioned was using a

JBER school which is completely empty. This year, you voted to close down that elementary

school. Moving the school as a whole would keep families together, and teacher/principals would

still have their job. Disrupting the community as little as possible should be the goal here. I’m in

support of helping out but I’m not entirely excited about rezoning and risking losing our school

which we are fully invested in. Before you sent out the survey for rezoning, you should have

drafted a rezoning map for parents to see.

2/12/2019 2:23 PM

487 Best option is to keep all of ERES together at one of the unused schools on base. Also, as

Homestead ES is working towards becoming a school of arts having the ERES optional students

come to Homestead is a good fit for both programs.

2/12/2019 2:22 PM

488 My daughter has attended 3 Elementary schools this year. I would like for all our kids, which will

be 3 next year, to attend homestead. GMS should stay at CHS. I want my oldest who is at GMS to

attend Eagle River High.

2/12/2019 2:20 PM

489 House ERES at JFK school on base, or at ERHS, while taking 6th grade out of elementary and

redistributing to middle schools

2/12/2019 2:18 PM

490 Please keep the Eagle River students in their community. Do not send them to an Anchorage

school

2/12/2019 2:16 PM

491 None 2/12/2019 2:04 PM

492 Chugiak has done a great job of welcoming in junior high students. All the staff and students have

moved around enough. Please allow them to stay where they are at to keep some sense of

normalcy and belonging.

2/12/2019 2:03 PM
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493 ERE Elem and middle school combine in ER HS building as K-8 and combine high schools. 2/12/2019 1:57 PM

494 I believe ultimately combining Eagle River HS with Chugiak HS thus opening up ERHS to a

secondary school option is the best use of all district resources and funding and will give the best

opportunities to all children.

2/12/2019 1:56 PM

495 Disburse Gruening students between Eagle River High School and Chugiak High School 2/12/2019 1:42 PM

496 I strongly advocate for combining the ERHS and CHS communities. The schools have had

declining enrollment for a while so students have fewer and fewer choices. Thus, earthquake

aside, I have thought for a while that students would be best served by combining the two high

schools. This would put CHS over capacity, so it seems reasonable to consider slight rezoning

shifts to move some students to Bartlett HS. This would be a proactive response to an impending

issue, one that might create a positive out of a difficult situation.

2/12/2019 1:30 PM

497 Combine both HighSchools and place GMS students at EHS 2/12/2019 1:23 PM

498 Move Gruening to Eagle River High 2/12/2019 1:22 PM

499 IF the Open Optional program of ERES remains at Birchwood ABC, Consider putting them in the

"intermediate" hallway where their noise won't affect Birchwood Classrooms.

2/12/2019 1:21 PM

500 Gruening Middle School to Eagle River High. Eagle River High Students to Chugiak High School in

attempt to keep age appropriate kids together.

2/12/2019 1:19 PM

501 Close Gruening. Sell the land. Turn Eagle River High into a middle school and realign the

attendance zones back to Chugiak and Bartlett.

2/12/2019 1:14 PM

502 Bus JBER students to mt spurr school that is closing for elemetary students 2/12/2019 1:14 PM

503 It’s hard to say what option is best without knowing what the long term plan for these schools. For

the time being using a school on base or finding away to keep ERES students together would be

optimal. Also having Gruening attend ERHS and ERHS combing with Chigisk seems like a viable

option

2/12/2019 1:10 PM

504 As my student attends Eagle Academy and I have another student who will start there next year

we take advantage of the outdoor facilities at both ERES and GMS. I've noticed the ice rink at

GMS does not seem to be maintained now that GMS is closed. It's important that these outdoor

facilities been upkept even if the students are being taught at another location. These facilities are

an important part of our local community and these changes have far reaching impacts beyond just

the students at those schools. Thank you for reaching out to our community.

2/12/2019 1:05 PM

505 I would recommend against separating GMS for any length of time because the school culture that

exists would crumble if the students are dispersed across and integrated into other middle school

cultures

2/12/2019 1:02 PM

506 ERES students should be re-zoned. We need to keep our families together with busing available. 2/12/2019 1:00 PM

507 Na 2/12/2019 12:45 PM

508 Gruening made 6-8 at current ERHS building 2/12/2019 12:38 PM

509 Proposal by Mr. Ruggles 2/12/2019 12:37 PM

510 Long term I believe that shifting GMS students to Mirror Lake best serves our community until and

new site and building can be completed to replace the old Gruening building.

2/12/2019 12:32 PM

511 My child, currently a 9th grader, will not be affected by whatever decision is made, but if Gruening

continues to be housed at Chugiak High School you won't hear any complaints from our family.

Change is hard for this age group so keeping kids with their school peers, that they will eventually

go onto high school with, and be the least disruptive for location, seems to make sense.

2/12/2019 12:16 PM

512 Ultimately, I think families need to stay together and student bodies as much together as possible.

I was not impressed with the comments made by the Birchwood ABC PTA president as all our

students have different abilities and needs, and to expect every kid to meet the exact same level of

expectations is unreasonable. We all need to come together to help solve this problem.

2/12/2019 12:15 PM

513 Eagle River students and teachers NEED TO STAY TOGETHER!! 2/12/2019 12:06 PM

514 Do not move Eagle River High students to Chugiak! 2/12/2019 12:02 PM

515 I think answers depend on what is going to happen in the following school years and if these

schools are able to reopen or not.

2/12/2019 11:59 AM
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516 I have heard an idea of combining ERHS & CHS and moving GMS to the ERHS building. I think

that is a great idea. I had a student at ER Optional Program and I think the philosophical

differences between Birchwood ABC & the Optional program make it a really bad fit to house the

programs together.

2/12/2019 11:47 AM

517 Move Gruening along with 6th graders to eagle river high school 2/12/2019 11:46 AM

518 ASD continues to not listen to our community. There are zero options here that apply to what the

community talks about all the time, and prefers. We want the ERHS students to be put back to

CHS permanently as a combined high school. ERHS was not needed after CHS was remodeled,

but was built anyway. Not only are both schools under capacity, and a waste of our taxpayers

money, but it has put a divide in our community. We DO NOT need two high schools. Transfer

JBER students back to Bartlett where they originally were before ERHS was built. Then use

ERHS as the new building for Gruening, and move all of our 6th graders to middle school.

Alleviating space in our elementary schools, and providing ALL 6th graders in our Chugiak/ER

area the SAME school/sports/arts opportunity. This proposed idea as a whole has been talked

about in our community for over a decade, but ASD does not listen. Furthermore, it is completely

inappropriate for middle school students to be with high school students. There have been

inappropriate relationships, sports/elective activities cancelled, sharing of space for sports which is

inappropriate and doesn’t provide fully to the students. This is VERY CONCERNING! Also, as a

temporary fix to ERES, bus them to JFK elementary until a school is rebuilt for them. KEEP THEM

TOGETHER!!! Especially being so young they need stability and to feel like a school family. They

don’t want to be divided and thrown into a new school. Again, the voting options provided in this

survey is disappointing and an outrage that ASD is not providing more solutions, like mentioned, to

this survey. We know ASD knows we want this as a community, but is not acknowledging it, and

making it an option. And we are also not happy that we cannot ‘talk’ open mic about these options

at the meetings.

2/12/2019 11:33 AM

519 I believe that Eagle River Elementary should be moved to the JFK school on base to allow for the

entire school to remain together

2/12/2019 11:33 AM

520 The Eagle River Elementary Alternate Location Proposal- using John F. Kennedy Elementary 2/12/2019 11:24 AM

521 Keep Optional together and with neighborhood if at all possible. ERE is a community that is best

together.

2/12/2019 11:18 AM

522 Utilize the JFK elementary school on base which keeps the school community/family together 2/12/2019 11:06 AM

523 combine the high schools! 2/12/2019 10:59 AM

524 The district needs to look into the history of Birchwood ABC. Their philosophy. And the complaints

about their policies and practices over the lifetime of their school. This information needs to be

looked at because now more than ever with the influx of numbers attending Birchwood ABC from

Eagle River elementary school their philosophy is and will conflict with each other. The district also

needs to take careful recognition of Birchwood ABC's attendance numbers and their decline. My

hope is that the district will continue to keep Eagle River elementary in with other elementary

schools in our area and those schools should welcome them with open arms and With a

commitment to as ASD says Chama meeting the needs of every child. Every student succeeds. I

do not feel the it is a positive change for students especially elementary students, to have to move

for 3 years due to this earthquake. 1st, for this year right after the earthquake, again next year as

a temporary solution, and then again for their final destination hopefully. Communities need to stay

together as much as they can especially for little elementary school aged children. I hope the

Anchorage school district will consider this information as well.

2/12/2019 10:57 AM

525 GMS Students attend ERHS AND High School students attend Chugiak 2/12/2019 10:52 AM

526 We are in a major statewide budget crises, move ERHS students to Chugiak high, and put

Gruening Middle School into eagle river high location. Then unnecessary duplicate staffing, there

is no doubt you don’t need two principles... as well as many others

2/12/2019 10:48 AM

527 Move GMS to the ERHS campus. Realign Chugiak and Bartlett boundaries to absorb the Base

students to BHS and all of ER students to CHS.

2/12/2019 10:47 AM

528 Combine ERHS back into Chugiak. ERHS building should be the new Gruening. Makes the MOST

sense.

2/12/2019 10:44 AM

529 N/A 2/12/2019 10:43 AM
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530 I believe the best option for our close-knit ERES is to pursue the proposal set forth by Mr. Chris

Ruggles. This will allow our principal, teachers, support staff, students and families to stay

together. It will be a seamless trasition to a new location (JFK Elementary). The impact on the

community with this option will be minimal and the students can be in a safe, loving location where

they feel welcome and invested in.

2/12/2019 10:42 AM

531 What about the school(s) that have been closed on JBER for either the elementary or Gruening

students? Couldn't they be reopened for use and why wouldn't that be the best option as to not

displace or interfere with other schools students?

2/12/2019 10:31 AM

532 None 2/12/2019 10:23 AM

533 If you try to bus middle school kids into anchorage, parents will pull their kids and try to get them

into mirror lake middle school.

2/12/2019 10:14 AM

534 Seriously consider that it would be a waste of money to rebuild Gruening when there is no need to

have 2 high schools in the Eagle River/Chugiak community. The numbers are fees able at this

time. Bartlett HS is below their capacity of students, so sending the 250-300 kids that are bused

from JBER to attend Eagle River can be moved back to Bartlett and Chugiak HS could well hold

1500-1600 students. It brings the community back as one, does not divide businesses to choose,

brings our sports teams back to large schools competition, allows for JV hockey, Flag football, and

soccer teams to form. As a parent i believe that 11/12 year olds do not belong in the halls with

18year olds not matter how well you try and divide them. It is only working out right now because

there were no other choices and we are a community that will make it happen in need. There is no

need for this, Gruening can take over the ERHS building as their school and make it a 6-8 grade

middle school.

2/12/2019 10:14 AM

535 It seems to make sense, ultimately, for students to attend the schools they live closest to, unless

they apply for a waiver. Thus, students who live on JBER should attend the schools closest to

them, for all levels.

2/12/2019 10:14 AM

536 I STRONGLY believe that we should merge the high schools (permanently), move Gruening to

ERHS and make it a 6-8 school. Take all 6th grade out of the neighborhood schools to create

space....then rezone!

2/12/2019 10:09 AM

537 I prefer ER open optional to be at homestead or firelake, not birchwood. I do not want ER optional

to be moved onto military base if that is where ER neighborhood ends up.

2/12/2019 10:08 AM

538 Gruening and ERES both should be bulldozed. Recombine CHS and ERHS at CHS and move

GMS to the current ERHS bldg. Build a new middle school in Powder Ridge and then move ERHS

back to its current bldg. Let Eklutna have its land back at GMS to build much needed affordable

housing. Have ERES land become part of a decent interchange for the road system. Include

Eklutna in these discussions without Eklutna having to contact ASD first. Eklutna has been a

generous partner to ASD. Reboundary the elementary schools in Eagle River to absorb ERES.

GMS blgd has been a disaster waiting to happen for a very very long time.

2/12/2019 10:02 AM

539 None 2/12/2019 10:01 AM

540 Extracurricular activities (sports) are an important part of the school experience and I believe that

keeping all Gruening students together will ensure that maximum effort is put into retaining the

sports programs.

2/12/2019 10:00 AM

541 I recommend eagle river high school mesh with Chugiak high school. Put gruening students at

eagle river high.

2/12/2019 9:58 AM

542 Highly recommend not moving these students anymore. The current solution is working and

moving the students again could create an unstable student body environment, higher stress

levels and frustration. At this point, I feel there's available sense or normalcy which should be

maintained at all costs for the benefit of all

2/12/2019 9:56 AM

543 Transfer Eagle River HS students to Chugiak HS (& Bartlett HS) if necessary. Convert Eagle River

HS to become the new Gruening MS & send Gruening Middle school students there. Seems a

better solution than sending 7th graders to the same building/facility as 12th graders as is being

done at present time with Gruening MS diverted to Chugiak HS.

2/12/2019 9:51 AM

544 My son whom attends CHS, has noted no obvious problems with the Gruening students attending

the school.

2/12/2019 9:49 AM

545 Move Gruening Middle School into Eagle River High School and split ERHS between Chugiak and

Bartlett High Schools.

2/12/2019 9:46 AM
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546 There are two schools on base currently closed due to low attendance. It seems those facilities

could be utilized until ER Elementary is back up and running. Why crowd schools when there are

facilities not being used. I'm sure that transportation and acres could be figured out given the

circumstances.

2/12/2019 9:44 AM

547 Optional and ABC are more closely aligned than ABC and neighborhood. The instructional

philosophies are different. However, many other aspects of the programs are similar. For example,

both ABC and optional promote parent volunteering and involvement.

2/12/2019 9:43 AM

548 Don't even think about turning the Eagle River High School building into a middle school. When

we voted on bonds to build the school, we were promised a HIGH SCHOOL, not a replacement for

Gruening. Shutting down one of the highest performing schools in the district would be the worst

decision you could make.

2/12/2019 9:41 AM

549 Perhaps combine high schools Eagle River and Chugiak place Gruening in EHS building 2/12/2019 9:40 AM

550 Move Gruening students to Eagle River HS and move Eagle River HS students to Chugiak HS 2/12/2019 9:38 AM

551 Move ERHS students to CHS & BHS and put GMS & 6th grade at ERHS 2/12/2019 9:37 AM

552 Would it be better to change ERHS to Middle School for 6-8 grade students and send ERHS to

Chugiak.

2/12/2019 9:36 AM

553 Eagle River high school should become Gruening and be 6-8th grade maybe even add 5th or 9th

grade and have all the 9/10th-12 go to Chugiak.. this allows more classroom in elementary to

change school lines in long term.. the old school Gruening and Eagle River need to be finalized as

Demolition so you get funding from FEMA to rebuild or you don’t get as much funding putting on

bandaids on the schools for short term ..

2/12/2019 9:36 AM

554 Combine ERHS and Chugiak High School together at CHS and let Gruening use the ERHS

building until Gruening gets rebuilt. Also, take the remaining 6th graders out of elementary schools

in Eagle River and add them to Gruening at ERHS.

2/12/2019 9:34 AM

555 None. DO NOT COMBINE HIGH SCHOOLS!!!! 2/12/2019 9:34 AM

556 My Gruening & Chugiak students are happy with the current set up. Their education & sports have

been minimally impacted.

2/12/2019 9:32 AM

557 No comment. 2/12/2019 9:31 AM

558 Use eagle river high school as appropriate 2/12/2019 9:30 AM

559 Combine highschools 2/12/2019 9:28 AM

560 Combind CHS and ERHS, Gruening can move to ERHS, to reduce school over load at CHS move

JBER students currently going to ERHS to Barttlet. Greuning moves to ERHS and becomes 6th,

7th, and 8th grades

2/12/2019 9:03 AM

561 Absolutely, under no circumstances consider closing ERHS and combining it with Chugiak. 2/12/2019 8:57 AM

562 Close ERHS. Combine the high schools and move Gruening to ERHS's building. 2/12/2019 8:52 AM

563 This seems to boil down to a capacity issue while attempting to minimize disruption. Chugiak has

capacity, so temporarily housing Gruening students there utilizes this capacity while only

disrupting two schools, and honestly the disruption to Chugiak HS Students is very, very minimal.

Attempting to merge Chugiak HS and ERHS would be a MUCH, MUCH larger disruption to three

schools. We commend your hard work during this trying time.

2/12/2019 8:34 AM

564 House Gruening Middle School at Eagle River High School 2/12/2019 8:19 AM

565 None 2/12/2019 8:13 AM

566 The ERES optional program is diametrically opposed to the Birchwood ABC program and conflicts

arise. Redrawing boundaries and placing the ERES optional program at Firelake would alleviate

some of these issues. Furthermore moving ALL 6 graders to middle school level will take the

pressure of some of the more crowded elementary schools. As for Gruening middle, we used to

only have one highschool in Eagle River and since Chugiak High is currently half empty, it could

certainly accommodate and be combined with Eagle River High, leaving the Eagle River high

building empty to accomodate Gruening students, preserving the middle school set-up in two

different ends of the community. This would further avoid bussing ER students to Clark.

2/12/2019 8:07 AM

567 What about Ravenwood and preschool? 2/12/2019 8:05 AM
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568 Observation. No one will be 100% happy in th end. Older children may be more resilient. Younger

children may adapt better when they remain with the adults they’re used to at school. The less time

they’re on the Glenn hwy the better. Make an extra effort to support the whole staff of the

displaced schools as well as the staffs of the welcoming schools. Acknowledge the families of the

students and their feelings of loss and victimization

2/12/2019 1:31 AM

569 I would Like to see Chugiak high school and you River high school join together at Chugiak high

school. And then I would like the Eagle River high school building house grooming middle school

and eagle river elementary school and their option programs there

2/11/2019 10:39 PM

570 None 2/11/2019 10:28 PM

571 Combine Eagle River High and Chugiak High students at Chugiak High School. Then relocate

Gruening Middle School students to Eagle River High School.

2/11/2019 10:15 PM

572 Combine the Jrs from Gruening w ERHS & continue business as usual w Mirror Lake & Chugiak. If

boundary changes needed then do so to accommodate all ERVR students from ALL ERVR

schools remaining in ERVR area.

2/11/2019 10:04 PM

573 Combine high schools and place gruening at ERHS 2/11/2019 10:03 PM

574 Make a permanent decision to combine eagle river and Chugiak high schools and move gruening

to eagle river high school.

2/11/2019 9:54 PM

575 Eagle River students stay in Eagle River Scools while JBER Students are bused/transfered to a

school closer to the base. Mirror Lake is a long commute for JBER students

2/11/2019 9:46 PM

576 Do not combine Eagle River and Chugiak high schools. 2/11/2019 9:43 PM

577 Would busing JBER Middle School students to Mirror Lake also include 6th grade? If so, this

option becomes more appealing.

2/11/2019 9:41 PM

578 Why do some questions have none of the above while others don't have that option??? You call

this input? Once upon a time the district knew how to get things done under Mike Price and rebuilt

Russian Jack in time for the students to return in the fall. Good luck.

2/11/2019 9:31 PM

579 Jber gruening to Chugiak hs. Gruening ms to mirrorlake ms 2/11/2019 9:29 PM

580 All high school students should attend Chugiak High School. Eagle River High could then be used

for Gruening students and E.R. Elem. students.

2/11/2019 9:27 PM

581 Make a permanent decision to combine eagle river and Chugiak high schools and move gruening

to eagle river high school.

2/11/2019 9:22 PM

582 Rename EagleRiver HS Gruening MS and send the MS students there. Then send ALL

ER/Chugiak students to Chugiak HS.

2/11/2019 9:10 PM

583 Increase parking at Ravenwood elementary 2/11/2019 9:09 PM

584 Please do not mess around with Eagle River High School. It is not fair to the students there to do

anything with them.

2/11/2019 8:27 PM

585 Moving all eagle river elem students to their own school on base 2/11/2019 8:26 PM

586 Resist the pressure to shut down ERHS and merge it with Chugiak. Smaller schools are better for

adolescents. Overcrowding in the early 2000s and research both drove us to needing two high

schools in our community and it's worked. ERHS is consistently ranked one of the top three high

schools in the State of Alaska. We'll weather the discomfort of the next few years, but I want my

kids to graduate from ERHS!

2/11/2019 8:25 PM

587 Having Gruening attend Eagle River High 2/11/2019 8:20 PM

588 Please consider combining the high schools and have Gruening take over the current ERHS

building

2/11/2019 8:19 PM

589 I would like to see what the numbers would be at all of the options. You also left out the option of

combining high schoolers at CHS & putting GMS at ERHS. But again, I want to see how that

would affect the numbers.

2/11/2019 8:00 PM

590 Move GMS students to ERHS & move ERHS students to CHS 2/11/2019 7:58 PM

591 If Eagle River High goes to Chugiak HIgh, the same aged kids will share a building. In addition,

scheduling would be more flexible and more electives could be offered. Gruening Middle School

would be relocated to where Eagle River High is now.

2/11/2019 7:49 PM
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592 Thank you for keeping the school together. I appreciate the leadership in both schools to make

this possible! Thank you!

2/11/2019 6:23 PM

593 Can they combine the high school kids at Chugiak and give the Gruening kids the ERHS building?

Just an option if the enrollment at Chugiak is such they can house an entire junior high.

2/11/2019 6:22 PM

594 I appreciate all the work the staff at both Chugiak and Gruening have done for my student. I am so

thankful my student has been able to attend school with her teachers and friends. I’m thankful that

the school was not divided up in sections. Thank you for your hard work!

2/11/2019 6:21 PM

595 Is there room at Eagle Riger High for Middle School students? 2/11/2019 6:17 PM

596 Please take the views of the students of these schools into account, seeing as they are the ones

being affected by these and deserve to have a say.

2/11/2019 5:54 PM

597 Is there space at ERHS to house the Gruening students zoned for ERHS? 2/11/2019 5:49 PM

598 The optional program will fit nicely into Homestead’s fine arts emphasis. 2/11/2019 5:33 PM

599 House Eagle River Elementary at Kennedy, keep the school together to minimize impact on eagle

River/Chugiak elementary schools

2/11/2019 5:11 PM

600 Gruenig should be repaired in time for 2019 school year! 2/11/2019 5:04 PM

601 Thank you for opening it up to our input 2/11/2019 4:55 PM

602 Eagle river high school should become the new gruening middle school, that way it's more of a

'central' location for families to take their children. ERHS students can go to Chugiak HS since it is

under capacity.

2/11/2019 4:53 PM

603 Two ideas: make all area Elementary schools K-5. This would alleviate pressure at Elementary

level. Have Greuning be 6-8 and keep at CHS. Idea two; make ERHS a K-8 school with all of

Eagle River Elementary and Greuning at ERHS and then combine ERHS AND CHS

2/11/2019 4:51 PM

604 Expand the bus routes to include the new "students" from ERES to each new location, to schedule

more bus stops.

2/11/2019 4:37 PM

605 I believe the best option is to move ER High students to Chugiak and make a combined high

school. Then move the Gruening kids into the ER High building. We could also use Bartlett if

needed. The numbers should work, student-wise, and it makes NO SENSE to spend millions on

re-building another middle school at this time. Alaska population figures are slowly declining and

the enrollment numbers confirm that this area is not growing in student population.

2/11/2019 3:52 PM

606 Put all of the displaced children from ERES and GMS at ERHS. ERHS kids to CHS. 2/11/2019 3:29 PM

607 Please keep ERES together as one school. This would include ERES neighborhood and Optional

being located together at Kennedy Elementary or another available school.

2/11/2019 1:34 PM

608 Gruening and Eagle River Elementary, both at Eagle River High School and Eagle River High

School bus students to Chugiak High School.

2/11/2019 1:27 PM

609 Bus some Eagle river Elementary students to the under capacity schools on JBER. Place 8th

grade students at their neighborhood high school. Place all 7th Grade students in Mirror lake. Add

more 6th grade spots to Mirror lake, to reduce population at Elementary schools.

2/11/2019 1:24 PM

610 Move ERHS to CHS and house GMS students at ERHS for the school year. If there is enough

room and the ability to seperate the students, put ER Optional at the ERHS building as well. Re-

align zoning boundries for the Regular ERES students to disperse in local elementary schools to

allow families to be together and have bus transportation from their home to the school they would

be attending.

2/11/2019 1:22 PM

611 Give sibling preference priority when doing lottery for ER open optional and move siblings that are

currently on the waitlist to the top before the next draw. To ensure that siblings are kept together

no matter what solution is created for Eagle River Elementary & open optional.

2/11/2019 1:12 PM

612 All eagle river 6th graders and middle school should be housed at eagle river high school. Bus

eagle river high school to Chugiak high school. Bull doze Gruening and eagle river elementary.

Rebuild later as population increases. Win win. Smaller class sizes and less none on maintenance

at those schools which were in bad shape.

2/11/2019 12:57 PM

613 Eagle River high at chugiak High and Gruening Middle at Eagle River High 2/11/2019 12:53 PM
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614 Combine two high schools and move middle school into one of the buildings and save money.

Keep necessary teaching staff and cut administrative costs. I would think this solution is obvious. If

Chugiak can’t take all the students move Uber students into anchorage high schools

2/11/2019 12:49 PM

615 I have 2 kids at Gruening middle school and we live on base. I feel they have settled in great and

stability is a big thing among military families. I feel moving them to enter school will be harder on

these kids and effect them academically. So I would like them to stay at chugiak high school.

2/11/2019 12:18 PM

616 move ER high back to Chugiak and move ER middle to ER High 2/11/2019 12:13 PM

617 Combine Chugiak and Eagle River High Schools at Chugiak and have Gruening Middle School

utilize ERHS's current location.

2/11/2019 12:02 PM

618 I prefer to find a way to keep Eagle River students as a school. Last option would be to realign the

zones in the district and disperse the school into the other schools but keeping the optional

program at Mirror Lake where it is a better fit.

2/11/2019 11:43 AM

619 Combine all high school students in Eagle River/Chugiak and have them attend school at Chugiak

HS. Have Gruening students attend school at ERHS and make it a middle school, 6 - 8. This

would free up space in the other elementary schools to include ERES in their boundaries.

2/11/2019 11:02 AM

620 Combine high schools. Use ERHS to house Gruening students. 2/11/2019 10:59 AM

621 DO NOT close Eagle River High School and move those students to Chugiak HS. ERHS runs a

very successful academic program and proves that the smaller school environment works!

2/11/2019 10:56 AM

622 Move Eagle River High students to Chugiak High and configure ERHS to be a K-8 where Eagle

River Elem and Gruening would be housed therefore allowing the school families to be back

together and alleviating many of the traumatic stressors these students and families are

experiencing.

2/11/2019 10:50 AM

623 It makes more sense to me to align the high schools. Merge Eagle River High with Chugiak, and

have Gruening students attend school at the Eagle River High location. I'd prefer to keep high

school kids together and middle school kids together.

2/11/2019 10:29 AM

624 by over loading one school the teachers arent able to give all the studend the attention they need -

re dueing all of the school distericts will help teachers - students might have a hard time being

seperated from friends.

2/11/2019 10:24 AM

625 Consider the overall cost of the options on all students and the public. share the costs (busing,

etc.,) with the community

2/11/2019 10:08 AM

626 Move Eagle River High Student to Chugiak High and Make Eagle River High the new middle

school... and possibly add 6th grade to the mix.

2/11/2019 10:01 AM

627 send Eagle River High School students to Chugiak and house Gruening students at Eagle River

High School

2/11/2019 9:52 AM

628 For ER Open Optional lottery: change the lottery preference to have sibling preference be number

one. If there is a possibility of neighborhood and Optional not being housed in the same school

and/or rezoned, it is important to keep siblings together at the same location. Current neighbor

students who are on the waitlist and who have a sibling in optional should also be moved to the top

of waitlist. Whatever solution is chosen, elementary siblings need to remain together under the

same roof. Thank You!

2/11/2019 9:47 AM

629 House ERE staff and students at Mt. Spurr until ERE is rebuilt. 2/11/2019 9:44 AM

630 Unused capacity on JBER should be evaluated to see if Eagle River Elementry can be relocated

as a whole school until repairs or rebuilding can be completed.

2/11/2019 9:39 AM

631 ERHS Students to CHS then All GMS Students to ERMiddle School@ERHS 2/11/2019 9:36 AM

632 Combine ERHS and CHS, send base kids to BHS. Move GMS to ERHS and make it the new

Middle school. ERHS/CHS students would finally have choice like most comprehensive high

schools have and facilities like a high school should. District would save money on transportation

for a number of reasons and rebuild ER elementary on GMS property. This isn't a short term

solution, but we need a long term plan first, than make the accommodations to support them.

2/11/2019 9:08 AM

633 Bus students to the school closing on base until a long term plan is made for ER. 2/11/2019 9:00 AM
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634 It's important to keep the kids together - splitting up kids into several differnt schools as a short

term solution will only cause more problems. Whatever solution is reached, I hope that the

displaced students can all stay together. It should also be a priority to retain teachers from the

displaced schools.

2/11/2019 8:45 AM

635 Send 6-8 to Eagle River high school, making that the new middle school. This takes 6th grade out

of elementary school for over crowding. Then all high school kids attend Chugiak high. Bus

schedules, sports at the school and hallway passing times are very disruptive at Chugiak for both

high schoolers and Gruening kids. They need to be separated.

2/11/2019 8:30 AM

636 Move GMS to ERHS, ERHS to CHS, and bring 6th graders over to GMS at ERHS. 2/11/2019 8:25 AM

637 Central Middle School is a great school choice. 2/11/2019 8:18 AM

638 Please replace the principal from Homestead. I absolutely *do not want* my kids to attend that

woman's school. I have no faith in her or her staff.

2/11/2019 8:17 AM

639 Combine Chugiak HS and Eagle River HS at Chugiak HS and move Gruening MS to ERHS

permanently

2/11/2019 8:12 AM

640 Move ERHS to Chugiak and Gruening to ERHS 2/11/2019 7:58 AM

641 I attended Chugiak High School when the ASD model was Junior/Senior High School complexes

with grades 7-12. With the opportunity for advanced planning over the summer, a similar model

should be quite workable for the displaced Gruening students.

2/11/2019 7:51 AM

642 Move eagle river Hugh students to chugiak and make Er high a new middle school for 6-8 grades 2/11/2019 7:50 AM

643 Move ER HS students to Chugiak. Set up elementary and middle school students at ER HS 2/11/2019 7:48 AM

644 Realign the high schools and convert Eagle River High into a middle school 2/11/2019 7:47 AM

645 Middle schoolers in a high school is a bad idea. We were OK for one semester, but doesn't it make

more sense to move Eagle River High school to Chugiak for the year? Then you have

highschoolers with highschoolers. The numbers are about equal for the number of students.

2/11/2019 7:44 AM

646 Do not relocate ERHS students in any way. The long term disrruption to students and programs

would be devesating.

2/11/2019 7:43 AM

647 Send all high schools students to Chugiak & Gruening student to Eagle River High School.

Possibly change Grueing to a middle school to include 6th grade.

2/11/2019 7:40 AM

648 If the decision is to rebuild Gruening, continue temporary relocation of these students. If the

decision is to not rebuild Gruening, make a permanent decision on the future of these students

now. Continued disruption of staff and students is not acceptable. If a decision has already been

made (many think it has), the community needs be made aware as soon as possible. Careers and

lives will be impacted and people need time to make decisions.

2/11/2019 7:35 AM

649 Long term solutions will likely be impacted by any short term solution, and vice versa. Omitting the

long term issue from this discussion is not a wise choice. Closing the current Gruening building

permanently is the right choice, moving those students into the current Eagle River High building.

ERHS should be merged back into Chugiak High. The area does not have the population for two

high schools, and the two together will be stronger for the community, not to mention less

expensive.

2/11/2019 7:29 AM

650 Close Eagle River High School and house Gruening Middle School in the new location. I don't

currently have any children in the system but will soon.

2/11/2019 7:01 AM

651 Combine Chugiak and Eagle River high school and have Gruening middle use Eagle River high

school building.

2/11/2019 6:56 AM

652 combine chs and erhs and have gms relocate to eagle river high 2/11/2019 6:55 AM

653 Eventually rebuild Gruening Middle School 2/11/2019 6:36 AM

654 Convert all remaining elementary schools to k-5. Send all ER 6 grade to MLMS. Divide ERES

population among FLES, HES, BES, and AES. Re-establish ERES pre-k program at FLES or AES.

2/11/2019 6:12 AM

655 Aess the cost of each option on both ASD and the parents and if possible chose the lowest cost

option for each. Surplus capacity should be used before consideration of any new cost to the

taxpayers!

2/11/2019 5:24 AM
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656 This survey is awful the choices of questions 5&6 are not all the options therefore not good

feedback ..we had an earthquake it should be the best solution for our community as a whole not

based off of money we could receive or miss out for choosing an option that would be better for

community and all children who need a place to feel welcome again ! Please consider housing All

high school at chugiak , ERHS becoming gruening 6,7,8 ( like mirror lake) and using all the current

elementary 6 th grade classrooms at all the elementary school to diverse the elementary kids ...

until we know our future options of the schools and enrollment numbers because I see this lasting

a number of years not just 2019-2020..

2/11/2019 1:09 AM

657 There should have been an option to keep the students and staff together at ERES. Mt. Spurr is

going to be open. Offer that as a choice to families. Also, community meetings without the

Opportunity for the community to speak is ridiculous. These questions barely scratched the surface

of the issues we need to have resolved.

2/11/2019 12:19 AM

658 Can temporary buildings be brought onto Gruening school grounds? 2/10/2019 11:27 PM

659 Eagle River Elementary should be relocated to John F Kennedy Elementary on base as a whole

and then return to Eagle River Elementary once repairs are complete. I do not hesitate to say that

Gruening Middle School students should not remain at Chugiak High School longer than the end

of this year. 7th graders and 12th graders can only coexist so long. I am not excited for when an

18 year old student hits or sexually assaults a 13 year old student. The most community

conscientious decision would be to reunite Eagle River High School and Chugiak High school and

move Gruening to the Eagle River High School building. This temporary change we are

experiencing right now has given ample evidence to the FACT that Chugiak High School has

adequate space for the entire Eagle River High School population. I would also appeal to your

better judgment and ask you to engage the teachers, staff, and administrators at the schools

implicated here. They are the most well equipped to give feedback that will aid in good decision

making and from what I can tell that has not happened in the least, not the administrators, the

staff, no one from the schools affected is involved in the decision making process (beyond survey

responses) and that is not right. Thank you.

2/10/2019 11:11 PM

660 My daughter is in 2nd grade at Eagle River Elementary. The earthquake itself was fairly

traumatizing to students and staff. As a parent, I've been incredibly grateful for the way that

Homestead Elememtary staff has taken in and treated these displaced children with care. My

daughter loves it there. She doesn't feel displaced; she feels welcome. Staff is always friendly and

I haven't personally heard of any issues in regards to room, parking etc. The less moves that

children of this impressionable age have to make, the better. Thank you for this opportunity to

share my opinion.

2/10/2019 11:03 PM

661 Combine Gruening MS and Eagle River ES into Eagle River High School, adding all sixth grade

Eagle River area classrooms not already in a middle school into this move. Then divide Eagle

River High School between Chugiak High School and Bartlett High School.

2/10/2019 11:01 PM
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662 First, as a parent of an elementary student at Ravenwood, and 8th grader at Gruening, and a 10th

grader at Chugiak, I have been very displeased with the lack of communication and the lack of a

listening ear from the school district since the displacement of Gruening students. All of the

teachers and administration I have talked to at Chugiak High, Gruening, and Ravenwood have told

me that no one from the district has asked them how they feel about the situation and what they or

their students are experiencing. The district acts like we're all happy with the situation and its going

great but how do they know! No one has asked us! I think the best solution for Eagle River

Elementary, and all the effected elementary schools is to re-locate Eagle River Elementary to John

F. Kennady on base. Let the school community stay intact and relieve the strain on the other

elementary schools. Ravenwood is over capacity and is scrambling to find space to meet the

students needs. As for Gruening, Mr. Jefts and the Gruening community have created something

special there. There should be NO talk about rezoning the students temporarily or otherwise.

There should only be two options considered; 1. keep them at Chugiak High for one more year

(this has some drawbacks) or 2. move Gruening to Eagle River High and combine high schools.

This is the best solution in the short and long term. It just makes sense. Then Gruening could

transition to a 6, 7, 8 school and relieve the congestion in the elementary schools in that part of

Eagle River. It is not responsible to keep 7th graders with 12th graders. Its a lawsuit waiting to

happen, even with the best safeguards put in place. We live in Eagle River High boundaries and

our daughter zone exempts to Chugiak. We would love to have one high school in the community

for many reasons. We believe it would open up so many more options to have one high school;

more electives could be offered, more classes could be offered, and the best of both schools could

combine. Please do not rezone Gruening and send it to Mirror Lake or other middle schools.

Gruening has a strong identity and creates stellar students and individuals. Please ask your staff

at the affected schools what they think should happen and listen to them. They are your feet on

the ground and have a better pulse on the situation then anyone in the district office does.

2/10/2019 10:57 PM

663 None 2/10/2019 10:32 PM

664 Move ERHS students to CHS, move GMS students to ERHS building. Make GMS 6-8 grade. 2/10/2019 10:23 PM

665 Use the schools that are under utilized and close the damaged schools permanenatly. If they will

be closed for almost two years then there is no real need for them if arrangments have been made

and work out using other schools. I don't have a student in either school but i did at gruening and

chugiak hs.

2/10/2019 10:06 PM

666 Combine Eagle River HIgh School and Chugiak High School and Move Gruening to the former

Eagle River High School and Do NOT repair the former Gruening Middle School.

2/10/2019 10:02 PM

667 Make sure all elementary schools actually have classrooms for all their teachers. 2/10/2019 9:47 PM

668 I bought a house specifically in Eagle Pointe so my daughter could go to the three best rated

schools in the area (Homestead, Gruening, and Eagle River High). I want to ensure that no matter

what decision is made, that my daughter will continue to be assigned to those schools with a

greatschools.org rating of 9 out of 10 or higher. My daughter should not be forced to go to any

lower rated school just because of the earthquake. I think we need to rebuild Eagle River

Elementary and Gruening Middle School so the students that were supposed to go there get to go

there. I do not want my daughter re-districted.

2/10/2019 9:46 PM

669 Put GMS students at Mirror Lake MS 2/10/2019 9:40 PM

670 The Eagle River school boundaries have always been foolish and Mirror Lake should never been

built where it is. I suggest housing all the HS students at Chugiak. Most of the middle schoolers (7-

8) at ERHS.

2/10/2019 9:39 PM

671 Knowing there are many things to consider beyond what a parent might be aware of, we support

the final decision made by those in authority. Thank you for managing the situation so well through

excellent communication and continued improvements.

2/10/2019 9:25 PM

672 Find a facility where Eagle River Elementary can be kept together as a complete school family.

This way students would suffer the least amount of stress and teachers could remain with their

students.

2/10/2019 9:12 PM

673 Combine CHS and EHS 2/10/2019 9:10 PM

674 Utilize ER high for middle school, split ER high between Bartlett and Chugiak 2/10/2019 9:05 PM

675 Middle school students to Eagle River HS and JBER HS students to Bartlett HS 2/10/2019 8:49 PM

676 Eagle river elementary NEEDS to all be together. How about the school on base or something like

that. It isn’t fair they are not together

2/10/2019 8:48 PM
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677 Put all 8th graders at high school where they will attend in 9th grade. Make Mirror Lake a 6th and

7th for all students in Eagle River Chugiak, which alleviates crowding at elementary schools due to

no Eagle River Elementary.

2/10/2019 8:41 PM

678 I’ve read a proposal online suggesting use of the John F Kennedy school on JBER. Although this

option does come with logistical issues and security/base access concerns, I strongly believe it is

an option worth considerable discussion as it allows student body, staff members, and community

volunteers and business partners to remain intact.

2/10/2019 8:39 PM

679 Is another building in eagle river an option? The MAC Center, for instance? The library? The UAA

campus?

2/10/2019 8:33 PM

680 Whatever happens,we would like to remain with Eagle River Elementary School. 2/10/2019 8:18 PM

681 Change MLMS to 7/8 grade and house all junior high students at Mirror Lake for 2019/2020 school

year.

2/10/2019 8:05 PM

682 Mirror Lake should change to a 7th/8th grade only to allow room for all Chugiak/Eagle River area

student to attend while a determination is made on Gruenings future. Once done, a long term plan

will be formulated based on using three schools for the high school and junior high school

students residing in the Northern communities.

2/10/2019 8:02 PM

683 The Gruening students who currently reside in Eagle River should attend Mirror Lake MS for one

year while the ASD determines what the future is for Gruening. Once the determination is made

regarding its future, ASD will need to figure out how to utilize the three remaining schools for high

school and junior high school students. If need be, change MirrorLake to a 7th and 8th grade

school for the Entire Eagle River/Chugiak area.

2/10/2019 7:57 PM

684 make Eagle River HS into the middle school for Greuning, Send ER High School students to

Chugiak and Bartlet.

2/10/2019 7:47 PM

685 The best of all the solutions is to bring Chugiak and Eagle River High schools together at Chugiak

High School. Both schools populations are dropping and will again next year. Eagle River and

Chugiak community do not retain the numbers to be able to support two high schools. Bring all

Eagle River students to Chugiak. Send the JBER kids back to Bartlett High school as they are

lowering in population also. Make the current Eagle River High School the new Gruening Middle

School. Along with 7th and 8th grade bring in the 6th graders from Eagle River Elementary. The

new Gruening will become a 6,7,8 grade middle school. By doing this you will alleviate the

pressure of 6th graders in the elementary schools, and will be the same grades as Mirror Lake

Middle School. Focus on rebuilding Eagle River Elementary School either where it currently stands

or rebuild a new school in the area of the current condemned Gruening school site. Public interest,

I feel, would support this decision and cost the tax payers less money. Also the public would

support rebuilding one school but not two. In our current economy with funding being cut in public

schools this makes the most sense. The way things are being done now does not make any kind

of sense financially for Anchorage School District. In times of budget crisis we nee to do what is

best for communities and students, not because we get more federal funding by keeping schools

open. If you are going to manage a district please do it because it makes financial sense, not

because some have a personal preference/personal interest in keeping two high schools open in

this diminishing population of Chugiak/Eagle River community.

2/10/2019 7:46 PM

686 Now is the time to make the move and combine the high schools together as one!! This community

is not in favor of 2 high schools any longer, when they combine them and become the Mustangs

again, we can be more competitive in our sports programs and finally add JV teams to the hockey,

soccer, and flag football programs that have suffered and not had such teams in the last few

years. Move Gruening to Eagle River HS and make it a 6 thru 8 grade school which would open up

more areas for the elementary levels. Bartlett HS is not at capacity either, so moving the kids that

are bused to Eagle River HS from JBER would bring Bartlett HS back to having a competitive

sports side as well.

2/10/2019 7:40 PM

687 Gruening to Eagle River high 2/10/2019 7:31 PM

688 Combine Eagle River High and Chugiak High at Chugiak High School, make Gruening 6-8 grade

and house Gruening at Eagle River High.

2/10/2019 7:04 PM

689 Leave Eagle River High School alone as-is ... adjust Gruening to Chugiak. Another option would

be to use Mt. Spurr for JBER Middle School residents since that school is closing.

2/10/2019 7:02 PM

690 I’m in favor of dispersing Eagle River high school between Bartlett and Chugiak, then converting

ER high school in a new middle school/elementary optional

2/10/2019 7:02 PM
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691 DO NOT SHUT DOWN ERHS. If this is used for an excuse to take over Eagle River High School, it

is wrong.

2/10/2019 6:52 PM

692 ER High combo with Chugiak High , use ER High bldg. for Gruening and ERES. possible crowding

at Chugiak High add portables outside. Schools should remain together do to different programs.

2/10/2019 6:39 PM

693 Middle school to ERHS combine current high schools 2/10/2019 6:33 PM

694 This is a bad survey as it only gives current solution and a worse solution so that you get your

desiered result. please put out a survey that is not bias.

2/10/2019 6:22 PM

695 Combine Chugiak and eagle river high schools temporarily and leave the middle school students

at the smaller high school. Or have 6/7th grades at mirror late and put eight at the high school.

2/10/2019 6:14 PM

696 My biggest fear is loading up classes. Homestead always had great class size now the district is

going to load up the class to get rid of teachers! If you are a Eagle River teacher you should get

you position back when the school opens. Let Lisa Prince work at both schools next year! Dont cut

BPO jobs! If both schools have to stay large give the more staff!

2/10/2019 6:14 PM

697 I absolutely do not want to see Eagle River High and Chugiak High combined to allow Gruning to

move into the Eagle River High building.

2/10/2019 5:54 PM

698 I STRONGLY REJECT my Gruening Middle school student attending school at Clark or Central

Middle school--this will pose a SIGNIFICANT challenge to our family with transportation and

meeting my son's IEP learning needs.

2/10/2019 5:45 PM

699 I think we deserve to not have our students share schools anymore. Who is in charge to make

sure middle schoolers aren’t getting bullied at the older school. This is completely absurd. I don’t

know how they think that sharing schools is a good idea. First of all shouldn’t these schools be

maintained and make sure they don’t suffer that much damage again. Remember our child(ren) go

there and expect to be safe. Yet, our schools aren’t built to withstand damage. This is absolutely

pathetic, it’s our children.

2/10/2019 5:41 PM

700 Should not be Chugiak High School why not Eagle River High School 2/10/2019 5:36 PM

701 Realignment would be the most disruptive for the most people. Especially if done temporarily. 2/10/2019 4:56 PM

702 Put ERHS and CHS together, Make ERHS a K-8 to house Gruening and Eagle River Elem. 2/10/2019 4:48 PM

703 ERHS students to CHS. Gruening students to half ERHS. ERES to the other half of ERHS. No

matter what the district decides to do ERES staff as well as Gruening Middles School staff NEED

TO STAY TOGETHER! They’re a community of learners that need to stay together.

2/10/2019 4:14 PM

704 JBER is not an option 2/10/2019 4:09 PM

705 We would prefer to keep ERES students together in one school- like one of the empty base

schools not being used. ERES program is dead- no longer do they have WIN, student of the

month assembly, enriching after school programs, student government, YMCA before/after care...

2/10/2019 4:00 PM

706 move eagle river high school to Chugiak high school and move gruening middle school to the

eagle river high school.

2/10/2019 3:52 PM

707 We miss Eagle River Elementary 2/10/2019 3:51 PM

708 I have been told that the conditions at CHS are fine. When asked what fine means - I was told,

"Well, I have figured out which bathrooms to avoid because they are doing drugs in there and I

know which hallways to avoid because there are mean kids there. " Clearly this isn't fine. I propose

that you move ERHS to Chugiak and put GMS in their old building and put the base kids at

Bartlett. NOT HAPPY WITH my 12 year old with 18 year olds. NOT ACCEPTABLE!

2/10/2019 3:51 PM

709 Keep the school together and find location that could house the entire school such as JFK

Elementary. Bus from within the boundary and get staff base access.

2/10/2019 3:47 PM

710 There is no need for two high schools in Eagle River/Chugiak area. This is an emotional issue, but

logic needs to prevail here. Suggestion: make ERHS a 7-9 campus, house all junior high and c-

team activities at The current ERHS building. Put all 10-12 kids and activities at Chugiak HS. If the

numbers work, make it a clean break and put all area high schoolers at chugiak 9-12. Base kids

can go to Bartlett, as they should anyways. Bus going to ERHS from base everyday is

irresponsible use of tax money.

2/10/2019 3:38 PM

711 Keep middle schoolers at middle schools 2/10/2019 3:32 PM
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712 Are there not empty schools on base? I think the best option is to keep the ERES students and

staff together. This was the solution for Gruening, the same option should be available for ERES.

For an additional year the impact to Homestead and Birchwood has been challenging to each

schools students and staff, less than ideal.

2/10/2019 3:24 PM

713 Sch ool communities need to be kept together. Our lives have been turned upside down, both at

school and in our homes. Our request is to keep our school intact with our current principal, Lisa

Prince. She has turned our school around making parents and staff feel even more like a

community. Our support staff is bar none, the best in the district. We request they be reatained as

well. Wepropose that we refrain from re-zoning the community, maintaining minimal impact on our

on the students and families in Eagle River. We hope to reach this proposal by taking the following

actions. 1. The IT department, currently housed at John F. Kennedy Elementary, be relocatated to

a different location affecting only a small group of adults. This location to be determined by ASD.

Mt. Spurr, if available, or other ASD Location. Eagle River Elementary could then be re-located to

JFK (7 miles from Eagle River Elementary) 6th grade classes could be distributed to Gruening

and/or Mirror Lake Middle school.If this is not an option, leave things as they are with the

exception of moveing 6th grade to ease over crowding at the current schools and offer 2 buses to

every route to reduce the travel time on buses. Transpertation is the biggest issue with the current

situation.

2/10/2019 3:18 PM

714 The secondary choices make no sense. I don't understand why you don't move Eagle River High

School students to Chugiak High School and move Gruening middle school students to Eagle

River High. Would keep all high school students together and save so much money.

2/10/2019 3:13 PM

715 Move ERHS students to CHS and move GMS students (grades 6-8) to ERHS. We need a 6-8

middle school and we do not need 2 high schools.

2/10/2019 3:11 PM

716 Don’t mix primary and secondary schools. It’s not ideal for a student’s high school experience to

be surrounded by younger children. They only have 4 years and it’ll be negatively impacted by

having to go to school with so many younger kids.

2/10/2019 3:05 PM

717 none 2/10/2019 2:56 PM

718 Move Greuning students to Eagle River High 2/10/2019 2:55 PM

719 Work smart. Don't make a decision just to make a decision. Be financially prudent within the

desires of the families affected.

2/10/2019 2:55 PM

720 Eagle River high students could go to chugiak temporarily. And let gruening students and teachers

have the ER High building till gruening is fixed or rebuilt.

2/10/2019 2:49 PM

721 None at this time. 2/10/2019 2:42 PM

722 House middle school students at ERHS and realign high school students to Bartlett and Chugiak

high.

2/10/2019 2:38 PM

723 Do not sent JBER students to a different school. They only have so many years at each station. It

is not fair for you to even think about changing them for one year away from people they have built

a relationship with. There is already enough instability in the military. Make sure that these kids

have some stability. It is not their fault this happened and that eagle river buildings weren't up to

code enough to withstand the earthquake. If this happens I will make sure my child continues to go

to chugiak. Combine the high schools again if anything.

2/10/2019 2:24 PM

724 We live on JbER and I DO NOT want my child to be sent to another school. Military kids have it

hard enough moving every so many years. They deserve some stability.

2/10/2019 2:18 PM

725 combo ERHS and CHS put GMS in ERHS 2/10/2019 2:17 PM
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726 First, congrats to District and Staff for handling the quake as best they could and getting schools

open despite everything. As a parent, employee and tax payer I am most concerned with the

RUMORS and TALK of closing one of the High Schools and the Elementary school. I do

understand that the ASD needs to yet again make additional cuts out of the budget. But I do not

support closing schools as a mean to accomplish this goal. I do realize that at one time the High

Schools in question (ERHS & CHS) used to be combined. I remember those days. But that was

almost 10 years ago. Is there space at CHS, yes. Is enrollment down in both high schools, yes. But

still I believe that those 2 reasons are not enough to close or combine these schools again. There

are so many pros and cons to doing this. As a taxpayer and parent, my biggest concern is future

growth of our community and economy. IF we combine the high schools, CHS will then be pretty

much maxed out; which does not leave much room for any kind of growth for the future. My

personal suggestion is to leave the high schools as is, rebuilding Gruening (possibly making it

bigger to accomodate 6th grade like Mirror Lake). Then USE the extra space at CHS to have a

Middle College School and reorganize it accordingly to meet both those programs. My other big

concern as a Parent and Employee is that moving Gruening out now and closing high schools and

possibly elementary schools is simply going to cause too much stress on the students themselves.

Please ASD, please think about the students first and how this affects its families. Closing down

schools is not the answer...please consider thinking long term as far as growth in our economy

and in our community. Articles have recently been published discussing that Alaska is just now

coming out of our recession; which mean growth in our State will happen. Please consider this.

Thank you.

2/10/2019 2:16 PM

727 I believe Eagle River High School and Chugiak High School need to become one school and

Gruening Middle School should be house in the Eagle River High School.

2/10/2019 2:03 PM

728 Utilize jber Richardson closed schools to house both schools 2/10/2019 1:56 PM

729 My son will be in 7th grade next year and this affects him. Can we get fema trailers and put them

on the school properties at Gruening and eagle river elementary? That way the kids can stay there

and none of the other kids can be put out! Idk how Alaska schools work up here. I know Florida

pulled in portable trailers when something happens there,like a hurricane that has damaged the

school. I don’t want my child who is very tiny almost the size of a 7 year old around high school

kids who already bully children for any reason. If you guys can’t get the trailers then split the

children between the middle schools.

2/10/2019 1:53 PM

730 I strongly feel that eagle river and Chugiak high students should be combined and placed at

Chugiak high school. I also feel that gruening students should be able to utilize Eagle River high

schools building.

2/10/2019 1:48 PM

731 Close Gruening Middle School and have the students attend Eagle River High School as a jr/sr

school

2/10/2019 1:42 PM

732 I believe that it is best to have all middle school students together at Mirror Lake. Many years ago

all students were together at Gruening and it worked just fine. Much better than having Gruening

house at Chugiak

2/10/2019 1:41 PM

733 As a staff member at Birchwood ABC, I would like to say I am so grateful that we were able to help

ERES in their time of need. I felt is was necessary to open our doors to the families within our

community. As we look at solution for the next year or two, please consider the least impact on the

families affected. I feel that we as a community need to do what is best for our families as a whole.

Sometimes that may inconvenience some, but it is for the greater good. It is our job as educators

to step up and be the professionals, to be a voice that shows we are here for our community in this

time to difficulty. Let's show we can adapt and do what is best for our students.

2/10/2019 1:39 PM

734 Our house is pleased with Gruening & Chugiak being housed together. Everything is working well

for both of our students. Having the staggerd start is perfect.

2/10/2019 1:36 PM

735 Keep the teachers and students together 2/10/2019 1:30 PM

736 Reasign Eagle River HS students to Chugiak HS and JBER students to Bartlet HS. Move

Gruening Students to the current Eagler River HS facility.

2/10/2019 1:29 PM

737 Move ERHS to CHS and Gruening to ERHS. Add 6th grade and that will help solve overcrowding

elementary schools

2/10/2019 1:19 PM

738 Make eagle river high school students attend Chugiak and use eagle river high school to house

gruening and eagle river elementary

2/10/2019 1:12 PM

739 Do not EVER combine the high schools 2/10/2019 1:08 PM
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740 I have a child that should be starting Gruening, so if they have to go to chugiak will there be

transportation

2/10/2019 12:54 PM

741 I wish I had a better solution than having my daughter be at the High School so I pray everyday for

her and for an optimal resolution for next year.

2/10/2019 12:54 PM

742 Gruening to Eagle River High School. Eagle River High School to Chugiak. Keep hearing talk of

Eagle River High School being “mothballed” due to low student numbers. Bus them to Chugiak

high school.

2/10/2019 12:21 PM

743 Isn’t there space at either JBER elementary for the displaced kids? 2/10/2019 12:10 PM

744 Please do not force the Eagle River High School juniors (class of 2020) to attend Chugiak High

next year. ERHS has a philosophy and atmosphere of educational excellence. Their Student Gov’t

wins awards. Their ROTC wins awards Robotics win awards. The Chugiak High students are NOT

welcoming of ERHS as witness to the ERHS v. Service High basketball game where the Chugiak

Varsity boys basketball team sat in ERHS student stands together and cheered loudly FOR

Service High. That type of bullying behavior is what ERHS students were last night and would be

subject to if forced to integrate. Chugiak student culture is clearly not welcoming as evidenced by

this and many other actions. I am appalled as a parent that their team did this but to me it spoke

volumes of the bullying mentality at Chugiak.

2/10/2019 12:02 PM

745 Combine CHS and ERHS to ERHS, and move Gruening students and possibly other elementary

population to CHS (depending on space?)

2/10/2019 11:33 AM

746 Please take in consideration amount of kids per class. My girl’s class currently have 34 students.

Too many!

2/10/2019 11:29 AM

747 Please keep in mind I do not have information on enrollment numbers, nor knowledge of if/how it

would affect the athletic standings of each school. Could A possibility of Eagle River High School

move, temporarily to Chugiak High School, for academic consistency yet still allow access to

Eagle River High School for all athletic, fine arts and other afterschool activities requiring their

field/stages/gym/labs. Then use the Eagle River High School to house both Gruening and Eagle

River Elementary School students/staff. Not a permanent nor perfect solution but would elevate

some issues associated with the current situation. However realizing this does create a situation

where rival schools are housed under the same roof...However, are high school students have

proven to us time and again that they are flexible, resilient, and accommodating, and they should

be commended for that.

2/10/2019 11:26 AM

748 Combine ERHS & CHS at one location. 2/10/2019 11:24 AM

749 This is an opportunity to grow through creative solutions to difficult situations. I would encourage

the powers that be to seek solutions that mingle more students of different ages together more

often. As a former student from steller I found that I learned more from my interactions with other

students other and younger. I learned to be patient so I could listen to those younger than me and

I grew mature from following upper class men peers I admired. Good luck on this hard decision.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts. Peter

2/10/2019 11:22 AM

750 Use Eagle River High School for Gruening Middle School Students. Have all Eagle River HS

students bussed to Chugiak High School. Some base HS students could be bussed to Bartlett, if

numbers work better.

2/10/2019 11:10 AM

751 Use Eagle River High School for Gruening Middle School Students. Have all Eagle River HS

students bussed to Chugiak High School. Some base HS students could be bussed to Bartlett, if

numbers work better.

2/10/2019 11:10 AM

752 Allow JBER kids to attend Central who currently attend Gruening 2/10/2019 11:08 AM

753 Combining High Schools (ER and CH) is a bad idea. Hopefully we'll retain 2 separate high schools.

Would like to see a combined Middle and High School at Chugiak. This option seems to work very

well.

2/10/2019 10:49 AM

754 I just want my child to have the best educational and extracurricular opportunities while staying

safe. I don't know anything about any of these schools to make much of an opinion but I think it

will help her transition if she at least has her Ravenwood classmates with her.

2/10/2019 10:44 AM

755 Move Gruening and Eagle river Elementary to ERHS and then combine CHS and ERHS 2/10/2019 10:26 AM
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756 Please talk to the residents and ASD employees of Eagle River face to face. Take the time, no

matter how long it takes, to schedule meetings and listen so that people feel they’ve been heard.

The community is willing and wanting to find solutions but has felt ignored in the decision making

process. This survey doesn’t inform residents about the current situation and instead asks them to

make uninformed decisions based on ASD’s recommendations. Recommendations that were

determined without consulting those who would be most affected by them.

2/10/2019 10:23 AM

757 My two Chugiak high schoolers say the Gruening/Chugiak merge has been smooth and painless

from their pov and have no issues with it continuing indefinitely.

2/10/2019 10:16 AM

758 Since Mirror Lake is a middle school with all of the curriculum, sports and activities of middle

school, I believe the 6th graders should be relocated and all of Gruening can be integrated into

Mirror Lake. With the 6th grade gone, the entire bottom floor will be available along with the

curriculum needs for all of them. This is the best case scenario. As for Eagle River Elementary,

redrawing the school boundaries for the year make the most sense. Eagle Academy can be

utilized heavier for sixth grade because it is notoriously small. Most kids leave Eagle Academy to

do sixth grade at Mirror Lake, so keeping them at Eagle Academy makes more sense along with

expanding their classrooms for the year.

2/10/2019 9:58 AM

759 All of your middle school options are bad. As a military member, I purposely bought a house in

Gruening's zoning so my kids could go there. I know the school is unsafe to use but why can't you

move the Gruening staff to ERHS and move ERHS to Chugiak High. The option of staying at

Chugiak is bad due to the age gap of kids attending. It seems like a lawsuit waiting to happen

when a potential assault happens on a middle school kid by a high school kid. Sending the kids to

Clark and Central are horrible ideas. Per the Alaska Department of Educations report card for

2107-2018, the physical attacks and profiecency levels below average in Math, Science, and

English are extremely higher than Gruening. Again, if I wanted my kids to go to these schools I

would have bought in Anchorage. I understand that no one could control the devastation of an

earthquake but why make things worse by putting our kids in a worse situation. This seems to be a

great time to rezone school lines. My elementary kids go to school that further away than 2 other

elementary schools in Eagle River. Make Gruening 6th-8th grade and eliminate all 6th grades in

the Eagle River elementary schools and put Gruening in ERHS.

2/10/2019 9:48 AM

760 take back the new school that was built on fort rich and use it for a school! 2/10/2019 9:45 AM

761 You should Make Eagle River High school the middle school and have it sixth through eighth .

Send all the High schoolers to Chugiak. Make all the Elementary schools do away with sixth grade

sending them to Eagle River. All the students at the high school from JBER should go back to

Barlett High. This would free up all Elementary schools in the Eagle River area for the students

from Eagle River Elementary. This would allow families to stay together. Also getting Middle

School out of Chugiak High

2/10/2019 9:37 AM

762 Mount Spurr could be used to house eagle river elementary it’s a school that is not damaged and

should be used

2/10/2019 9:35 AM

763 Combine ERHS and CHS at Chugiak. Make ERHS a middle school for grades 6-8. Taking 6th

graders out of elementary schools will make more room for ERES students.

2/10/2019 9:34 AM

764 Fire Lake has 3 SLC classes. If some, or all programs, were housed in a different location it would

open up 6 to 7 classroom spaces. One class uses 3 classrooms, and the other 2 use one each.

The pre-school SLC also uses one classroom for an indoor playground because the outdoor

playground was deemed inappropriate for their age level. FL has the potential to take on multiple

classrooms if zoning lines were redrawn so families could stay together. Currently 13/25

classroom spaces are being used for regular ED classrooms.

2/10/2019 9:10 AM
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765 ASD continues to not listen to our community. There are zero options here that apply to what the

community talks about all the time, and prefers. We want the ERHS students to be put back to

CHS permanently as a combined high school. ERHS was not needed after CHS was remodeled,

but was built anyway. Not only are both schools under capacity, and a waste of our taxpayers

money, but it has put a divide in our community. We DO NOT need two high schools. Transfer

JBER students back to Bartlett where they originally were before ERHS was built. Then use

ERHS as the new building for Gruening, and move all of our 6th graders to middle school.

Alleviating space in our elementary schools, and providing ALL 6th graders in our Chugiak/ER

area the SAME school/sports/arts opportunity. This proposed idea as a whole has been talked

about in our community for over a decade, but ASD does not listen. Furthermore, it is completely

inappropriate for middle school students to be with high school students. There have been

inappropriate relationships, sports/elective activities cancelled, sharing of space for sports which is

inappropriate and doesn’t provide fully to the students. This is VERY CONCERNING! Also, as a

temporary fix to ERES, bus them to JFK elementary until a school is rebuilt for them. KEEP THEM

TOGETHER!!! Especially being so young they need stability and to feel like a school family. They

don’t want to be divided and thrown into a new school. Again, the voting options provided in this

survey is disappointing and an outrage that ASD is not providing more solutions, like mentioned, to

this survey. We know ASD knows we want this as a community, but is not acknowledging it, and

making it an option. And we are also not happy that we cannot ‘talk’ open mic about these options

at the meetings.

2/10/2019 9:00 AM

766 How rediculous that you cannot see it... combine the high school, cut staff costs, and use ERHS

for a middle school location. Attendance is not going up over the last 10 years, and Alaska

population has dropped two years in a row and is likely to continue

2/10/2019 8:59 AM

767 Make Eagle River High a K - 8 and return Chugiak to being the only high school in this area. Close

Gruening. Use federal dollars to upgrade the other impacted schools.

2/10/2019 8:41 AM

768 I think it would benefit the kids the most to move Eagle River Hugh to Chugiak and have the

Gruening kids go together to the high school. We've had just one high school in this community

before and I thought it was great. Plus then the Gruening kids would not be bussed nearly as far,

(or into Anchorage).

2/10/2019 8:29 AM

769 Provide the option to bus any interested Gruening students to Mirror Lake, including buses for

after school sports/activities...or combine the high schools and house Gruening students at Eagle

River HS...or allow rezoning exceptions (no lottery) for other Anchorage middle schools

2/10/2019 7:50 AM

770 You should reconsider boundary options for Eagle River High next year for current middle

schoolers to ease some of the congestion

2/10/2019 7:45 AM

771 Gruening students attend eagle river high stagger start times 2/10/2019 7:33 AM

772 Chugiak is working for me and my child from Greuning...hate to change it again 2/10/2019 7:15 AM

773 Move Gruening Middle School to Eagle River High School. Move Eagle River High School to

Chugiak.

2/10/2019 6:56 AM

774 Do not combine the high schools. 2/10/2019 6:55 AM

775 The bldg next to Alaska Club in Eagle River is Vacant- I was wondering if anyone has looked into

that space as an alternate usable classroom area for either elementary students or middle school

students

2/10/2019 6:03 AM

776 With the toxic attitude of current Birchwood PTA president, indicating extreme displeasure at the

ERES students there, I recommend an change in her schools attitude, or no longer send ERES

students there. Very very distressing to read her comments in the local newspaper. Rather

shameful actuallyy

2/10/2019 4:52 AM

777 Join ERHS and CHS. Change ERHS to Gruening and make it 6-8 grades. 2/10/2019 1:10 AM

778 Younger GMS go to MLMS and older GMS go to CHS 2/10/2019 12:11 AM

779 Eagle River Elementary Teachers should have first choice in position placement as the students

are placed in various schools.

2/9/2019 11:58 PM

780 I do not agree that middle schoolers should be at the same school as high school aged students.

Eagle River High School should become a middle school for gruening students. With chugiak high

school not at full capacity, it makes sense to combine Eagle River High School students with

Chugiak High School students.

2/9/2019 11:49 PM
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781 JBER middle school students in Anchorage; GMS student split between ERHS and CHS to keep

the within their high school zones

2/9/2019 11:41 PM

782 Combine Chugiak and ERHS. Move Gruening to ERHS building and add 6th grade. Redone

elementary schools

2/9/2019 10:46 PM

783 The Kennedy Elementary Proposal by Mr. Ruggles 2/9/2019 10:40 PM

784 Move eagle river high school students to Chugiak high. Use Eagle River high to house Gruening

students

2/9/2019 10:28 PM

785 Permanently change the boundaries of the three secondary schools. Sent the base students to

Bartlett and either put the,two highschool back together or the two middle schools, depending on

room.

2/9/2019 10:21 PM

786 jBER middle school kids move to Begich and the Eagle River kids bused to Mirror Lake. You would

only be increasing Mirror Lake MS with 7th and 8th graders who live in Eagle River and then JBER

students either go to Begich or Clark

2/9/2019 9:51 PM

787 Keep ERES students and staff together ar Kennedy 2/9/2019 9:31 PM

788 I just expect that wherever the optional program lands, that they must be provided the dedicated

space necessary to fulfill the program's performances.

2/9/2019 8:58 PM

789 I have no serious issues with the Gruening/Chugiak solution. I think it could be improved to work

better next year, but it's overall manageable. ERES is a big issue. Splitting grade levels splits up

families, increasing burdens, and has created a huge bussing dilemma. Temporary rezoning

seems feasible except it will create even more splintering with ERES faculty and continues the

feeling of being guests in someone else's school instead of being a part of the whole. I don't know

what other building options there are, but I think all efforts should be made to try to get the school

back together. To relieve any overcrowding issues, I think ERES 6th grades could potentially

move to middle school as well. The current fractured plan was a temporary solution, but it is too

flawed to continue to work in the long term.

2/9/2019 8:54 PM

790 Although I don't have a student and Greuning. Friends say they like the kids all being together at

Chugiak High

2/9/2019 8:47 PM

791 Write a survey that is not designed to give the respons that you want 2/9/2019 8:26 PM

792 ASD pulled off an amazing job in a short amount of time. My Gruening student, Chugiak HS

student and their friends have all enjoyed being housed together. Having a staggered schedule

works well for the amount of traffic going into & out of Chugiak. Their bus system has stayed

stable. It is working well for my child's education. I see no reason to upset the apple cart and

spend extra money & time to reorganize Gruening. Mirror lake is considerably farther and Jber kids

would be pulled from friends & spend too much time commuting. Please keep Gruening housed at

Chugiak until a long term solution is met. We are happy with the results. Just to be clear, none of

the Chugiak kids I have spoken with support any form of ERHS joining Chugiak. They are stark

rivals and it would be far too many students coming & going at the same time.

2/9/2019 8:14 PM

793 As ER elementary family, I believe that more effort should be directed toward keeping Eagle River

Elementary School together. I am certain that the district has temporary space available or can

obtain it.

2/9/2019 8:12 PM

794 Close erhs make that gms. Have all 6th graders be in middle school. Making room to rezone all of

the schools to adsorb eagle river elem students.

2/9/2019 8:09 PM

795 I’d like to see both Chugiak and ERHS become junior/senior highs and align kids according to their

high school boundaries. I’ve heard rumors ERHS can’t accomodate it, but don’t know if that is

actually true.

2/9/2019 8:08 PM

796 Move erhs students to CHS and have gms be in erhs building. Have all 6th graders go there being

6th, 7th and 8th. Making more room for all the other elementary school students to be rezoned.

2/9/2019 8:05 PM

797 Why are there not any options for Eagle River Elementary to remain as a whole unit? Kennedy on

base has space and so does Mt. Spurr. There should be a meeting with only Eagle River

Elementary parents and staff to discuss options that we feel are right for our children. We are the

ones most severely affected by this event.

2/9/2019 8:01 PM

798 Combine ERHS and CHS and use the ERHS building for Gruening Middle School 2/9/2019 7:46 PM
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799 Avoid overcrowding any school because that presents safety concerns and keeps specialists from

being able to do their jobs properly which impacts students. Make sure there is space left at all

schools for every teacher and specialist to be able to do their job proficiently.

2/9/2019 7:13 PM

800 As a tax payer I cannot imagine why you wouldn’t save massive staffing costs, administrative

costs, facility costs and janitorial costs and combine the two high schools.

2/9/2019 7:00 PM

801 Combine high schools... this is a no brainer 2/9/2019 6:55 PM

802 Why not combine high schools? You could clearly save costs, and move Gruening middle school

into the building currently housing ERHS

2/9/2019 6:52 PM

803 Combine eagle river high and Chugiak high, cut massive cost administratively, put grueling middle

school in eagle river high location

2/9/2019 6:48 PM

804 Turn Eagle River High School into a middle school, shift Eagle River students who live in Eagle

River to Chugiak, and JBER Eagle River students to Bartlett, West or East.

2/9/2019 6:44 PM

805 The Ranch at Chugiak is working fine. Keep it. I will not speak to elementary because that does

not effect my household.

2/9/2019 5:46 PM

806 Let Gruenig student go to classes at ERHS 2/9/2019 5:11 PM

807 Send ERHS students to Chugiak High because both schools are under capacity. Send Gruening

MS to ERHS and add 6th graders to the school.

2/9/2019 4:54 PM

808 Combine ERHS and CHS. Move GMS and Grade 6 to ERHS. JBER high school May need

housed back at Bartlett. Combining high schools would allow us to offer more course options to

both school populations.

2/9/2019 4:42 PM

809 Gruening to either own school or Eagle River High School and put all high school students at

Chugiak High.

2/9/2019 4:31 PM

810 Why cant it be pushed faster to rebuild the schools? What type of federal aid is being sought or

has been received?

2/9/2019 4:27 PM

811 The Chugiak/Eagle River community would love to see one high school, we are not big enough to

as a community to sustain 2 high schools any longer. With this new opportunity for Gruening MS to

move to Eagle River HS and take over that as their new building and make it a 6th through 8th

grade MS and Chugiak HS is more than capable of handling the 600 students from Eagle River HS

and the students that are bused from JBER can move back to Bartlett HS which is under their limit

of students as well. Why waste money trying to rebuild or fix a building (Gruening) when it really

isnt needed? If our district is in such a budget crisis, close a building and make the right choice

and move the high schools together as one. As for the sports side of it, both schools have not had

a jv soccer team, jv hockey team nor a jv flag football team, so bringing them together we can

compete back to a large school scale. Academically, the one high school can obtain both

academic programs and offer more courses. Quit dividing a community when it is not needed now!!

2/9/2019 3:29 PM

812 Move Eagle River High School back to Chugiak and put Gruening into Eagle River High School 2/9/2019 3:27 PM

813 Please re build as soon as possible. 2/9/2019 3:04 PM

814 Bus JBER Middle School Students to Chugiak High School and bus the ER middle school

students to Mirror Lake Middle School. This would mean LESS time on the buses for ALL the

students. Also, the time saved would be less of a disruption to the family's childcare situations both

before and after school.

2/9/2019 3:00 PM

815 Don’t put middle school students at any high school!!!!! 2/9/2019 2:47 PM

816 Bus Eagle River High Students to the surrounding high schools and place GMS at ERHS and think

about taking all Chugiak and Eagle River 6th graders and bus them to ERHS making ERHS into a

6, 7, and 8th grades

2/9/2019 2:47 PM

817 Can the middle school students move to Eagle River High School campus? Bring in temp

buildings for the school year.

2/9/2019 2:06 PM

818 There are more than just 2 schools you could divide them up in. 2/9/2019 1:43 PM

819 I believe ERES is/was an important school in our area that should be rebuilt or repaired so that it

can continue to be utilized.

2/9/2019 1:11 PM

820 Pull the 6th graders out of elementary schools, put 6,7,8 kids together at eagle river high and

combine the two highschools to one at Chugiak High.

2/9/2019 1:06 PM
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821 None 2/9/2019 12:59 PM

822 Eagle River High School and Chugiak High School should be combined in the Chugiak High

building. The Eagle River High School building should be used for Gruening students.

2/9/2019 12:55 PM

823 I would try to keep it as close to “normal” as possible. 2/9/2019 12:49 PM

824 Move Gruening and all other eagle river 6 grade students to eagle river high and live the eagle

river high students back to Chugiak and Bartlett

2/9/2019 12:48 PM

825 I will have kids in eagle river optional and gruening and would like them near each other, or at least

not in opposite directions for transportation purposes. I definitely don’t want any going to

Anchorage for school.

2/9/2019 12:34 PM

826 ERHS should not be touched. Do not ruin the strong ties those students have with their school. 2/9/2019 12:28 PM

827 Our elementary schools are overcrowded now. Please take the 6th grades out of all elementary

schools and make a new Gruening at ERHS. Leave emotion out of it and do what is right for kids.

2/9/2019 12:09 PM

828 Put gruening at Eagle River high and move the high school kids back to Chugiak and Bartlett.

Redone all other schools with a low capacity to accommodate all of the local area kids.

2/9/2019 12:06 PM

829 Take 6-8 grades in Eagle River move them to Eagle river High school and combine Eagle River

High school and Chugiak high school.

2/9/2019 11:59 AM

830 Please keep eagle river teachers and children together! This is why we choose to live in the area

boundaries so our child can have a teacher with many years of experience with Top notch staff!

Thank you!

2/9/2019 11:39 AM

831 We need to move the Gruening students to Eagle River High School along with all of the 6th

graders from the surrounding elementary schools. Then we should temporarily split up the ERES

K-5 students among the surrounding elementary schools. Then move all of the ERS students to

Chugiak pertinently, which would put CHS a little over capacity, but easily remedied with

relocatables.

2/9/2019 11:31 AM

832 None 2/9/2019 11:31 AM

833 I believe the best solution is to move 6th graders to Gruening and to house them at ERHS. ERHS

students can move to either Chugiak or Bartett. If possible, the second wing of ER can be built and

then it can be a combo middle/high school like Romig/West. This will help alleviate overcrowding

at the elementary schools and allow for both middle schoolers and high schoolers to have their

own experiences. I am not in favor of having my student bussed to a middle school in Anchorage

when there is a long-term solution closer by, and I am not in favor of keeping Gruening students at

Chugiak. This is a hard decision no matter how you look at it, but the options given don’t address

two large factors, overcrowding at elementary schools, and mixing middle and high school

students in a building that wasn’t built to do so.

2/9/2019 11:28 AM

834 On question #5, the given choices do not cover all possible options. Without knowing the available

facilities in relation to the needs of the Open Optional Program, an informed choice cannot be

made.

2/9/2019 11:28 AM

835 There is no eaay solution. My opinion is to put the kids wherever is going to be least disruotive to

all

2/9/2019 11:18 AM

836 Eagle River Elementary can use a building that is not in use such as John F Kennedy. It is

imperative the students and staff be reunited during this time. The options suggested in the survey

are not the best choices for this learning community.

2/9/2019 11:18 AM

837 Invest in police and harsher crimes. Students can attend other schools 2/9/2019 11:13 AM

838 Combine ERHS and CHS. Put GMS and ERES in the eagle river high school building 2/9/2019 11:12 AM

839 I would like to see Chugiak become THE high school for ER/ Chugiak area. 2/9/2019 11:05 AM

840 I would like to see middle school students for Gruening go to Eagle River High School 2/9/2019 11:04 AM

841 Move Gruening to mirror lake or move Gruening to Eagle River High School and sending eagle

river high students to chugiak. I feel it’s important to keep middle school students separate from

high school kids

2/9/2019 11:03 AM

842 Send Eagle River high students to Chugiak high and open Eagle River high building for grades 5-

6.

2/9/2019 11:02 AM
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843 JBER students should be dispersed into ANC schools and Eagle River students should stay in

Eagle River

2/9/2019 11:01 AM

844 Combine Chugiak high and Eagle River high and move friending students to eagle River high. I

don't think highschool and middle school should be at the same school

2/9/2019 11:01 AM

845 5-8 grade go to school at Eagle River high school and have eagle river high students join Chugiak

high school. This keeps age appropriate students together/separated and maximizes the use of

facilities. Seems like the most logical solution.

2/9/2019 11:00 AM

846 I think this temporary solution has worked out really well. 2/9/2019 10:56 AM

847 We should convert Eagle River High School to a middle schoole and combine Chugiak and Eagle

River High Schools

2/9/2019 10:52 AM

848 In the future, possibly merge CHS and ERHS 2/9/2019 10:51 AM

849 Move ERHS to Chugiak, Put GMS and ERES at ERHS as a short term solution. Long term

solution, rebuild Gruening as an Elementary School and make the CHS ERHS combination

permanent rezoning some base students into Anchorage which is much closer anyway. Also leave

GMS at the ERHS current location adding 6th grade. Short term solutions cannot ignore the long-

term issues in the Eagle River/Chugiak area.

2/9/2019 10:50 AM

850 I’m in favor of combining the High Schools and moving Gruening to the Eagle River HS location,

with the addition of 6th graders, which would free up space in elementary schools which is

necessary to house the Eagle River Elementary kids.

2/9/2019 10:50 AM

851 Combine Eagle River High and Chugiak High back to one school. Move Gruening to Eagle River

High Permanently.

2/9/2019 10:48 AM

852 The more difficult option would be to move ERHS to CHS and make ERHS a 6-8 middle school.

An easier option is, I heard, so I don't know if there is any truth to it, that ERHS would have

enough room for Gruening Middle School students without moving the HS students and there's

enough room to keep them separated.

2/9/2019 10:46 AM

853 Move Gruening to Eagle River High school. Move Eagle River High students to Chugiak High. 2/9/2019 10:39 AM

854 Don’t close ERHS and transfer the students to Chugiak! 2/9/2019 10:38 AM

855 Move ERHS to be a "school-within-a school" at CHS, maintaining it's own identity, until GMS can

be rebuilt. Rebuild GMS as a 6 - 8 school. This will solve the overcrowding in GMS's feeder

schools and the inequity between GMS and MLMS. It will also keep ERHS's identity and allow the

2 schools to have room for growth. It would be imprudent and fiscally irresponsible to turn down

FEMA money to rebuild GMS. This is worth doing even if it takes 2 school years to rebuild GMS.

2/9/2019 10:37 AM

856 consolidate special ed programs to one location such as fire lake to consolidate services such as

OT, PT, Speech. spend less money sending people to multiple locations in order to provide

services.

2/9/2019 10:34 AM

857 demolish these 2 schools that have proven to be poorly built 2/9/2019 10:32 AM

858 Shut down Greuning, all high school students go to CHS, and all Greuning students attend ERH

making it a middle school permanently. Two middle schools, one high school

2/9/2019 10:31 AM

859 Put gruening students in Eagle River High School 2/9/2019 10:30 AM

860 combine high schools, move middle school students to eagle river high building, make er high a

middle school to house 6-8

2/9/2019 10:25 AM

861 Combine ERHS and CHS. Move Gruening to ERHS and make Gruening 6th, 7th and 8th which

would also relieve over crowded elementary schools.

2/9/2019 10:22 AM

862 Now might be the perfect time to move 6th graders from elementary and into Gruening; MLMS 6th

graders have the advantage of an extra year of sports, foreign language, art and music.

2/9/2019 10:17 AM

863 Grant waivers to elementary and middle school students to pick which school they would like to

attend for convenients of the family. Do not use Eagle River high school as any option, keep the

HS students where they are.

2/9/2019 10:13 AM

864 I would like to see the High schools stay separate and both middle schools remain separate and

filter to the high schools.

2/9/2019 10:11 AM

865 Gruening students should be kept at ERHS. It’s closer and in their area. 2/9/2019 10:09 AM
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866 Leave CHS alone 2/9/2019 10:03 AM

867 Combine high schools. Make gruening 6,7,8 at ERHS. 2/9/2019 10:01 AM

868 I would prefer that middle school students have limited opportunity to commingle with high school

students. If that can be done @Chugiak High, I would say to keep it the way it is.

2/9/2019 9:59 AM

869 Turn Eagle River HS into the replacement middle school 2/9/2019 9:58 AM

870 If 6th grade was cancelled at Mirror Lake for the year, all the classroom space would then be

available to accommodate more Gruening students.

2/9/2019 9:55 AM

871 Merge ERHS with CHS, make Gruening a 6-8 school at Current ERHS location. Make another

Elementary school (Fire Lake)the optional school

2/9/2019 9:51 AM

872 Do not combine the high school students. 2/9/2019 9:46 AM

873 I know that this is an unfortunate situation and the solutions seem so incredibly limited. I chose the

continuation of Gruening at the high school only because I believe it is the best solution out of the

above, not because I believe it is a good choice. I just ask that EVERY measure that can be taken

to keep the middle school students separated from the HS.

2/9/2019 9:39 AM

874 I heard of the possibility of joining Chugiak and Eagle River High school into one school, being

Chugiak High school. That would allow Eagle River highschool building available for Gruening

which then could become a junior high for grades 6-8. That would soften the load of children in the

grade schools and I believe the 6th gradersare ready to be a jr high environment. And in our small

community it would bring more acedemic choices for our kids and help with numbers in school

activities

2/9/2019 9:38 AM

875 have Gruening attend ERHS 2/9/2019 9:37 AM

876 Put all high schoolers at Chugiak and put gruening at Eagle River High School. Both high schools

are not at capacity and it is better for the community to have one to support.

2/9/2019 9:32 AM

877 I appreciate the great job the ASD is doing! 2/9/2019 9:31 AM

878 Combine ERHS with CHS; GMS take over ERHS, included 6th grades; Shift boundaries so that

6th graders all attend either Middle School, and PreK-5 dispersed according to new boundaries.

Can add relos if needed. Allow CHS to share sports facilities as needed.

2/9/2019 9:29 AM

879 I think the opinions of teachers and effected families needs to be of most importance. Aside from

the increased noise level at CHS, my sons education as a hs student has not been impacted.

However - my teacher friends who have been displaced are very stressed. Finding a workable

solution for them and their students needs to the priority for ASD administrators. Keeping within a

budget needs to be a priority also. Our numbers are declining - do we need both schools

replaced?

2/9/2019 9:22 AM

880 Possibly placing Eagle River high kids at Chugiak and have Eagle River Elementary and Gruening

students share Eagle River high

2/9/2019 9:21 AM

881 Combine Eagle River and Chugiak High Schools. Make Eagle River HS the new Middle School. 2/9/2019 9:19 AM

882 Realign the zoning to have kids that live in Eagle River go to Eagle River schools, kids that live in

Chugiak and Peters Creek go to those schools and bus kids from JBER to Chugiak and Mirror

Lake or other schools in the anchorage area.

2/9/2019 9:16 AM

883 Current solutions working, why had more changes to child’s life in an already disruptive situation 2/9/2019 9:14 AM

884 I think it is important to limit disruption to families and students by keeping them as close to their

impacted schools until those schools are repaired or rebuilt - the children need our support to

return to ERES and GMS eventually

2/9/2019 9:13 AM

885 Highly support replacement of BOTH ERES and GRUENING MIDDLE as population will continue

to grow

2/9/2019 9:11 AM

886 For years, there have been rumors of closing Gruening. Financially, this makes sense. There is

plenty of room in the existing area schools to house these kids. An option that I like best is to turn

ERHS into the middle school and move all high schoolers to CHS. There is no need for 2 high

schools when Chugiak is way under capacity and will be for the foreseeable future.

2/9/2019 9:10 AM

887 There lately has been a lot of rumors going around about Chugiak highschool and Eagle River

highschool combining, this would be a awful idea for a so many reasons.

2/9/2019 9:09 AM
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888 Switch GMS students to ERHS and combine all high school students in ER to CHS 2/9/2019 9:07 AM

889 Build more schools 2/9/2019 9:06 AM

890 Please take into consideration BWABC having an alternative learning program that would be

stressful for a ERES student to enter upon not knowing the curriculum.

2/9/2019 9:06 AM

891 As sad as closing buildings is, if rezoning meets current and future predicted enrollment it is the

right thing to do. ASD has been struggling financially for too long. IF enrollment predicts allow

spend my tax dollars wisely - invest in our communities future - our students.

2/9/2019 9:02 AM

892 I would prefer if Eagle River Open Option came to Homestead and Eagle River k-6 went to

Birchwood ABC. That should keep families together.

2/9/2019 9:01 AM

893 I was thinking about All 6th and 7th grades to MLMS. The 8th grade students go to their respective

high schools. Then other elementary schools could house all PK-5. ERES Optional would make

sense at Homestead with their fine arts program. Either rezone ERES to disperse or rezone all of

CER for elementary schools. We have needed that for a while. Earthquake is now the reason. NO

new schools would need to be built right now. People would have a home and not a temporary

spot. Busing would also be less affected since pickups would continue as same for high schools

and nearby stops (as rezoned) for elementary neighborhoods.

2/9/2019 8:58 AM

894 :)) 2/9/2019 8:58 AM

895 Consolidate all area high school students at Chugiak High. Make Eagle River High into a grade 6,

7 and 8 middle school. Make area elementary schools into grades K -5 and reassign families by

location.

2/9/2019 8:46 AM

896 None 2/9/2019 8:43 AM

897 Permanent rezone and rebuild gruening to be 6-8. All elementary schools become K-5 with

exception to alternative schools, they would still offer 6th grade classes. Without looking at the

numbers, I would have to believe the removal of 6th and replacing them with "rezoned" students

wouldn't overcapacitate any school. No need to use public money to rebuild an elementary, or if

funds are required to be used, move Eagle Charter into a school or rebuild at Powder Ridge an

move Birchwood ABC making it K-8 (as No. Lights ABC is). Ultimately, with a growth mindset, this

should be looked at as an opportunity, rather than just going back to the way it was. There is an

opportunity to provide something for the entire community. Good luck!

2/9/2019 8:38 AM

898 What about combining the high schools and turning the high school into middle school and open it

to 6 7 and 8 doing the 6 grade at the school would open up classrooms for the displaced

elementary students

2/9/2019 8:38 AM

899 Please do not move Eagle River High to Chugiak. That makes zero sense. Then you are moving a

very successful program and interrupting 3 schools instead of 2.

2/9/2019 8:35 AM

900 Readjust boundaries of surrounding MS’s for those students along with Greuning MS to occupy

the current ERHS bldng. ERHS students to CHS. JBER students to CHS, Bartlett HS and East

HS.

2/9/2019 8:34 AM

901 I believe the best option is to move ER High students to Chugiak and make a combined high

school. Then move the Gruening kids into the ER High building. We could also use Bartlett if

needed. The numbers should work, student-wise, and it makes NO SENSE to spend millions on

re-building another middle school at this time. Alaska population figures are slowly declining and

the enrollment numbers confirm that this area is not growing in student population.

2/9/2019 8:33 AM

902 Realign ERHS with CHS and BHS, move GMS to ERHS along with all 6th grade students from

Eagle River community

2/9/2019 8:32 AM

903 I would be in favor of temporarily re-zoning as long as kids don’t get booted out of their original

schools

2/9/2019 8:31 AM

904 I think it is very important to keep in mind the current vaping issue that is occurring at the high

schools. My high schooler shared that vaping is commonplace among the students. Blending the

middle school students with high school students exposes them at a much younger age. In

addition, before ER High was built, Chugiak was so incredibly overcrowded. Mixing the two high

schools again is not a good plan. Keep them separated. People who are pushing for blending them

and turning ER High into a middle school must not have lived here then. It is a bad idea.

2/9/2019 8:24 AM
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905 Offer parents option of selecting desired school from amongst all of the area and outside area

options. Area options could necessitate centralized bus stops for each school. Outside area would

not provide bus transportation.

2/9/2019 8:21 AM

906 Add temporary outbuildings to Homestead campus to accommodate all K-6 2/9/2019 8:20 AM

907 Align the middle school students to attend school with the students they will go to HS with. Same

with primary and intermediate students. Build a community instead of busing them around and

wasting resources.

2/9/2019 8:17 AM

908 Pull the ERES kids from Birchwood where they are not openly wanted and welcome!! I'm taking

my daughter out of there. Other elementary schools are ready to welcome with open arms. Put the

two high schools together and Gruening in ER High School.

2/9/2019 8:15 AM

909 Combine eagle river high school with Chugiak high school and move grueling (and if space Eagle

River Elemebtary or option) to Eagle river elementary

2/9/2019 8:15 AM

910 Would prefer to see Eagle River Elem students stay together in one location. If that is not possible

would prefer them to be temporarily rezoned rather than divided by age the way they are now. I

like the idea of combining the high school students at Chugiak and having Gruening at Eagle River

High.

2/9/2019 8:10 AM

911 Combine Eagle River High School and Chugiak high school as one, 800 students in each school is

ridiculous. Put Gruening students and staff in the Eagle River High School building.

2/9/2019 8:07 AM

912 Have one high school Chugiak and Turn Eagle River High into a middle school for all chugiak

Eagle.river 6th to 8th grade

2/9/2019 8:06 AM

913 Consider bringing Eagle River high school into equation. In previous years, there has been rumors

of making that a middle school and moving those students to chugiak.

2/9/2019 8:06 AM

914 Eagle River High School is not to capacity. Why not send the Gruening Middle school kids there.

It's closer to their homes. Causing a lot of additional driving for the school bus drivers and parents.

Keep the kids in Eagle River and not Chugiak!

2/9/2019 8:04 AM

915 We live on JBer. I have 2 kids at ERHS and one that will be in middle school next year would be

going to Gruening. I think all ERHS students should go to Chugiak next year especially their is

better sports facilities and the auditorium is amazing. Choir shows from ERHS has their shows

there and band should also have a place to perform that is not a cafeteria/gym/auditorium. Also

one of the reasons is we have teenagers that do seminary and chugiak have a seminary building

across the street from chugiak. Our children that go to Eagle river high school wake up at 5 am to

go to seminary on Muldoon every morning. It would be safer for these high schoolers to just walk

to the building. Put Gruening kids at the ERHS building it makes more sense and would be

benefited for the ERHS to be at Chugiak.

2/9/2019 8:01 AM

916 Rebuild greuning to house 6,7,8th grades 2/9/2019 7:54 AM

917 As much as possible, the neighborhood should stay together; especially for middle school, the

school community is transitory but the neighborhood relationships are key.

2/9/2019 7:48 AM

918 House 6-8 grades at Eagle River high School, then combine Eagle River and Chugiak High School

at Chugiak.

2/9/2019 7:39 AM

919 Bring in portables to ERHS and split Gruening kids between Chugiak and ERHS. Basically make

both CHS and ERHS 7-12 grade.

2/9/2019 7:38 AM

920 Put Gruening students in Eagle River High School! Why doesn’t anyone mention Eagle River

High?

2/9/2019 7:31 AM

921 Gruening students to ERHS. ERHS students to merge with CHS and Anc, as it used to be. 2/9/2019 7:29 AM

922 ERES is a family comprised of students, staff, siblings and parents. Families should be kept

together.....end of conversation.

2/9/2019 7:23 AM

923 Why not make mirror lake the only junior high school n putting the six graders n leave them in their

Elementary school

2/9/2019 7:15 AM

924 Please get the staff students and parents all in one school for these two schools, they are all family

and work better with a place to feel like it’s home

2/9/2019 7:11 AM

925 Build a consolidated (multi-story if necessary) school to absorb both the student populations

displaced if the demographics support replacing these structures.

2/9/2019 7:08 AM
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926 Quit borrowing money via bonds. 2/9/2019 7:05 AM

927 N/A 2/9/2019 7:05 AM

928 I know this survey is only addressing short term solutions for next school year, but as for long term

solution, but I hope a new middle and elementary school will be built to replace Gruening and

Eagle River elementary.

2/9/2019 7:05 AM

929 Move ER High to Chugiak and hold Gruening at current ER High amp create a secondary

alternative school for at risk students and also housevit at current ER High.

2/9/2019 7:02 AM

930 Thank you for soliciting community feedback about this decision! 2/9/2019 7:01 AM

931 Combine CHS and ERHS to improve their programs and GRUENING students attend ERHS. 2/9/2019 6:56 AM

932 Move ERHigh students to Chugiak and put Gruening and ER students at ER high 2/9/2019 6:52 AM

933 Keep students close to home, find solutions for JBER students in Anchorage. 2/9/2019 6:52 AM

934 Move Gruening to ERHS. Move ERHS students to Chugiak HS. Keep the age group kids together.

I purchased a house in Eagle River for my kids to go to school in Eagle River. If I wanted my kids

to go to school in Anchorage or Chugiak, I would have moved there.

2/9/2019 6:41 AM

935 Spend less taxpayer money 2/9/2019 6:32 AM

936 I would like my children at Denali Montessori to meet my transportation and long term stability

demand as a single parent who works in Anchorage.

2/9/2019 6:17 AM

937 We just want the best solution for the kiddos. Our son lives in Chugiak however attends

Homestead as it is the best suited for his needs and he is deaf with cochlear implants. The

impacts to the students at homestead seem to be minimal and we have noticed no change in our

sons behavior or academics since the changes took place. This tells us the staff and teachers are

doing awesome and the kids adjusted great!

2/9/2019 6:14 AM

938 How about building temporary school out of modules? FEMA does it all the time in disaster areas.

The North Slope is all built with modules. Temporary modular school

2/9/2019 5:59 AM

939 Eagle River High School could be shut down and the high school students could be incorporated

into Chugiak High, thus keeping all high school students together. (There are two justifications for

this idea: first, ERHS' enrollment has dropped so low as to allow them to participate in Division 2

activities while all of the other 7 comprehensive high schools in the ASD are Division 1. Secondly,

this move could create more "buy-in" by high school students to embrace the Middle College

concept.) Next, Gruening Middle School could then occupy the vacated high school campus. This

could be an excellent opportunity for the middle school concept to be fully embraced @ Gruening

Middle School. It could be open to 6th, 7th and 8th graders (like Mirror Lake Middle School). That

could free-up space in Homestead, Alpenglow, Birchwood and/or FireLake Elementary Schools to

temporarily house students from ER Elementary School. This could be the perfect time to make

three of those elementary schools uniquely focused schools. One school could be for K-1, another

for 2nd and 3rd graders, while the other could be for 4th and 5th grade students. Although these

options would impact more students and familites, it could be a short or long term solution to the

current problem, depending on what the community wants. In either case, bringing this idea to the

table would allow the district time to demolish and reconstruct the necessary facilities. This would

allow the district to build facilities up to today's seismic codes, thus creating buildings that are safer

for people and more durable buildings that can handle these forces and more.

2/9/2019 5:57 AM

940 Move ER High school students between Chugiak and Bartlett; move Gruening students into Eagle

River High School. Middle school students should not be in high school enviroment; and eagle

river children should not be bused to Mountain View (Clark).

2/9/2019 5:38 AM

941 Combine Chugiak and Eagle River High Schools, put Gruening Middle at Eagle River High with

Eagle River Elementary 6th grade now part of middle school.

2/9/2019 5:38 AM

942 Eagle River high school building becomes facility for all Gruening middle school students. Eagle

River high students join Chugiak and have options for bussing.

2/9/2019 5:25 AM

943 What are the long term solutions proposed for the two schools? I no longer have children in ASD

(they attended Homestead, Mirror Lake and Chugiak) but i am going to pay for the plan thru my

municipal taxes.

2/9/2019 5:07 AM

944 Your survey is very poorly designed and does not allow viable public input into a complex

decision; perhaps this is intentional so ASD can claim public involvement?

2/9/2019 5:00 AM
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945 I would like to see eagle river high students sent to Chugiak and the gruening kids sent to eagle

river high. I dont agree with splitting up these kids and not sending them to anchorage schools. if

the board wont do that then the only other option is to keep them at Chugiak. I think that the

options given above are poor and dont leave much for parents to pick from.

2/9/2019 4:29 AM

946 portables for classes with the option to use the gym/music room/computer room etc. inside of

another school keeping the classes together and not overcrowding class sizes by redistributing

kids.

2/9/2019 4:28 AM

947 John F. Kennedy School 2/9/2019 4:06 AM

948 Realign the boundaries temporarily. Tear down and rebuild Eagle River elementary large enough

to accommodate both Eagle River Elementary and Homestead Elementary once this is complete

close homestead and sell the land. Combine Eagle River and Chugiak high schools. Then use

Eagle River Highschool for Grueining and sell the current land gruning sits on.

2/9/2019 3:52 AM

949 I would like to see all High School students together. Such as ER High School together with

Chugiak High School which would allow the middle school, Gruening and all Sixth grade students

to be at ER High School. It would be like Mirror Lake with 6th, 7th, and 8th grade students.

2/9/2019 3:41 AM

950 None 2/9/2019 3:22 AM

951 ASD is doing a fantastic job with regards to our earthquake recovery. 2/9/2019 1:31 AM

952 Rebuild Eagle River Elementary 2/9/2019 1:17 AM

953 Keep The Middle school students for 7th and 8th grade at Chugiak to avoid shuffling schools three

times in three years.

2/9/2019 1:08 AM

954 Expand Eagle River HS and add Gruening students for a 7-12 program 2/9/2019 12:56 AM

955 Combine eagle River at Chugiak with its large capacity building with needed expansions, send

gruening to the eagle River highschool building

2/9/2019 12:27 AM

956 Na 2/9/2019 12:22 AM

957 Move Eagle river high to chugiak and gruening to Eagle River high 2/9/2019 12:19 AM

958 Move the Jr High to Eagle River High. Combine the two high schools into chugiak. Send the JBER

kids to Bartlett

2/8/2019 11:49 PM

959 Combine chugiak high and eagle river high students at one school and put Gruening Middle

School students at the open school

2/8/2019 11:41 PM

960 N/a 2/8/2019 11:39 PM

961 Combine Chugiak and Eagle River High schools and have Gruenling middle schoolers use the

remaining high school building.

2/8/2019 11:36 PM

962 Use Eagle River high school for middle school for Eagle River zone student . 2/8/2019 11:31 PM

963 What about sending Jber kids to Bartlett? It’s so much closer for them. 2/8/2019 11:30 PM

964 Move GMS to ERHS. Realign HS students between Chugiak, Bartlett and East. 2/8/2019 11:29 PM

965 Move 6th graders from Homestead, alpenglo, Eagle River and Ravenwood to Gruening. To free up

elementary school space for eagle river elementary kids who need to be rezone a. Then move

Gruening to Eagle River High school, send jber high schoolers to Bartlett, and combine eagle river

and Chugiak high school. It’s the most obvious solution, not sure why it wasn’t mentioned in this

joke of a survey. At the very least, combine Gruening and mirror lake after s hoop activities so that

high schoolers don’t haveto share gym space with irrelevant middle school programs.

2/8/2019 11:28 PM

966 As a professional engineer my advice is that since so much of the school’s useful life has already

expired w/o earthquake damage that careful consideration should be given to razing these schools

and starting new rather than repairing just might be the fiscally responsible action.

2/8/2019 11:28 PM

967 Give students more time between classes at Chugiak High School. I’ve heard from Gruening

Middle schoolers who say they are running late to class because they have too far to walk.

2/8/2019 11:26 PM

968 Combine eagle river high and Chugiak high and give the current eagle river high to junior high and

ERES optional and ERES students.

2/8/2019 11:26 PM

969 Realign ERHS students to Bartlett and Chugiak HS and put GMS at Eagle River High. 2/8/2019 11:24 PM
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970 change boundary so more of the gruening students can attend Mirror Lake - the rest can stay at

Chugiak

2/8/2019 11:22 PM

971 Don’t put Gruening kids at Eagle River High School. You discussed earlier that high schoolers

weren’t getting enough sleep and if Eagle River high school kids were moved to chugiak, it would

cause them to get up 20 minutes earlier at the least and would not be safe on icy days.

2/8/2019 11:13 PM

972 Move Gruenimg middle school students to Eagle River HS - and house all HS students at Chugiak

HS

2/8/2019 11:12 PM

973 I read a proposal earlier this evening discussing possible bussing of ERES students to JFK

Elementary on base. Although there are logistical issues with that option, it might be feasible to

consider. Overcrowded work rooms or PTA spaces where school populations have been mixed,

such as at BWABC with ERES, might benefit from having annex classrooms brought on campus

for a temporary solution to provide volunteer and teacher workroom dedicated spaces.

2/8/2019 11:09 PM

974 Use Eagle River High school to House Gruening middle school and have sixth graders join them to

alieviate the crowding at the elementary schools. House all high school students at Chugiak.

2/8/2019 11:08 PM

975 Homestead is absolutely bursting at the seams and there isn’t even space for staff to work on

plans, lessons - many “teachers” have to work in the lounge with others about.....needs balance of

bodies and spaces so ALL teachers can do their best for all of our students. All Eagle River

schools that have space should share in the load of students. And it should be thoughtful to

resources available.

2/8/2019 11:08 PM

976 Enough time, money and planning has been spent on this issue. Leave it as-is until the schools

are repaired. Don’t move the kids again, they have had enough adjustments.

2/8/2019 11:08 PM

977 combine CHS/ERHS send Gruening Middle school to ERHS bldg redistrict boundaries for the

eagle river area and disperse student population accordingly

2/8/2019 11:07 PM

978 Combine highschools. Make erhs 6-8 and spread ERES students among the other elementary

schools

2/8/2019 11:07 PM

979 If the students are dispersed among other schools, the teachers should then be relocated to the

schools affected, so there’s is not a significant increase in student-teacher ratio.

2/8/2019 11:06 PM

980 Gruening to Er high and ER tomchugiak so all high school under one roof 2/8/2019 11:05 PM

981 I believe that all ERE students should go to JFK elementary. So that all students are together. I

don't like that they are all separated.

2/8/2019 11:01 PM

982 Combine Chugiak and eagle River high school. Turn eagle River high school into gruening 2/8/2019 10:56 PM

983 Please don't move Eagle River High School into Chugiak. Anything but that. Please. 2/8/2019 10:56 PM

984 1. Consider sending JBER middle school students to Central School, which I hear could

accomadate them. 2. Consider sending all of the Eagle River Elementary students to Kennedy

School on Fort Richardson, which I hear is not being presently used as a school.

2/8/2019 10:50 PM

985 Middle school can have eagle river high building and all high school students can merge together

at the Chugiak high building

2/8/2019 10:47 PM

986 Move IT out if JFK building to the district building and put Eagle River Elementary there. Rezone

Eagle River High school to Bartlett and Chugiak High and put Gruening in there.

2/8/2019 10:38 PM

987 Have eagle river high combine with chugiak high then have gruening go to eagle river 2/8/2019 10:38 PM

988 Temporarily realign zoning between area schools to ensure no school is over capacity. 2/8/2019 10:35 PM

989 Combine ERHS and CHS. Then allow ERE and GMS to use ERHS. OR bus ERES students to

Kennedy Elementary on base to keep ERES together and cohesive!

2/8/2019 10:33 PM

990 Combine eagle river high school and Chugiak at chs gruening takes the erhs site. 2/8/2019 10:33 PM

991 Alternate location for ERES to keep the schhol together 2/8/2019 10:31 PM

992 Move Gruening Middle School kids into Eagle River High School and merge Eagle River High with

Chuguak High. This has been discussed and this is the best opportunity to enact the plan.

2/8/2019 10:26 PM

993 I am in favor of combining the high school and have all high school students attend chugiak. Eagle

River High School can them be turned into the middle school for 6,7,8 grades from gruening and

eagle river elementary. I am in favor of k-5th graders from eagle river elementary being biased to

JBEr to John f Kennedy elementary and find a new home for the IT Dept.

2/8/2019 10:24 PM
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994 I’d like to see the ERES family stay together in its entirety and would like JFK Elmentary on JBER

to be considered as a possible location.

2/8/2019 10:21 PM

995 ERES locates as a whole school to Kennedy, It moved. Keep schools whole and functioning to

support the students. Gruening is NOT a middle school but is a junior high. Why have district

officials not come out to talk solely to the closed schools families or staff prior to putting out this

survey? Why is there a question about housing of the Optional program separate from the rest of

the school and, again, no contact with the Steering Committee of said Optional Program. This

survey DOES NOT give voice to the stakeholders and DOES NOT respect the impact on our

community in Eagle River. OPEN THE MIC at the meeting!

2/8/2019 10:19 PM

996 A late bus option for gruening students after school sports from gruening to somewhere in the

childs neighborhood

2/8/2019 10:17 PM

997 Please talk to ERHS students and faculty 2/8/2019 10:17 PM

998 Recombine ERHS and CHS, put GMS at ERHS with grades 6-8 to alleviate overcrowded

elementary

2/8/2019 10:13 PM

999 Combine Eagle River High School with Chugiak High Schhol. Send all Gruening students to Eagle

River High School (including all 6th graders in Eagle River). Send all ERES to JFK on JBER until

the school is rebuilt, unless you want to close it permanently then spread the kids out to all the

surrounding school (Birchwood ABC, Firelake, Homestead, and Alpenglow).

2/8/2019 10:11 PM

1000 Eagle River Elementary needs to go to JFK on base. It is the best solution. Your survey doesn't

even mention this option.

2/8/2019 10:06 PM

1001 I have a daughter thats a sophmore ar CHS and her opinion is the middle schoolers are welcome

at the HS

2/8/2019 10:06 PM

1002 Gruening students relocate to ERHS. ERHS students combine with Chugiak. 2/8/2019 10:04 PM

1003 Rent available space and house eagle river school together 2/8/2019 10:02 PM

1004 keep/ bus ere together in an old building on base 2/8/2019 10:00 PM

1005 How soon can you build new school? How about combine high schools and make ERHS a k-8? 2/8/2019 9:59 PM

1006 The grueling kids use eagle river high school and eagle river high school and Chugiak high school

combine

2/8/2019 9:57 PM

1007 Why did all the other questions regarding where we think our children should attend school next

year have a "none of the above" option except for the question regarding Eagle River Optional?

2/8/2019 9:56 PM

1008 Ultimately move Eagle River High School back to Chugiak High School and make the Eagle River

High School building a 6th-8th grade Gruening Middle School.

2/8/2019 9:55 PM

1009 Communicate existing conditions of closed schools in eagle river 2/8/2019 9:54 PM

1010 Fix the buildings that were damaged 2/8/2019 9:51 PM

1011 Re-combine ERHS & CHS. Both of these schools have low attendance numbers. JBER students

to Bartlett, another school with low attendance numbers

2/8/2019 9:49 PM

1012 Very difficult decisions. Thanks for asking for opinions as I know lots of people are passionate one

way or the other. I do not know the right answer!

2/8/2019 9:44 PM

1013 Spend money to fix Gruening Middle School 2/8/2019 9:43 PM

1014 Rent church space or ER vacant building space like old Salvation Army near Alaska Club ER. 2/8/2019 9:41 PM

1015 Kennedy Elementary on JBER is empty. Can ERES stay together during the restoration process

and use this school?

2/8/2019 9:40 PM

1016 Thank you for taking a community survey! 2/8/2019 9:37 PM
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1017 Please do what you can to keep our community together. My daughter has struggled with the loss

of not only her middle school, but many other aspects of the middle school experience to include

her volleyball season, and WACKO. These may seem like small things to those at a higher

vantage point, but for kids, these things matter. My daughter also fears that she won't be able to

attend ERHS due to rumors that it will be shut down or combined with Chugiak. She has wanted to

attend ERHS her entire school age life. Admittedly, this is also where her parents work, and the

school that we all love. I hate to see the district make any hasty decisions that would damage the

academic accolades that ERHS has accomplished. I appreciate the ability to have our feedback

taken, and voices heard. I would appreciate consideration of a wing added to ERHS to

accommodate GMS students should a rebuild not be a possibility, or that make more sense for

future demographics. Thank you.

2/8/2019 9:37 PM

1018 They need their own school. 2/8/2019 9:35 PM

1019 Please rebuild the schools. With enough contractors and funding it can be done. Schools need to

start being torn down now for rebuild.

2/8/2019 9:34 PM

1020 I don’t think middle school and high school student together is the best option. Is there a building

in the area that can be rented to house Gruening students?

2/8/2019 9:31 PM

1021 Tear down Gruening sell the property and move students to ERHS. Use the money from the sale

of the land to help fund other items.

2/8/2019 9:31 PM

1022 I would like to see a focus on an expansion (constructed wing) onto ERHS to accommodate future

GMS students. I would like to see additional earthquake money put toward a theater and possibly

a second gym that both schools could benefit while continuing to offer the first rate education that

ERHS and Gruening are both known for.

2/8/2019 9:30 PM

1023 I believe finding a space for the entire Eagle River Elementary student body and staff to remain

together is the best option if the plan is to eventually rebuild the school. If the school will not be

rebuilt, Eagle River Elementary needs to be dissolved and the student permanently rezoned.

2/8/2019 9:27 PM

1024 Please keep the high schools separate. Would not like to see the two high schools combined . 2/8/2019 9:24 PM

1025 Disband ERES students and staff totally. That school is toxic. 2/8/2019 9:24 PM

1026 Send Gruening kids to ERHS. They feed into that school anyway. I have a ERHS student and a

student at CHS. Makes no sense

2/8/2019 9:24 PM

1027 I think you should combine Eagle River High students and Chugiak High students at Chugiak High

School. Turn Eagle River High School building into Gruening Middle school. As for elementary,

even though Birchwood ABC has the classroom space to hold ERES, the philosophy of both those

schools are complete polar opposites. BW has a very structured teaching style, which works well

for the students, teachers, and parents. ERES optional students have a student led teaching

approach which doesn't necessarily have the same "structure" as BW. I don't feel it is fair for either

school to have to conform to the "structure" style of another school. That is why we as parents

choose which school structure works best for our kids. With that being said, it is very confusing to

the kids if they are not allowed to talk in the halls but yet a class next door to them can talk and be

loud in the halls. Its like telling one kid they can have candy before bed and at the same time as

telling their sibling they can not.

2/8/2019 9:22 PM

1028 Prefer to keep middle and high schoolers separate 2/8/2019 9:21 PM

1029 Change boundaries to have all highschool at Chugiak, and all Middle school at Eagle River HS?

Disperse Elemenary Students to any space freed up by Middle School centralization?

2/8/2019 9:19 PM

1030 Combine ERHS and CHS and send all High Schools to Chugiak, turn ERHS into Gruening Middle

School

2/8/2019 9:19 PM

1031 n/a 2/8/2019 9:18 PM

1032 Put 6,7,8 together for Gruening students and house them at ER high school. Combine the high

schools.

2/8/2019 9:18 PM
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1033 In the long run, if adequate space exists in Eagle River/Chugiak schools, other possible options

could be to: 1. Convert both Eagle River High School and Chugiak High School to 7-12 schools.

This option includes permanently closing Gruening saving on operating costs and selling the land

to private developers zoned for residential housing. 2. Consolidate Eagle River High School and

Chugiak High School into one location at Chugiak HS. Convert Eagle River High School into a 6-7-

8 middle school similar to Mirror Lake Middle School. It could be called Eagle River Middle School.

This would allow for the redistribution of 6th graders in the current Gruening zone to the new

middle school. This option also includes permanently closing Gruening saving on operating costs

and selling the land to private developers zoned for residential housing. This option also allows for

the closing and selling of Eagle River Elementary School and land, redistributing the K-5 students

to the other elementary schools in the area garnering further savings to district on operating costs.

2/8/2019 9:17 PM

1034 None 2/8/2019 9:14 PM

1035 Combine the 2 high schools at CHS. GMS & ERES at Eagle River High School. 2/8/2019 9:13 PM

1036 Close Eagle River High School and make it Gruening Middle 2/8/2019 9:13 PM

1037 Dear Dr. Bishop, I am an employee in the Anchorage School District, a German teacher at

Chugiak High School, and I would like to voice my vision for the Eagle River Community school

situation following the earthquake. I would like to add that I have two sons, one is an 8th grader at

Gruening, and one is attending school in Detroit in order to play competitive hockey, but he

attended 9th grade at Eagle River High School and my husband teaches PE at Eagle River High

School. Three of our parents have retired from this district as well. We know the history of the

district, the Eagle River community, and are vested stakeholders as parents and employees. I

think that it is time to revisit the idea of merging the two high schools. I would like to see ERHS and

CHS recombine into one high school. From the teacher perspective, we are suffering due to low

enrollment, I feel that students at the larger Anchorage schools have more choice of teachers and

flexibility in their schedule simply due to the larger size of the school. I feel that we are not

conserving resources by having the separate schools, ERHS has little to NO elective offerings.

What they do offer, it is hard to fit into your schedule. The same is true at CHS and we have

advanced courses that are small and could be combined into one section. Whereas some AP

classes at the schools are enormous because we can only offer one section. As a parent I am

faced with the situation that there is no choice about teachers, often one course is only taught by

one teacher, there is no way to avoid poor teachers as is possible in larger schools. From a

community perspective, I don’t think that anyone would complain about the sports advantages that

recombining would create. Our schools struggle to field all of our C and JV teams and to be

competitive in many sports, we also struggle to find quality coaches. As far as other opportunities,

there would simply be more energy in the building if there were more teachers to share the burden

of sponsoring all the clubs, coach the sports, supervise the events, there are now only about 40

teachers to cover all of these responsibilities when there used to be 75+ to manage it. At one time

the social studies department had 22 staff members, it now has 6. Everyone has sponsored a

class, chaperoned the dances, coached etc. and most of us many times over have taken our turn.

I love ERHS, but its facilities are a joke compared to other comprehensive high schools in the

district, it doesn’t even have the same facilities as most of the newer middle schools! There are no

tennis courts, no hockey rink, no outdoor basketball courts, no auditorium etc. The building itself

would make a perfect 6,7,8th grade middle school. It is an absolutely beautiful school and having a

6,7,8 concept would eliminate the discrepancies between Gruening and Mirror Lake and the

jealousy over the MLMS’s better facilities. We don’t need to rebuild ERES and GMS, we need to

combine the high schools and house them at CHS, we need to open ERHS as a 6, 7, 8 Middle

School, and then we can rebuild a school on the Gruening property that is either a North King

Tech/Middle College campus/Benny Benson North or whatever other kind of school we need. But

due to dropping population, I think we should consider conserving resources while we can and

while we can blame the transition on the earthquake. We can sell the land that ERES sits on. If

you disregard all of the above ideas as disgruntled rantings, then I hope you would consider

mandating that CHS and ERHS adopt the same bell schedule and pay for bus transportation

between the schools so that students can take classes at the other campus when necessary to fit

their schedule. Our students are losing opportunities due to the budget cuts and the tiny

enrollments, we need to work together not in competition with one another. Currently I don’t see

myself being satisfied with either of the high schools for all four years of my incoming son’s

education. I work at the schools and cannot recommend them highly, and I feel my son in Detroit is

getting a better educational experience, that is sad. I never thought I would say something so

disappointing and inflammatory, but we have simply cut too much to truly say that we offer quality

public education. I hope you will take some real, tangible steps to improve this situation. Sincerely,

Kristi Senden

2/8/2019 9:12 PM

1038 Modular housing units placed at existing schools to keep classes and curriculum separate. 2/8/2019 9:10 PM
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1039 An opinion for elementary school is see if they can just go to schools that are in eagle river close

to each other instead of being far away from each other

2/8/2019 9:09 PM

1040 An idea— put ERHS and Chugiak together and have JBER students attend Bartlett. Have the

ERHS building house Gruening and the sixth grades from elementaries in Eagle River— making

more room for the redrawn lines needed for Eagle River Elem students.

2/8/2019 9:08 PM

1041 The Optional Program is a must keep for forward thinking progressive families who have children

who beat learn in these open environments.

2/8/2019 9:03 PM

1042 Turn eagle river high school into 5-8 middle school. Use Chugiak as a main high school. Opens up

numbers and space in elementary

2/8/2019 9:03 PM

1043 ERHS students dispersed to chugiak and other middle schools as needed 2/8/2019 9:02 PM

1044 Don’t combine the high schools. It will be the biggest mistake and ASD will regret that decision. 2/8/2019 9:00 PM

1045 I don’t have any other solutions. 2/8/2019 8:59 PM

1046 I thank you for asking the community! It’s many tough decisions to make. Moms In Prayer of Eagle

River and Chugiak are praying for board members and staff to have God’s wisdom, and for

students and parents to have peace and grace about the decisions ,

2/8/2019 8:58 PM

1047 This is a great time to have all sixth graders join middle school! Doing so would free up some

space for Eagle River Elementary families. All of Eagle River should be rezoned to more evenly

populate the elementary schools. Some of Gruening students could be re zoned for Mirror Lake.

Perhaps there’s an empty school on base for remaining Gruening students.

2/8/2019 8:58 PM

1048 Close Gruening. Turn Eagle River into Gruening Middle School. Bring Eagle River High School

back to Chugiak where it belongs so that we can get out of this split community situation. Our

community was much better off the old way and Chugiak has the capacity to house the whole

community. When I graduated from Chugiak, it was over 2200 students and it was great! It would

save the District a ton of money. As far as elementary schools are concerned, we are going to

have to rebuild or draw new lines and use current elementary schools.

2/8/2019 8:56 PM

1049 Add an extra wing to Eagle River High school for the Gruening middle schoolers and since the only

school that dosen't get bussed is Alpenglow split the Eagle River elementary students up to the

closest open school to their resident location.

2/8/2019 8:55 PM

1050 N/A 2/8/2019 8:55 PM

1051 What about the option of Chugiak absorbing eagle river high school students and house all

gruening students at the eagle river high building. Eagle river high is under capacity as a high

school. This seems like the most economical decision and cost saving because there wouldn’t be

a need to rebuild the greuning building which was in terrible need of upgrades even before the

earthquake.

2/8/2019 8:55 PM

1052 Na 2/8/2019 8:52 PM

1053 Would it be possible to place the GMS students that are to attend Eagle River high school at Eagle

River high school? Just to give them the same security as the GMS students have that will be

going to CHS for high school. I know the displacement of the elementary kiddos is much more of a

priority, but thought I’d share. Also, aren’t there empty school buildings on JBER that could be

used for the displaced ERES kids?

2/8/2019 8:52 PM

1054 Chugiak is awesome for me because I live in Peter's creek however I think it is interesting that the

combination is working looks like we are saving money combining schools...

2/8/2019 8:52 PM

1055 Combine ERHS and CHS and let the Gruening students have ERHS 2/8/2019 8:51 PM

1056 I really don't think the middle school parents are happy about their kids being with high school

kids.

2/8/2019 8:50 PM

1057 Move Eagle River to Chugiak High, turn ERHS into an 6,7,8 middle school. ERHS students who

are zoned for Bartlett should return there.

2/8/2019 8:49 PM

1058 It would be best to have GMS students and area 6th graders at Eagle River High school. Move

ERHS kids to Chugiak and Bartlett as per their zone. Keeping highschoolers together with a similar

schedule makes much more sense than a 7-12 building.

2/8/2019 8:48 PM

1059 Whatever ends up happing please don’t up root eagle river high. Chugiak use to house 7-12th

grade it could again and some could go to mirrow lake if needed

2/8/2019 8:47 PM
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1060 Move Eagle River High School students to Bartlett and Chugiak HS to keep high school students

together and move Gruening into ERHS. This will allow the middle school students to regain their

identity and not have to deal with high school schedules/issues. A safe, appropriate space of their

own is lacking at CHS.

2/8/2019 8:46 PM

1061 Place Greuning at ER High and ER High with Chugiak. Give the Middle school their own space to

grow and merge the HS. Think about how this is affecting the Middle school students

2/8/2019 8:43 PM

1062 Move Eagle River High School students to Bartlett and Chugiak HS to keep high school students

together and move Gruening into ERHS.

2/8/2019 8:43 PM

1063 Find a new location for all eagle river elementary together 2/8/2019 8:42 PM

1064 Why have you said in recent weeks that you also want students input also but not give them an

option to take this survey? It is very unprofessional and misleading to previous communications

that have been circulating saying you want the community's, parents and students input and have

decided not to let us speak at the meetings. I realize this is a time sensitive issue but since you

have found the time to send out misleading information you can find the time to verbally hear what

we have to say. Taking our voices away is not a great way to show you support ASD families,

students and employees. Showing your loyalty to the ASD district would be the most professional

way to handle this. Keeping a PTA member from Birchwood ABC as a spoke person for that school

who thinks Birchwood ABC is in some way better than Eagle River Elementary students is an

testament to how much students actually matter to you.

2/8/2019 8:42 PM

1065 Na 2/8/2019 8:40 PM

1066 Consider making Gruening a 6,7,8 middle school. House Gruening students at Eagle River High

School and combine Eagle River High with Chugiak. Consider moving preschool program from

Ravenwood to Fire Lake. Fire Lake currently is home to 3 self contained SLC classrooms.

2/8/2019 8:40 PM

1067 A temporary rezoning of Eagle River Schools isn’t the best choice in our opinion. Our students

thrive on consistency and familiar faces. It would be quite difficult for all of the community to

change their school. It’s better to zone ER elementary to school under capacity such as

Homestead which is SO CLOSE to ER elementary already. Please don’t uproot our children, who

have developed great relationships with their current school. Uprooting all of Eagle River for

rezoning seems like the most difficult solution. We have schools that aren’t as conpacity and

therefore have room for ER elementary.

2/8/2019 8:39 PM

1068 Thank you 2/8/2019 8:39 PM

1069 For now, combing Eagle River High and Chugiak, and moving Gruening to ERHS would be the

least complicated and more practical solution. As for Eagle River Elementary, Rex one the area

schools, so that they are evenly dispersed among the non-lottery schools. As for the Open

Optional, find a local building with a playground and gym space close enough to house all

together. Do not put them with Bircheood ABC, as those two programs have philosophies that are

opposing, creating a lot of hard feelings and disunity in the community.

2/8/2019 8:38 PM

1070 Middle school students should not be mixed with high school students. 2/8/2019 8:35 PM

1071 Move ER High students to Chugiak High. Move GMS students to ER High - maybe move some 6th

graders to join the middle school students.

2/8/2019 8:33 PM

1072 I recommend that all elementary schools go K-5. Move all Eagle River High school students to

Chugiak. Eagle River High School could convert to a middle school housing all the 6th-8th graders.

So, all the 6th graders from Eagle River elementary, Homestead Elem, Alpenglow Elementary and

Ravenwood would go to middle school at Eagle River High.

2/8/2019 8:31 PM

1073 Put Gruening at Eagle River High and combine Eagle River and Chugiak again 2/8/2019 8:31 PM

1074 move ERHS to Chs and give gruening tveir building. Best long term option for the whole

community!!!

2/8/2019 8:30 PM

1075 Now is a great time to throw all the school boundaries up in the air, reanalyze high school needs,

and demolish Gruening. That land can be a central high school for both Chugiak and ER while the

current high schools could be Middle/Junior highs.

2/8/2019 8:29 PM

1076 Keep us all together at one place 2/8/2019 8:28 PM

1077 Find a temporary rental space for Eagle River Optional like in a church or the Salvation Army

unused space by the AK Club. (There’s a gymnasium next door & a playground across the street!)

Start

2/8/2019 8:27 PM
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1078 No comments 2/8/2019 8:27 PM

1079 Bus JBER students to Begich or Clark 2/8/2019 8:26 PM

1080 Close ERHS and house Gruening and ERES there. Move the kids that are bussed from

Anchorage back to their respective schools. ERHS was meant to accommodate growth in ER,

which hasn’t happened.

2/8/2019 8:25 PM

1081 Just an idea: combine highschools at chugiak (jber high school kids might need to go to

anchorage). Use eagle river high as a 6-8 middle school. Now since 6th is out of the elementary

schools they will have more room to absorb ER elementary students and bulldoze ER elementary

and gruening.

2/8/2019 8:23 PM

1082 Please do not combine high schools. 2/8/2019 8:22 PM

1083 Make eagle river high a k-8 2/8/2019 8:22 PM

1084 Put all Eagle River Elementary kids at Eagle River High School, Gruening Middle School at Eagle

River High School. Combine Eagle River High and Chugiak.

2/8/2019 8:20 PM

1085 Move Gruening to Eagle River Highschool and combine the 2 high schools! 2/8/2019 8:19 PM

1086 Relocatables 2/8/2019 8:19 PM

1087 I implore you not to combine the high schools. Eagle River HS students deserve to stay on their

own. Middle school kids are great at Chugiak.

2/8/2019 8:19 PM

1088 Move all of the high schoolers to Chugiak (ERHS can operate as its own school within the CHS

campus as they have the same age group and schedule) while GMS moves into that building. It

could even be turned into a 6-8 grade school. This is much more developmentally and community

appropriate and would allow for a longer term solution while GMS is rebuilt which would likely take

years.

2/8/2019 8:17 PM

1089 Put all of ERES on base at the closed school 2/8/2019 8:16 PM

1090 Combine ERHS and chugiak HS at the chugiak campus. Relocate JBER students to Bartlet. Use

ERHS campus for Greuning and ER Optional students.

2/8/2019 8:15 PM

1091 I am of no help lol, but I hope and pray it plays out well for everyone! 2/8/2019 8:12 PM

1092 I think it would be best for all high school students to attend Chugiak High School for the 2019-

2020 school year to allow Gruening students to attend at the Eagle River High School building.

2/8/2019 8:11 PM

1093 Put ERES on base at Kennedy to keep us together 2/8/2019 8:11 PM

1094 move eagle river high school and chugiak together and have gruening go to eagle river 2/8/2019 8:11 PM

1095 I would suggest converting eagle river high school to a middle school and send the gruening

middle school students there. divide the eagle river high school students between chugiak and

bartlet

2/8/2019 8:10 PM

1096 We are against combining Eagle River high school with Chugiak high school. We want them to

remain separate high schools! Thank you.

2/8/2019 8:10 PM

1097 Please don’t combine the High Schools. 2/8/2019 8:09 PM

1098 Combine Chugiak and Eagle River High Schools and send Gruening students to ERHS facility. 2/8/2019 8:09 PM

1099 Place Gruening kids between mirror lake and Eagle River high school 2/8/2019 8:09 PM

1100 Keep ERES together and put at Kennedy on base 2/8/2019 8:07 PM

1101 Combine eagle river high students with Chugiak high. Then use the old eagle river high building to

house both Gruening and eagle river Elementary.

2/8/2019 8:06 PM

1102 I think you need to be careful mixing children more than 3 years difference to protect all children.

Also, consider renting spaces from UAA in Eagle River and Matsu. They have classrooms not

always in use. Consider having different hours for the students, with younger students going

earlier shorter days and high schoolers coming in after them. Technically, you could have 3 shifts

of students. That would be 4 bus runs vs 2.

2/8/2019 8:05 PM

1103 Move all of ERE to Kennedy or Mt Spur elementarys 2/8/2019 8:05 PM

1104 Students have been through enough changes, why make it more. stick with what you have done it

is working well and give the students stability.

2/8/2019 8:04 PM
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1105 The Gruening staff is just grateful to be together 2/8/2019 8:04 PM

1106 IT seems that this is your job to determine the best course forward. I don't see how time or money

spent on a survey is appropriate as the general public has no idea the costs, risks, benefits and

other factors involved in this choice. I assume this is a PR move, but I wish there was more

leadership from the ASD administration.

2/8/2019 8:03 PM

1107 Make ERHS a middle school for Eagle River and combine ERHS into Chugiak 2/8/2019 8:02 PM

1108 Chugiak and Eagle River High school populations should be combined. House GMS and ERES

students at current Eagle River High School campus. This is a reasonable long-term plan for GMS

and would allow the staff and student community of ERES to remain together. Homestead would

be the best location for the Optional program as it is closest to the original school site and the

school community better coincides with teaching and behavior philosophies.

2/8/2019 8:01 PM

1109 Please do not combine the High schools such a bad idea. 2/8/2019 8:00 PM

1110 Gruening at ERHS. 6,7, & 8 grades 2/8/2019 7:58 PM

1111 None 2/8/2019 7:57 PM

1112 Why not put Gruening students at Eagle River High School and house all the high school students

at Chugiak.At one time the district considered closing Gruening. Makes sense to do that now.

2/8/2019 7:54 PM

1113 my CHS Junior said the high schoolers don’t even notice the Gruening kids at CHS. Seems the

impact to the high school students is minimal and working.

2/8/2019 7:53 PM

1114 Eagle River High students move to Chugiak. Make Eagle River High building K-8 leave preschool

overflow at Ravenwood.

2/8/2019 7:53 PM

1115 Re-zone all of Eagle River Schools 2/8/2019 7:53 PM

1116 Question 6 options 2 and 3 both would be viable and easily done options. As far as the Military

stdents keeping them together as a group I would consider a very high priority. Another option is

move the Eagle River HS students to Chugiak and Gruening students to Eagle River High school.

2/8/2019 7:52 PM

1117 Combining the high schools into one school. Children of the same ages should attend together. 2/8/2019 7:50 PM

1118 Merge Eagle River High and Chugiak High. Put the Gruening kids in the Eagle River High school.

If there is room, then consider moving grades 4,5 and 6

2/8/2019 7:49 PM

1119 Based on conversations with several teachers, I support keeping all of Eagle River Elementary,

including the Optional program, together if possible. Empty school on base? Combine CHS and

ERHS then have Gruening and ERES at the ERHS building? Or even better, turn ERHS into a K-8

or K-12 open optional school!!

2/8/2019 7:49 PM

1120 Combine high schools. Gruening goes to ERHS 2/8/2019 7:49 PM

1121 Would prefer Gruening to be closer to boundaries. 2/8/2019 7:45 PM

1122 Just do what's best for all studengs. 2/8/2019 7:44 PM

1123 Move the Gruening students to Eagle River High and make it a middle school that incorporates

local 6th graders. Move ERHS into Chugiak High School so all high school age groups are

together.

2/8/2019 7:44 PM

1124 Some ERES Parents are talking about moving the entire ERES community to an empty school on

JBER. I am not interested in having my students on base due to the occurrences of base

lockdowns. If this option went forward I would transfer my students to another local school.

2/8/2019 7:43 PM

1125 For longer term, pass a bond measure to repair as necessary. For middle school, consider simply

permanently closing Gruening

2/8/2019 7:43 PM

1126 GMS students at ERHS and ERHS liquidated so JBER students attend Bartlett and ER students

attend CHS

2/8/2019 7:43 PM

1127 We need to look at rebuilding the schools as soon as possible. There is a genuine need for these

buildings to be rebuilt.

2/8/2019 7:42 PM

1128 Temporarily move JBER students at ERHS to Bartlett, place the rest at CHS then move Gruening

to ERHS and make all Elementary a K-5 with 6th grade dispersing to MLMS and Gruening. Move

ERES Optional to Homestead and neighborhood ERES to other local elementary schools.

2/8/2019 7:42 PM
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1129 Send JBER high schoolers currently enrolled at ER high to Bartlett and the rest to Chugiak High.

Have Eagle River El and Gruening students together at Eagle River high school building.

2/8/2019 7:41 PM

1130 No more open enrollment. Go where boundaries are and keep Gruening at Chugiak. 2/8/2019 7:41 PM

1131 I'don't like to keep my 2 CHS students @ CHS. Everything else I have no opinion on. 2/8/2019 7:40 PM

1132 Use federal dollars to rebuild both schools ASAP 2/8/2019 7:40 PM

1133 Eagle River based middle schoolers should NOT be bussed to Anchorage middle schools.

Strongly prefer that they stay together at CHS. Gruening middle school teachers need adequate

teaching space and materials at CHS. Would also like to see less overlap between middle school

and high school learning space/classrooms and passing times.

2/8/2019 7:40 PM

1134 Eagle River High School needs to return to Chugiak High School so our community can have the

same clasd choices that larger high schools like East Bartlett West and South its not fair to our kids

in this area

2/8/2019 7:40 PM

1135 House Gruening Middle School at eagle river high or combine highschools and give gruening the

Eagle River high property

2/8/2019 7:39 PM

1136 N/a 2/8/2019 7:39 PM

1137 Disperse erhs students between Bartlett and CHs I order to keep kids and curriculum consistent

and open ERHS to GMS students.

2/8/2019 7:39 PM

1138 Rebuild ERE 2/8/2019 7:38 PM

1139 Combine Eagle River High with Chugiak High and place all of Eagle River Elementary and

Gruening at Eagle River High until the two damaged schools are re-built. No re-zoning needed. No

splitting up families; actually keeping ERES families together longer for some families. The

Gruening students and ERES students share being displaced and would probably join together as

a community/family if all sharing one location for the foreseeable future. Both schools should stay

“intact” and maintain their established cultures and sense of community until their buildings are re-

built.

2/8/2019 7:37 PM

1140 Redone mirror to take on eagle river elm 6th graders 2/8/2019 7:36 PM

1141 I currently have a 3rd grader and 1st grader that are housed at homestead location. If everything

stays the same next year I will have a 4th and 2nd grader at different schools and I am not ok with

that. I would like to see the grades split in the neighborhood program so that one of every grade is

at birchwood and one of every grade is at homestead. This way we can keep our families together.

2/8/2019 7:34 PM

1142 what about merging CHS and ERHS at CHS and putting the Gruening students in the ERHS

building?

2/8/2019 7:33 PM

1143 Under no circumstances should ASD consider combining High Schools at any future date!! I can’t

emphasize this enough.

2/8/2019 7:33 PM

1144 Combine ERHS & CHS, send the kids who buss from base to Bartlett and send the gruening kids

to ERHS and allow 6th grade to free up space for the Eagle River Elementary kids that being

dispersed. This is the most logical option.

2/8/2019 7:33 PM

1145 Please keep Gruening students together. Share with Chugiak high school but give kids a separate

wing and bathrooms. Some middle school students are afraid to use the bathroom when high

school kids are there.

2/8/2019 7:32 PM
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1146 Hello, I am a student who attends Eagle River High School and I will tell you whatever the district

decides will have a huge impact on every single student in the Chugiak/Eagle River area. Now,

although it will affect most students any way you choose to solve the problem, if you decide to

infuse Eagle River High School into Chugiak and the Gruening students to Eagle River High

School-as many have suspected will happen -it will be disastrous. This “solution” would negatively

transform the lives of thousands of students, parents, and staff members who will be

inconvenienced. This combination would erase all achievements awarded to ERHS, make the

sports for the joint high school very competitive, it would force base kids to go to Bartlett, it will

leave many extracurricular activities(who have built reputations under ERHS) is shambles, and I’m

sure many community members could list countless ways in which this poorly thought out answer

will make their lives more difficult. I urge whoever reads this to ask the students and parents if WE

have solution to this problem, because ultimately we are who will be affected, and we are the ones

who can explain what is best for our community. Although I appreciate this survey you have

created, this was only for parents who happen to read their emails. If you would like to learn

possible solutions, please address the schools affected directly(and preferably in person), and it is

in this way in which we will find a remedy that can accommodate everyone.

2/8/2019 7:31 PM

1147 Move eagle river high school to Chugiak and move Gruening to eagle river high school 2/8/2019 7:30 PM

1148 place the optional program at one school. Place all 6th graders at Mirror Lake and Greuning.

Finally place the entire neighborhood programs into different schools while guaranteeing the staff

and teachers have in writing that they can return to Eagle River Elementary once it is rebuilt.

2/8/2019 7:30 PM

1149 Na 2/8/2019 7:30 PM

1150 Use Eagle River high as a middle school and go back to one high school 2/8/2019 7:30 PM

1151 I am a military spouse that recently moved here this past summer our daughters have already had

to get use to 2 different schools in the last 6 months please do not make them have to get use to

another school next school year. If we cannot open Gruening then let the kids from JBER stay at

Chugiac

2/8/2019 7:30 PM

1152 Really separate Chugiak HS into 2 campuses physicslly 2/8/2019 7:28 PM

1153 Combine eagle hs with chugiak.hs at chugiak and Gruening student to eagle river. Possibility of

adding 6th grade with the 7 /8 at eagle river high school

2/8/2019 7:28 PM

1154 Add costs to your survey so it will be accurate. 2/8/2019 7:27 PM

1155 Build a middle school adjacent to Eagle River High School, add an auditorium, and build an

elementary school at the former Gruening Middle School Site. Sell the former ER Elementary

School. Whatever you decide, thank you for all the work you’re doing in support of our students. I

know they’re in good hands.

2/8/2019 7:27 PM

1156 My grandchild is already anxious about starting kindergarten... we need a decision so we can give

more time for adjustments.

2/8/2019 7:27 PM

1157 Why should my child have to go through another move they've been through enough already. Or

just rebuild a new gruening building.

2/8/2019 7:24 PM

1158 I think it’s important to maintain the integrity of standards at Birchwood ABC. It is an optional

program that parents value. If, the behaviors and academic achievement are not in line with that

program, there will be unnecessary decline.

2/8/2019 7:23 PM

1159 Keep family's together please. 2/8/2019 7:19 PM

1160 Split Gruening students for high schools they would be zoned for in 9th grade and move

accordingly to Eagle River High School and Chugiak High School

2/8/2019 7:17 PM

1161 Move Eagle River high to Chugiak. Move Gruening to Eagle River High. Make Gruening 6-8th

grade. This opens up more elementary classrooms and then rezone school boundries.

2/8/2019 7:15 PM

1162 Keep all Eagle River elem. students and staff together at Chugiak high school and disperse the

Gruening students to other middle schools. They are older and can adapt more easily.

2/8/2019 7:14 PM

1163 Someone suggested to me that we re-zone ER and CHS to both be 7-12. ...so split up Gruening

between high schools. I dont Necessarily think this makes sense because it seems like it would

reduce the programs allowed for 7/8 graders at both locations.

2/8/2019 7:13 PM
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1164 Send Gruening middle school students to Eagle River High and make Gruening 6th-8th grade.

Send Eagle River High students to Chugiak. High school students with high school students. Move

all 6th grade classes still in elementary schools to Gruening. This will allow more space in the

elementary schools. A 12 yr old girl DOES NOT belong in a High School(Gruening kids at

Chugiak). This is too big of an age gap during their stage in life.

2/8/2019 7:12 PM

1165 Keep Eagle River Elementary together and move the and Gruening to Eagle River High and then

move Eagle River High to Chugiak High.

2/8/2019 7:11 PM

1166 My youngest is in the SLC room at fire Lake Elementary school, I am most concerned with

securing their existing space for their sensory rec room as it is imperative to their day and their

current playground does not meet code for their age and thus they are unable to use it .

2/8/2019 7:11 PM

1167 If the kids from Gruening who reside in Eagle River if they can’t be housed at Mirror Lake and then

JBER kids being transferred to Anchorage middle school, then leave at Chugiak HS.

2/8/2019 7:10 PM

1168 I think it’s a horrible idea to have Junior high students in the same school as high schoolers. My

son has already been introduced to marijuana by a high schooler that attended there. As a single

mother I can not be everywhere, and hoped he would have not had this introduction, sadly

Chugiak is Known as “the druggie school”

2/8/2019 7:10 PM

1169 Combine the eagle river high schools and make Eagle River High into a middle school. 2/8/2019 7:10 PM

1170 Abandon Monday morning PLCs for CHS as long as Gruening MS Is housed there. It causes the

start times to align and traffic backs up onto the Glenn highway, creating a safety hazard.

2/8/2019 7:10 PM

1171 IT Leaves Kennedy Elem., Eagle River Elementary goes to Kennedy Elem on base, keeping the

school together for the short-term future.

2/8/2019 7:09 PM

1172 Place the gruening middle School in the eagle River high school and place the eagle River high

school kids at chugiak.

2/8/2019 7:09 PM

1173 I like the idea of moving Gruening middle schoolers to EAgle River high. Move Eagle River

students that currently attend ERHS to Chugiak, and JBER students to Bartlett. Redraw

boundaries for Eagle River to put them at Homestead, Alpenglow and Fire Lake.

2/8/2019 7:08 PM

1174 The hosting of ER Elementary students at Birchwood ABC has NOT been good. 2/8/2019 7:07 PM

1175 leave er high school alone 2/8/2019 7:06 PM

1176 All high school kids return to home schools at Chugiak or Bartlett. Gruening moves to ER high and

absorb some or all the 6th grade students making it a middle school. I think the schedules and

behaviors are too different to house JR high and High school together.

2/8/2019 7:06 PM

1177 Move ERHS students to CHS and Bartlet and make house ERES and GMS at ERHS until the

schools are rebuilt.

2/8/2019 7:06 PM

1178 None 2/8/2019 7:05 PM

1179 I think a realignment of school boundaries is the best option until the schools are completely

repaired. Teachers from the closed schools can be sent to help ease the pressure of incoming

students and keep class sizes down or at the very least, properly staffed

2/8/2019 7:05 PM

1180 Combine ERHS and Chugiak and house Gruening at ERHS.Gruenibg becomes a 6,7,8 middle

school

2/8/2019 7:05 PM

1181 All high school age kids at Chugiak high. Make Eagle River high a middle school for 6-8 to take

some kids from all elementary. Why was this option not part of your poll? It’s been widely talked

about since before the earthquake but ASD chose not to put that as an option in this poll. It seems

the district has made up its mid without asking students or employees. Listen to us. Stop telling us

what you think is best. We are the taxpayers and the final say.

2/8/2019 7:05 PM

1182 I don't want to see classes at Homestead/Birchwood filled to the max just to make this work.

Staffing needs to stay at current levels to keep class sizes down. Schools are crowded and the

only thing making it work is the amount of staff. Combining schools will only be successful if you

keep staff in the buildings. Eagle River Principal needs to be an assistant at both schools to help

with the increased work load on the other two Principals. BPO, specialist, aides, all need to stay to

help support the students. My fear is that whatever is decided the numbers game will come into

play and the district will load up classes, remove staff and tell schools to make it work, which staff

will try, but the added stress and work will at some point be too much.

2/8/2019 7:04 PM
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1183 I believe in the long term, adding a wing onto ERHS would be beneficial to both schools. ERHS is

the most successful high school in the district, in academics and in many areas, sports. Closing it

down is silly and short sighted, obviously. But if for some reason it would be cheaper to add a wing

instead of rebuild Gruening, this option should be considered.

2/8/2019 7:03 PM

1184 I was very impressed with the city and school district's initial response to the earthquake, but I am

shocked that there doesn't seem to have been a decision on what to do with these school and a

long term plan. More than 2 months later and no work has been completed. Decide if these

schools are going to be repaired or rebuilt and do it. After the 1994 earthquake in LA, the Santa

Monica freeway was rebuilt in 66 days. A much more complicated project than what we are facing,

and in that same time period, no work has been done at all. It's a shame to think these schools

could be ready for the 2019-20 school year if the city and district were being aggressive on this

project. With all that being said, I would support the idea of moving ERES to the base to JFK

elementary for a year. Keep the school together. As for a solution to Greuning, I would suggest

combining the two high schools and putting Greuning at ERHS.

2/8/2019 7:03 PM

1185 Portable classroom? 2/8/2019 7:03 PM

1186 I’m for combining Eagle River High School and Chugiak High School so that one of them could be

a temporary middle school..

2/8/2019 7:02 PM

1187 Send all Eagle River High students to Chugiak High allowing the Gruening students to take over

the ERHS building.

2/8/2019 7:02 PM

1188 Use the elem school they are closing on Jber for Jber middle students 2/8/2019 7:02 PM

1189 Start rebuilding already...send a timeline for the rebuild and give progress reports. 2/8/2019 7:01 PM

1190 Consolidate CHS and ERHS at one of those buildings, move Gruening students into the other 2/8/2019 7:01 PM

1191 The drop off/pick up situation at Homestead is untenable. Also, the traffic directing teachers need

to use clear hand signals and pay attention.

2/8/2019 7:00 PM

1192 What about having modulars to accommodate ERE kids back at their school 2/8/2019 7:00 PM

1193 Build a new school for them 2/8/2019 7:00 PM

1194 There are several churches in the Eagle River area that would help serve as a location for GMS. 2/8/2019 7:00 PM

1195 Realign Eagle River High School with Chugiak High School. Move Gruening Middle School

students to Eagle River High school to include 6th grade. Re-zone the rest of Eagle River

Elementary School students into the other elementary schools.

2/8/2019 6:59 PM

1196 Would not prefer to have students attend school in anchorage 2/8/2019 6:58 PM

1197 Combine ERHS and CHS, housed at CHS. Gruening moves to ERHS building. 2/8/2019 6:58 PM

1198 Na 2/8/2019 6:56 PM

1199 bring Eagle River High over to Chugiak High and combine Eagle River Elementary with Gruening

in a K-8 at Eagle River High School.

2/8/2019 6:55 PM

1200 What about sending gruening students to eagle river high? 2/8/2019 6:55 PM

1201 Combine ERHS and CHS. Move GMS and Grade 6 to ERHS. JBER high school May need

housed back at Bartlett. Combining high schools would allow us to offer more course options to

both school populations.

2/8/2019 6:54 PM

1202 please at the very least keep the optional program together and the neighborhood classes together

even if the two programs have to be divided

2/8/2019 6:53 PM

1203 There has been talk in the past about closing Eagle River High School. Rather than close it, move

the Gruening Middle School students into that building and move the ERHS students back to

CHS. All of the high school students used to attend CHS until ERHS was built. I think it is far

preferable to keep all of the high school students together and for middle school students to attend

a separate school. CHS has been very accommodating to Gruening. However, in terms of peer

interaction, dynamics, camaraderie, etc., I consider this a better option. Rather than invest the

money to repair Gruening, move those students to ERHS versus closing ERHS.

2/8/2019 6:52 PM

1204 Move Gruening students to ERHS and move ERHS to Chugiak High School 2/8/2019 6:52 PM

1205 What are the options for Ravenwood students? 2/8/2019 6:52 PM
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1206 Re-align elementary boarders so families are together. Send jber students to anchorage schools.

Put 6-7 grade students at eagle river high school. Move all high school kids to chugiak. Or realign

elementary borders. Divide Gruening kids between chugiak and eagle River high school for a 7-12

grade school.

2/8/2019 6:52 PM

1207 I think it would be a good idea to make Eagle River HS to Eagle River Middle School 2/8/2019 6:51 PM

1208 I think the JBER students should be re-aligned with Begich, Clark, and Central Middle Schools

and Bartlett High School. I think the remaining GRM could be combined with the remaining ERHS

in the ERHS building. I think GRM should be expanded to 6-8th grade. I think all Eagle

River/Chugiak Elementary Schools should be K-5 grade, with some being Pre-K. I think all Eagle

River and Chugiak elementay and middle school students should have similar opportunities. This

does NOT currently exist with Mirror Lake being a 6-8 grade school and some elementary schools

being K-5 and some being K-6.

2/8/2019 6:51 PM

1209 Combine ERHS kids with CHS. House GMS and ERES at ERHS 2/8/2019 6:51 PM

1210 Stay in Chugiak and the kids walking to Gruening will still be riding a bus going and back to

school.

2/8/2019 6:51 PM

1211 Leave Mt Spurr open on base and give military families in eagle river the option to send their kids

there.

2/8/2019 6:50 PM

1212 Combine high schools and give gruening the ER HS. 2/8/2019 6:50 PM

1213 Put Gruening students in eagle river high school and then put eagle river high kids back with

chugiak. Would be the best solution

2/8/2019 6:49 PM

1214 None 2/8/2019 6:49 PM

1215 My opinion is that these students and staff have been displaced once, why uproot them

again.When discussing this with my CHS student, shefeels the same. They have made the

adjustment and honestly it works for a short-term solution. As for ER elementary, I know the main

complaints deal with the students being housed in different schools, but the truth is, they are there

and settled. It is a short term solution.

2/8/2019 6:49 PM

1216 Organize webcam in classrooms and allow students to attend via webcam for each class with

Gruening Middle School. Then come to class 1-2 days per week for tests, etc

2/8/2019 6:49 PM

1217 Find an option that reunites Eagle River Elementary 2/8/2019 6:48 PM

1218 Realigning or rezoning the schools seems to be the only real option. If the schools aren’t re-

opening anytime soon and there isn’t an enrollment option, it only makes sense to rezone the kids

that live in close proximity to other schools. Living a couple streets away from Homestead, I feel as

though this would be best instead of having no buses that come to our neighborhood and my three

children dispersed isn’t ideal but we manage. Not having a bus that drops off grade 1 students in

close proximity to their house seems to be a major issue. Not everyone will be happy with the

outcome regardless, but if there isn’t a replacement school on the way clearly where people attend

would have to be looked at for enrollment of nearby children.

2/8/2019 6:48 PM

1219 Split Gruening students between Eagle River high school and Chugiak high school. Then take the

federal money to get the schools fixed in a timely manner.

2/8/2019 6:47 PM

1220 What about the preschool program at Ravenwood? We are very far over capacity and have

teachers and students literally sharing classrooms.

2/8/2019 6:47 PM

1221 How about Bus JBER students to Eagle River Highschool and the rest at Chugiak High. Not really

interested in having my students attend Clark Middle School.

2/8/2019 6:47 PM

1222 6-8 grade at Eagle River high, move high school students to chugiak 2/8/2019 6:47 PM

1223 None 2/8/2019 6:46 PM

1224 1. The temporary solution should be informed by the long term plan. We need to know the long

term plan before weighing in on temporary plans. 2. Put the two high schools together at Chigiak

and turn Eagle River High into a middle school.

2/8/2019 6:46 PM

1225 Bus JBER Gruening students to Central which is way below capacity. Send all of the elementary

kids to Kennedy on Ft. Rich.

2/8/2019 6:46 PM

1226 Eagle river elementary can be moved to Kennedy while the IT DEPT can relocate to Mt. Spurr 2/8/2019 6:46 PM

1227 Na 2/8/2019 6:45 PM
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1228 Eagle River High School should rezone to move students between chugiak high and Bartlett high.

The current eagle river high could be used to house gruening and all 6 graders which would open

up room to absorb eagle river elementary

2/8/2019 6:45 PM

1229 Use Eagle River High School for both elementary and middle and combine high schools at

Chugiak. Re-build both damaged schools!

2/8/2019 6:45 PM

1230 Keep it the way it is 2/8/2019 6:44 PM

1231 Utilize the 2 Elementary schools on JBER that are currently vacant to house all students from ER

Elementary

2/8/2019 6:44 PM

1232 Combine high school students to Chugiak High School. Gruening Middle School and Eagle River

Elementary move to Eagle River High.

2/8/2019 6:44 PM

1233 Close Eagle River High - and disburse ER students to Chugiak, and JBER ER students to Bartlett.

The old ERHS building becomes Gruening Middle School and houses 6-8 grades permanently.

ER area schools rezone and absorb the K-5 students from Eagle River At all other area schools.

Room will be available as 6th grade would then be at middle school.

2/8/2019 6:43 PM

1234 Combine ERHS and CHS into CHS building; move Gruening to ERHS building permanently;

Would allow for Gruening to add 6th grade with ease instead of trying to fit 3 grades in a building

built for 2

2/8/2019 6:43 PM

1235 My recommendation would be to listen intently to Eagle River Elem staff and parents for a good

solution for them. I feel they have been the most greatly (negatively) impacted in the aftermath of

the quake.

2/8/2019 6:43 PM

1236 Make Eagle River high a 6-12 school by adding another wing. 2/8/2019 6:42 PM

1237 Use the closed my spur elementary on base as a temporary school for the JBER secondary

students.

2/8/2019 6:42 PM

1238 None 2/8/2019 6:42 PM

1239 I would be interested to see how the numbers fall with combing CHS & ERHS for the next school

year, turning the current ERHS a 6-8 Gruening. If Gruening stays at CHS, consider moving the

JBER kids to Begich or Clarke.

2/8/2019 6:42 PM

1240 ERE kept together at a base school. 2/8/2019 6:41 PM

1241 Bulldoze ER Elementary and build a new building on that site ASAP 2/8/2019 6:41 PM

1242 We should build a second wing onto ERHS. Its easier for the transition between the schools. 2/8/2019 6:41 PM

1243 Consider opening Kennedy Elementary on Ft. Rich and house the entire ERE school there. 2/8/2019 6:41 PM

1244 Gruening students should go to ER high. Jber should go to Bartlet and Clark 2/8/2019 6:41 PM

1245 FIX THE THE SCHOOLS FIX EVERYTHING AND SEND EVERYONE BACK TO WERE THEY

CAME FROM

2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1246 If it is one year keep them where they are so they don’t have to move again 2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1247 Move Eagle River HS back to CHS and make us a community again with the academic and sports

programs worth competing again, no more nonsense of switching to a smaller conference for

sports to compete when it is not needed. The amount of money saved for the district by doing this

overall just makes sense!! Eagle River is NOT big enough to contain two high schools

2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1248 Reopen schools in JBER and disperse eagle river to mirror lake 2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1249 My kids are going to alpenglow 2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1250 ERES 6 grade students attend MLMS. 2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1251 Eagle River High School should be merged with Chugiak High School and Grueling Middle School

should take occupancy of Eagle River high school and add 6th grade to relieve the added kids to

the elementary schools.

2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1252 Chs and Gruening combo is working well 2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1253 I think the best option is to continue to house GMS at CHS until a new building is built. 2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1254 Move the Eagle river high school in with the Chugiak High School then move Gruening Middle

School into the ERH building

2/8/2019 6:40 PM
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1255 My high school student comes home on a daily basis frustrated due to the school being over

crowded.

2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1256 Rapid repairs to affected schools. 2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1257 Combine Eagle river high school students with other high school students at Chugiak, have

gruening students moved to eagle river high

2/8/2019 6:40 PM

1258 Move ER High students to Chugiak/Bartlett, turn it into a 6, 7, 8 for Gruening. This helps the

elementary rezoning, and allows Gruening to have their own space. This also helps the budget by

closing a high school and potentially not need to rebuild/repair Gruening. This makes it a viable

long term solution, saving money on short term solutions revamping Chugiak to attempt to make

that better, only to come to this conclusion anyway.

2/8/2019 6:39 PM

1259 Keep all schools together 2/8/2019 6:39 PM

1260 House Gruening at Eagle River High School 2/8/2019 6:39 PM

1261 Move eagle river high students to chugiak high, house gruening middle school students at eagle

river high.

2/8/2019 6:38 PM

1262 Moving Eagle River High to Chugiak High school and making one school. 2/8/2019 6:38 PM

1263 There are other options that are not addressed here. The inability for community to weigh in freely

at the upcoming meetings is unfortunate.

2/8/2019 6:38 PM

1264 Stop rumors from community members about ERHS being a new location for Gruening. Stop the

rumors!

2/8/2019 6:38 PM

1265 Do not move ERHS students to Chugiak HS. 2/8/2019 6:37 PM

1266 Move Eagle River High School to Chugiak High School. Have eagle river elementary(including

optional) and gruening combine at Eagle River High School.

2/8/2019 6:37 PM

1267 I do NOT want the Open Optional program to be housed at Birchwood 2/8/2019 6:37 PM

1268 No to messing with Eagle River High School! 2/8/2019 6:37 PM

1269 Disperse eagle river high school students between chugiak HS and Bartlett HS and put Gruening

MS in Eagle River HS

2/8/2019 6:37 PM

1270 Bus jber kids to Anchorage and keep eagle river kids at mirror lake or convert the high schools to

one and move all 6th graders to gruning at one of the high schools

2/8/2019 6:37 PM

1271 Make Eagle River high school the new middle school and realign ERHS to the surrounding high

school (JBER to Barlett and East, the rest of to Chugiak.) Close Eagle River and redraw

boundaries to surrounding schools.

2/8/2019 6:37 PM

1272 LEAVE THE SENSORY ROOM AT FIRELAKE ELEMENTARY ALONE!!!! 2/8/2019 6:37 PM

1273 Consolidate Chugiak high school and Eagle River High School at the Chugiak High School

location. Relocate Gruening Middle School students to the Eagle River High School campus.

Repairs are the Gruening Middle School campus optional.

2/8/2019 6:36 PM

1274 Create funding to make sure these schools are reopened as soon as possible, do not just say a

full year of this can be expedited sooner, should be number one priority.

2/8/2019 6:36 PM

1275 Combine ERHS with Chugiak and move Greuning to ERHS. Middle school students should not be

in the same school as high schoolers.

2/8/2019 6:36 PM

1276 None at this time. Thank you for all your hard work and dedication to our children. 2/8/2019 6:36 PM

1277 Er high school to Chugiak and Gruening takes over Er high school as a middle school. Send

excess to Bartlett from areas south, base goes to Bartlett.

2/8/2019 6:36 PM

1278 Either combine Chugiak and Eagle River HS at Chugiak HS or make both Eagle River HS and

Chugiak 7-12

2/8/2019 6:36 PM

1279 Please DO NOT combine Eagle River HS and Chugiak HS. It is not a long term benefit for the

Chugiak/Eagle River community! I am fine with GMS at CHS or the idea of going to MLMS.

2/8/2019 6:36 PM

1280 Include Fire Lake in the dispersement of students for ERES 2/8/2019 6:36 PM

1281 Tear down and rebuild from scratch Gruening and Eagle River. Stop pouring good money after

bad!

2/8/2019 6:35 PM
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1282 Do NOT move ERHS students out of their building. 2/8/2019 6:35 PM

1283 Just don’t send kids to mirror lake cause no one wants to go there-gruening middle school student 2/8/2019 6:34 PM

1284 Please just don't change Eagle River High School, thank you. 2/8/2019 6:34 PM

1285 Please do not disrupt the students and staff of ERHS. 2/8/2019 6:34 PM

1286 Gruening kids at ERHS, combine ERHS and Chugiak HS at Chugiak 2/8/2019 6:33 PM

1287 Great job keeping the community informed 2/8/2019 4:37 PM

1288 Combine all high school students at CHS & put Gruening & ERES students at Eagle River High

School.

2/8/2019 3:36 PM

1289 This is not an expanding text box so not ideal for the person typing. Why did survey monkey

change this.

2/8/2019 12:12 PM

1290 I like this survey. Thank you for listening to my voice. :) 2/8/2019 11:50 AM

1291 Elisa Test 2/8/2019 11:45 AM

1292 good answers 2/8/2019 11:05 AM
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